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PREFACE
The Permanent installations of the International Olympic Academy,
though by no means completed, none the less were sufficiently advanced
to function satisfactorily for the Seventh Session. This does not merely
mean a substantial addition to the comfort of the participants, but the
fact that in future the Academy will be able to hold sessions at other
times of the year than during the hot rainless summer months. It is
hoped, as a consequence, that special sessions will evolve for such as
sports-doctors, mass media reporters of press, radio and television and
sports writers, coaches, athletes and archaeological students.
To those who have followed the struggle for the emergence of the
Academy over many years, the Seventh Session must have seemed (likea cinema production in which a hazy scene gradually materializes)
a dream becoming true.
An outstanding feature of the Session was the presence during the
whole of the first three days at Olympia, and for the day of the closing
ceremony, of the Honorary President of the Academy, H.M. The
King of the Hellenes, who shared the life of the participants in every
respect and detail, and gave an absorbing lecture as an Olympic Gold
Medallist.
The President of the Academy, H.R.H. George W., Prince of Hanover, LL.D. was present during the whole of the Session and was in
the chair during most of the lectures, seminars and discussions.
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The Inaugural Ceremony
The inaugural ceremony took place on the Hill of the Pnyx at Athens
below the serene gaze of the Parthenon, there were the great legislators
and orators of old helped to form the modern concept of citizenship.
H.M. the" King honoured by His presence the ceremony and the subsequent reception and dinner at the Royal Yacht Club offered by the
Hellenic Olympic Committee.
The Memorial to the late Johu Ketseas and Carl Diem

At Olympia, on July 31st, after the President of the Academy had
introduced the main theme for the Session, «The Athlete» and a talk
had been given by the curator of the Academy, Mr. Otto Szymiczek,
on the purposes of the Academy, General Th. Papathanassiadis, First
Vice-Président of the Hellenic Olympic Committee, addressed the Academy and requested the King graciously to be willing to unveil the memorial to the late John Ketseas of Greece and Carl Diem of Germany. These
two, who had passed away recently, since the foundation of the Academy,
had been the pioneers of its creation, interpreting the wish of the reviver of the Olympic Games, the Baron Pierre de Coubertin. It was fitting,
therefore, that the stele with the memorial tablet to these two should
be close to the Coubertin Grove in the grounds of the Academy, where
the heart of Coubertin is enclosed in the memorial, as desired by his
testament.
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PROCLAMATION
BY
OLYMPIC GOLD MEDALLIST
KING CONSTANTINE OF THE HELLENES
ANNOUNCING THE INAUGURATION
OF THE SEVENTH SESSION
It is with great pleasure that I find Myself among you during this
ceremony of the Seventh Session of the International Olympic Academy.
Welcome to Greece, the land which our foreign friends call eternal. The right for this honorific title originates principally from the
fact that the Greek never attempted to monopolise the Ideals which
had their birth in our land, nor its philosophy and its civilisation. It
shared these invaluable blessings with the other peoples, had the
ambition for their universality and had the good fortune to see them
realised.
It is natural therefore that I should follow the work of the International Olympic Academy with the greatest interest, since the Olympic Movement contributes materially to the friendship of Nations
and to world Peace.
Unfortunately there are moments during which gathered clouds
create anxieties for the stability of this greatest good, Peace. During
precisely these moments, the devotion to the Olympic Spirit and its
cultivation become more essential. It is because the Olympic spirit
embodies the ideals of brotherhood. It sets more noble aims to man.
It adds the spiritually of natural strength, as an essential element of
the perfect being.
International athletics provide us with the opportunity of achieving a closer spiritual contact among the Nations.
Friendly rivalry on the tracks can constitute examples to be imitated in other fields, in such a manner that hate should be displaced by
a healthy spirit of competition of which the higher objective shall not
be the domination of the one upon the other but the aim of a common
ambition to a higher level of life.
The International Olympic Academy is a guardian of the ideology
which must governs all the members of the Olympic Family, the sportsmen, the Professors of Physical Culture, the Coaches, the athletes
and the journalists.
The Olympic Movement is to-day the greatest Social Movement
of the World.
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Olympic Gold Medallist King Constantine proclaims the inauguration of the Seventh Session .

H.M. The King and H.R.H. Prince George of Hanover at the inaugural ceremony.

H.M. The King with H.R.H. Prince George of Hanover, followed by members of the Executive
Committee of the Academy leave the Hill of the Pnyx at the conclusion of the inaugural ceremony.

H.M. The King together with Prince George of Hanover and members of the Hellenic Olympic
Committee at the unveiling of the memorial tablets to John Ketseas and Dr. Carl Diem.

H.M. The King lays a laurel wreath at the unveiling of the stele to the memory of John Ketseas
and Dr. Carl Diem.

I wish you a good sojourn and I hope that, inspired by the sacred
environment of Ancient Olympia you will become apostles of the Olympic Ideology, and that you will continue your work with renewed enthusiasm for the good of the youth of your countries and of
mankind.
With this hope I declare the opening of the work of the Seventh
Session of the International Olympic Academy.

MESSAGE
FROM
MR. AVERY BRUNDAGE, PRESIDENT OF THE
INTERNATIONAL OLYMPIC COMMITTEE
It is my pleasant task to send greetings from the International
Olympic Committee to those who are about to participate in the VII
Session of the Olympic Academy. For a fortnight you will have the
privilege of living here at the Mecca of the Olympic Movement, in
the sacred precincts where Pindar and the other great Hellenic poets,
orators, sculptors and artists gained inspiration. The majestic ruins,
so tranquil and serene today, remain charged with the memories of
heroic deeds, exciting drama and past glories. The Games, however,
were only a manifestation of the devotion of the contestants and a tribute to Zeus, the king of gods. Just so the Games today are a manifestation of the Olympic Movement with its objective the development
of a healthier and stronger race of men imbued with the high moral
principles of the Olympic Code.
You must always remember this first lesson, that the Games are
far more than merely another athletic championship, they are a great
festival of the youth of the five Continents, hoping for a happier and
more peaceful world. No one has expressed it better than the man who
revived the Games, the Baron Pierre de Coubertin, when he said :
«Thus we are brought back to what I was pointing out to you a moment
ago as the essence of Olympism and the quality which distinguishes
it from the mere athleticism which it contains, but surpasses».
«Allow me to specify this difference. The athlete enjoys his effort;
he likes the constraint which he imposes on his muscles and nerves,
and thanks to which he threatens victory even if he does not master it.
This enjoyment remains internal and to some extent egoistic. Now imagine it turning outward and mingling with the joy of nature and the
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soaring flights of art. Imagine it haloed by sunlight, uplifted by music,
enshrined in the architecture of the porticos. Thus was born long ago
on the banks of the Alpheus the glittering dream of ancient Olympism,
whose spell bound the antique world for hundreds of years».
With this VII Session, the Academy enters a new epoch, marked
by the stability of the permanent buildings just finished by the «Comité
Olympique Hellénique» with the help of the Greek Government.
We hope that you who are enjoying this unique experience will,
on your return home, not only spread and circulate this Olympic message, but also urge your National Olympic Committees to assist and
support this important institution, which belongs not solely to Greece
but to the entire world.

ADDRESS BY
H.R.H. GEORGE W., PRINCE OF HANOVER, LL.D.
PRESIDENT OF THE INTERNATIONAL OLYMPIC
ACADEMY
Is an Olympic Movement superfluous in a troubled world likes
ours? This question may be asked by many people who find that at
a time when thousands are dying on the battlefield, it is not realistic
to organise Olympic Games and an International Olympic Academy.
It is my conviction that the Olympic Games would have had to
be invented if they did not exist.
Our concern is not to further nationalistic prestige but to overcome differences. Those who join our ranks are not forced to come,
they have to be volunteers. We do not conquer anything except our
own selves by overcoming our weaknesses. We do not inflict wounds;
we try to heal them. We do not hate our opponent; we honour him as
a friend by winning or losing in a spirit of fair play.
We have no weapons to fight with, except physical fitness, courage and willpower.
An Academy which has chosen the noble task of furthering these
ideals has a great responsibility. It does not only deal with physical
ability or breaking of records ; a movement has to have a soul and a
heart. The soul is and always will be the spirit of the ancient Games of
Olympia reflected by History and Archaeology. We ourselves are the
Heart, with our enthusiasm for sport, our love for the great challenge
of competition our memories of elation in success and of determination
to overcome defeat.
But it is not feelings and emotions alone which can keep this move10

ment alive. There must be a brain to do the planning and a conscience
that criticises and adapts the organisation and rules to the conditions
of each period, and keeps the spirit on the right track.
The I.O.G. is the brain, and we as the Academy are meant to
participate in its endeavours and to become the conscience of the I.O.C.
I have in mind the honourable lecturers from all over the world,
who bring their wisdom to Olympia in the same way that the philosophers in ancient Hellas lectured during the sacred Games. I also think
of the young participants, who come here, eager to add new scientific
discoveries to their knowledge and experience and who will stimulate
us by their opinions.
The Session will be successful if the participants leave Olympia
convinced that it is worth while to serve this idea, because they are
the guardians of tomorrow and we need their moral support.
I would like to thank the Greek authorities especially the Hellenic
Olympic Committee for their efforts in sponsoring the sessions and in
furthering the construction programme for the Academy. Great progress has been made since last year and I sincerely hope that the conditions are favourable for a successful work in Olympia.

ADDRESS BY
VICE-ADMIRAL P. LAPPAS HON. SEC. GEN.
OF THE HELLENIC OLYMPIC COMMITTEE
The Hellenic Olympic Committee has always, since 1949 when
the International Olympic Academy was first proposed to the International Olympic Committee, given its utmost interest to the question
of the Academy.
This year I am particularly happy to be able to tell you that after
six constructive Sessions, the Hellenic Olympic Committee, has been
able to translate its efforts into fact so that the first of the Academy's
permanent buildings will be able to house the participants.
The Hellenic Olympic Committee is particularly grateful to H.M.
The King, who has continually encouraged it visiting the site of the
Academy on the spot several times, accompanied too by the President
of the Academy, H.R.H. Prince George of Hanover, and lately also
by Mr. Avery Brundage, the President of the International Olympic
Committee.
It is my pleasure to welcome the lecturers and participants on
behalf of the Hellenic Olympic Committee and to wish them that their
stay will be equally profitable as enjoyable.
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PROCLAMATION
DE L'OUVERTURE DE LA 7 e SESSION
DE L'ACADEMIE OLYMPIQUE INTERNATIONALE PAR
S.M. LE ROI DES HELLENES, CONSTANTIN
Vainqueur Olympique de la Médaille d'or
Colline de la Pnyx. 30 Jullet 1967

C'est avec grand plaisir que Je me trouve parmi vous, à cette cérémonie inaugurale de la Septième Session de l'Académie Olympique.
Internationale. Soyez les bienvenus en Grèce, au pays que nos amis
étrangers qualifient d'éternel. Ses droits à ce titre honorifique puisent
leur origine dans le fait que l'Hellène n'a jamais tenté de monopoliser
les Idéaux qui ont vu le jour sur notre terre grecque, ni sa philosophie
et sa civilisation. Il a partagé ces bénédictions inestimables avec les
autres peuples, il a ambitionné leur universalité et a eu le bonheur de
la voir se réaliser.
Il est donc naturel que Je suive avec le plus grand intérêt les travaux de l'Académie Olympique Internationale, puisque le Mouvement
Olympique contribue essentiellement à l'amitié des Nations et à la
Paix mondiale.
Il existe malheureusement des moments durant lesquels des nuages rassemblés créent des anxiétés en ce qui concerne la stabilité de ce
bien si précieux, la Paix. C'est précisément au cours de ces moments
que la dévotion à l'Esprit Olympique et sa culture deviennent plus essentielles. C'est parce que l'Esprit Olympique incarne l'idéal de fraternité. Il pose à l'homme des cibles plus nobles. Il ajoute la spiritualité
de la force naturelle, en tant qu'élément essentiel de l'être humain.
L'athlétisme international nous fournit la possibilité d'établir un
contact spirituel plus étroit entre les Nations. La rivalité amicale sur
l'arène peut constituer un exemple à suivre sur d'autres terrains, de façon
à ce que la haine soit remplacée par un esprit sain de compétition duquel le but ultime ne sera pas la domination de l'un sur l'autre, mais
la poursuite commune d'un niveau de vie plus élevé.
L'Académie Olympique Internationale doit être le gardien de
l'idéologie qui doit gouverner tous les membres de la Famille Olympique,
les Sportifs, les Professeurs de Culture Physique, les Entraîneurs, les
Athlètes et les Journalistes.
Le Mouvement Olympique est, de nos jours, le plus grand Mouvement Social du Monde.
Je vous souhaite un séjour agréable et J'espère que, inspirés du site
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sacré de l'Ancienne Olympic, vous deviendrez les apôtres de l'Idéologie Olympique et vous poursuivrez votre oeuvre avec un enthousiasme
renouvelé, pour le bien des jeunes de votre patrie et de l'humanité
entière.
Animé de cet espoir, Je proclame l'ouverture de la 7e Session de
l'Académie Olympique Internationale.

MESSAGE DE M. AVERY BRUNDAGE
PRESIDENT DU COMITE
OLYMPIQUE INTERNATIONAL
C'est une tâche agréable pour moi que d'adresser un message de
la part du Comité Olympique International à ceux qui sont sur le
point de participer à la VII Session de l'Académie Olympique. Pendant quinze jours, vous aurez le privilège de vivre ici, à la Mecqe
du Mouvement Olympique, dans les enceintes sacrées où Pindare et
les autre grands poètes Hellènes, orateurs, sculpteurs et artistes ont
puisé leur inspiration. Les ruines majestueuses, si calmes et sereines
aujourd'hui demeurent peuplées du souvenir d'exploits héroiques, de
drames émouvants et de gloires passées. Cependant, les Jeux n'étaient
qu'une manifestation de la dévotion des contestants et un hommage
à Zeus, le roi des dieux. Précisément aujourd'hui les Jeux sont une
manifestation du Mouvement Olympique visant le développement d'une
race d'hommes plus saine et plue forte, imbue des grands principes
moraux du Code Olympique.
Vous devez toujours vous souvenir de cette première leçon, à savoir
que les Jeux représentent bien plus qu'un simple championnat athlétique. Ils sont un grand festival de la jeunesse des cinq Continents, d'une
jeunesse qui nourrit l'espérance d'un monde plus heureux et plus pacifique. Personne n'a mieux exprimé cela que l'homme qui a fait revivre
les Jeux, le Baron Pierre de Coubertin, quand il a dit «Ainsi nous revenons à ce que je vous ai indiqué, il y a un moment, comme l'essence de
l'Olympianisme et la qualité qui le distingue du simple athlétisme qu'il
contient mais surpasse».
«Permettez moi de spécifier cette différence. L'athlète jouit de son
effort, il aime la contrainte qu'il impose à ses muscles et à ses nerfs, et
grâce à laquelle il menace la victoire même s'il ne la dompte pas. Cette
puissance demeure intime et, dans une certaine mesure, égoiste. Imaginez maintenant qu'elle s'extériorise et s'enchève à la joie de la nature
et aux élans sublimes de l'art. Imaginez-la auréolé par la lumière du
soleil, transportée par la musique, enchâssée dans l'architecture des
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portiques, Ainsi a été conçu, il y a bien longtemps, sur les rives de
l'Alpheus, le rêve étincelant de l'ancien Olympisme dont le charme
a ensorcelé le monde antique pendant des siècles».
Avec cette VII Session l'Académie entre dans une ère nouvelle,
marquee par la stabilité de bâtiments permanents tout neufs que le
«Comité Olympique Hellénique» a érigé avec le concours du Gouvernement grec.
Nous espérons que vous, qui jouissez de cette expérience unique,
allez, de retour chez vous, non seulement répandre et faire circuler ce
message Olympique, mais aussi pousser vos Comités Olympiques Nationaux à assister et à soutenir cette importante institution qui appartient non seulement à la Grèce, mais au monde entier.

Message de S.A.R GEORGES W. PRINCE DU HANOVRE, LL. D.
Président de l'Académie Olympique Internationale

Un Mouvement Olympique est-il superflu dans un monde troublé
comme le notre? Cette question peut être posée par beaucoup de
personnes qui pensent que lorsque des milliers sont en train de mourir
sur le champ de bataille, il n'est pas réaliste d'organiser des Jeux Olympiques et une Académie Olympique Internationale.
Je suis convaincu que les Jeux Olympiques auraient dû être invetés s'ils n'existaient pas.
Notre préoccupation n'est pas de rechausser le prestige nationaliste mais de surmonter les differences. Ceux qui joignent nos rangs ne
sont pas forcés d'y venir; ils doivent être des volontaires. Nous ne conquérons rien sauf nous-mêmes en surmontant nos faiblesses. Nous
n'infligeons pas de blessures; nous essayons de les guérir. Nous ne
haissons pas l'opposant; nous l'honorons comme un ami en gagnant ou
en perdant en bonne foi.
Nous n'avons pas d'armes pour lutter avec, à l'exception de
l'aptitude physique, du courage et de la force de volonté.
Une Académie qui a choisi la noble tâche de promouvoir ces idéaux
a une lourde responsabilité. Elle ne s'occupe pas uniquement de capacité physique ou de remporter des records; un mouvenent doit avoir
une âme et un coeur. L'âme est et sera toujours l'esprit qui animait les
anciens Jeux d'Olympie, tel qu'il est réfléchi par l'Histoire et l'Archéologie. Nous-mêmes sommes le Coeur, avec notre enthousiasme pour le
sport, notre amour pour le grand défi de la compétition, le souvenir de
l'ivresse du succès et de la détermination de mater la défaite.
Mais ce ne sont pas seulement les sentiments et les émotions qui
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peuvent garder ce mouvement en vie. Il doit y avoir un cerveau qui
planifie et une conscience qui critique et adapte l'organissation et le
règlement aux conditions de chaque période et maintient l'esprit sur
le bon chemin.
Le C.O.I. est le cerveau et nous, en tant qu'Académie, devons
prendre part à ses efforts et devenir la conscience du C.O.I.
Je pense aux distingués conférenciers du monde entier qui apportent
leur sagesse à Olympie comme philosophes de l'ancienne Hellas dissertaient au cours des Jeux sacrés. Je pense aussi aux jeunes participants
qui viennent ici, empressés —d'ajouter de nouvelles découvertes à leurs
connaissances et expérience et qui nous stimuleront par leurs opinions.
La Session sera couronnée de succès si les participants quittent
Olympie convaincus que cette idée vaut la peine d'être servie, parce
qu'ils sont les gardiens de demain et parce que nous avons besoin de
leur soutien moral.
Je tiens à transmettre mes remerciements aux autorités grecqes,
particulièrement au Comité Olympique Hellénique pour les efforts
déployés, tant pour le patronage des sessions que pour la promotion
du programme de construction pour l'Académie. De grands progrès
ont été enregistrés depuis l'année dernière et j'espère sincèrement que
les conditions favoriseront le succès des travaux à Olympie.
MESSAGE DU VICE-AMIRAL P. LAPPAS,
Secrétaire Général Honoraire du Comité Olympique Hellénique
Le Comité Olympique Hellénique a toujours, depuis 1949, lorsque
l'Académie Olympique Internationale a été, pour la première fois, proposée au Comité Olympique International, accordé un intérêt extrême
à la question de l'Académie.
Cette année, je suis particulièrement heureux de pouvoir vous
dire qu'après six Sessions constructives, le Comité Olympique Hellénique a été en mesure de matérialiser ses efforts. Ainsi le premier des
bâtiments permanents de l'Académie pourra héberger les participants.
Le Comité Olympique Hellénique tient tout particulièrement à
exprimer sa reconnaissance à S.M. Le Roi qui l'a continuellement encouragé en se rendant, maintes fois, sur les lieux de l'Académie, accompagné aussi du Président de l'Académie, S.A.R. le Prince Georges
du Hanovre et dernièrement aussi de M. Avery Brundage, le Président
du Comité Olympique International
C'est un plaisir pour moi que de souhaiter la bienvenue aux conférenciers et aux participants de la part du Comité Olympique Hellénique et de leur souhaiter un séjour aussi profitable qu'agréable.
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INAUGURAL CEREMONY OF THE SEVENTH SESSION
OF THE INTERNATIONAL OLYMPIC ACADEMY
THE HILL OF THE PNYX. 30™ JULY 1967
ADDRESS BY Mr. P. KOURNOUTOS
Director of Letters and Arts, Ministry of National Education and Cults

The «historic realisation» which constitutes the realisation of the
absolute within the confines of the bygone, belongs mainly to the responsibility of Man. In the legend of the cave, Plato, an outstanding interpreter of the Greek outlook on «the world and life» describes matters
concerning the function whereby man is rendered a true creator of
History composing the miscellanies and alternations of the forms of life
according to the eternal patterns of the world of ideas.
•
The shape then, the form, the par excellence divisible component
of the absolute, belongs to the responsibility of man. And thus, precisely, the Greek undertook to create the form according to his eternal
models, seeking «either that God should descend upon Earth showing
to him his image, or he ascend to heaven to gaze upon God». The target
of the Greek intellect was principally made for this form, as the basic
component of the historic realisation. The Greek comprehended that
the essence of the «truly being», according to Plato, under the continuously changing forms which are expressed in environment and time,
are invariably the same, and that the forms consist of an element
of changeability capable of being composed by man, which he composes
in the very same image as himself. He conceived, that is to say, that
the creation of realisation is a work of man, and that in consequence
he ought to discover a method through which he could create this realisation in such a way that it should be rendered easier from the aspect
of the bygone, for the continuous upbringing of man by means of the
Platonic scales of the absolute essence.
The Greek sought this method within his environment, the form
of which might constitute a model and lesson. The Greek environment
revealed, in fact, to the Greek his most internal intellect and rendered
him capable to create his History within that possibility of formation
which expressed uniquely the absolute matter in the sphere of the bygone. This lesson of the Greek environment contributed so that henceforth the human creation should be based mainly upon the harmony
16

achieved, without any exaggeration, with the synthesis of its changeable
and opposing elements. «Nothing beyond».
The absence of any exaggeration whatsoever, releases each element
from the fear of dominance of the others by itself, which, disrupting the
conciliation of the opposing factors throws together the manifold potentialities of the human being, which, directed under its instructive
urge struggles to assure at least its individual survival. By its release
from fear the Greek intellect was able to turn outwards with greater
confidence and safety and from the sancturay of a hearth to express
itself internally and barren, through the fine marble peristyle of its
temple. The Greek was able, that is to say, to free himself from fear
of the external world and feeling himself «unfettered» (as he himself
termed this new situation of his) to consider himself of equal standing
with his environment. These «dialectics» which also constituted the
basis of Greek thought, is the principle factor for the creation of the
Parthenon, of the tragedies and of the dialogue.
The equal standing and the choice of the elements of the environment of composition was understood by the Greek who observed his
own environment and took cognizance that none of his dimensions,
perpendicular or horizontal, and none of his opposing elements, mountains, valleys, land, sea, as also any of the alternations caused by natural
forces, light, darkness, heat, cold, seasons, do not present any exaggeration dissolving the equal appearance of the others. There does
not exist, that is to say, in the Greek environment, dominance or opposition. Everything here feels itself to be and is free.
The Greek aimed at this message of materialisation during the consolidation of his creation, starting with himself. Man is a creation
attributable to his own responsibility in his placement within the realisation and his dependency thereon. Hence the Greek started by the
composition of his History from the creation of his own form «In the
beginning the Greek created himself». In the palaestras and the gymnasia, the regular development of the elements of the body created harmony, and also the subsequent harmonious composition and development
of his physical, moral and intellectual elements of the human being,
accomplished his perfection. This perfection provided the possibility
to the human being to set himself harmoniously in his environment,
but also to set harmoniously his other creations within it, that is to say
to create his History in a manner assuring absolutely his continual
«participation» with «existence» as also with conscience if his potentia17

lity through the palaestras and the symposia, or through the fine bodies
and dialogues, his upbringing in the contemplation of the «actual
being» through the scale which Plato describes marvellously in the
«Symposion».
The catholic «realisation» thus composed by man, in harmony
with all his composing elements, constitutes a genuine expression of
essence, it constitutes the true appearance of God upon earth.
Our land during one fortunate moment of History for man provided us through its message the ability to discover the divine substance
of the human being and to acquire the conscience of the historic evolution, but also of the responsibility that man has within the environment of his past. Our ancestors, being fortunate, on the other hand,
first to hear and become conscious of this message, became heralds
of this truth of the civilisation which they established with the basis
of the above data, of which civilisation the values up to the present
time, regulate human behaviour. Faithful to this lengthy and great
tradition and the absolute conscience of responsibility to the human
being within the environment of man from every land, whom they call
Hellenes, and accompanying with the upward progress to the vision
of eternal tracing through the harmony of the lives which compose
the form of our land, the path leads man through that which is
beautiful to that which is free and thence to God.
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ALLOCUTION
DU LIEUTENANT - GENERAL TH. PAPATHANASIADIS,
PREMIER VICE - PRESIDENT DU COMITE OLYMPIQUE,
A LA CEREMONIE DU DEVOILEMENT DE LA STELE COMMEMORATIVE DE JEAN KETSEAS ET DE CARL DIEM
Le Comité Olympique Hellénique rend aujourd'hui un hommage
d'honneur et de gratitude aux pionniers de l'institution de l'Académie
Olympique Internationale :
à JEAN KETSEAS
et à CARL DIEM.
Maintenant cette noble idée a porté ses fruits et la fonction de l'Académie Olympique Internationale a été consolidée en tant qu'institution qui a passé au-delà des confins de notre pays et s'est étendue à
travers le monde entier, avec le soutien du Comité Olympique International. Ce n'est que maintenant qu'il est possible de contempler l'inspiration créatrice et la détermination décisive avec lesquelles les deux pionniers, qui appartiennent maintenant à l'éternité, ont travaillé et peiné.
Grâce à l'Académie Olympique Internationale, Olympie redevient
le centre spirituel du monde entier, d'un monde qui croit que la dévotion des peuples aux Idéaux Olimpiaques sert la notion de l'homme
parfait et fraie la voie à un avenir meilleur pour toute l'humanité, dans
lequel prévaudraient la compréhension, l'amour et la Paix.
Cette stèle commemorative a été érigée par le Comité Olympique
Hellénique afin de faire passer à l'éternité les noms des pionniers de la
grande Idée de l'Académie Olympique, les noms de
JEAN KETSEAS et
de CARL DIEM.
Je me permets de prier S.M. Le Roi de bien vouloir consentir à
dévoiler cette stèle et d'observer une minute de silence en l'honneur de
ces hommes dont la mémoire sera éternelle.
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ADDRESS ON THE OCCASION OF THE UNVEILLING
OF THE MEMORIAL TABLET TO JOHN KETSEAS
AND CARL DIEM ON JULY 31st 1967
By the Assistant to the Cuuator

THE UNVEILING of this stele has taken place on the slopes of
the Coubertin Grove. Some thirty years ago King George II placed à
casket containing the heart of the renovator of the Olympic Games, the
Baron Pierre de Coubertin, in the stele which is here nearby, for it
was the wish expressed by Coubertin, in his testament that his heart
should rest in Olympia.
When still alive Coubertin had already felt the need of there being
some institute which should act as a guide for the proper direction of
the Olympic Movement since this had grown so fast that it risked taking
an erroneous path. The International Olympic Academy is the realisation of this wish, and the two pioneers who brought it into being were
John Ketseas and Carl Diem, close friends and great men, for great men
are all those who work and toil successfully for the good of mankind.
It was these two who together conceived the idea of the Olympic
Flame, which for the first time inaugurated the Games in 1936. Each
of these two men had his own particular characteristics which supplemented those of the other. Carl Diem, of Germany, was an outstanding
educator, a world figure in the realm of sports. John Ketseas, was of Greece, a Member of the International Olympic Committee. They pooled
their prerogatives and worked as one. The Academy was conceived by
them before the last war, but it was not till 1949 that John Ketseas, with
the cooperation and support of Carl Diem, made his proposal to the
meeting of the I.O.G. in Rome. In 1961 with the first Session the Academy
became a reality, and both men were able to live and see the Academy
progressing before they passed away, happy in the knowledge that
their child was prospering.
It is right that their name should be coupled together in this memorial. If one were to ask where such a memorial should be erected
the answer would be : firstly in the grounds of the International Olympic Academy and secondly in or close to the Coubertin Grove. Here
then now we commemorate them in the proper hallowed spot, close
to the heart of Coubertin which beats eternally to the rhythm of the
Olympic Movement to which they were both attuned and devoted.
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INTRODUCTION
By H.R.H. GEORGE W., PRINCE OF HANOVER, LL. D.
President of the International Olympic Academy.

This session has the general theme of «THE ATHLETE».
We have made this choice because our special concern is the athlete
as a human being.
Normally the public becomes acquainted with an athlete after he
has broken a record. Most people read about him or see him on television, and the record - breaking «Image» is registered in their minds.
From that moment they expect him to remain this phenomenon; they
do not care where he comes from, how he managed to achieve his success,
what difficulties he has had to overcome, but they will regard it almost
as a personal affront if he does not go on winning.
If we encourage young people to dedicate some of the years of their
youth to take part in the great competitions among the worthiest sportsmen of the world, if is our responsibility to give them the benefit of the
most modern methods of training and the fruits of medical research.
In addition, we have to study the problems an athlete will almost
certainly have to face on his way to success, and afterwards to be able
to give the right sort of support. I shall only mention a few points :
How does training and competition fit in with the athlete's family
life and work ? Does he realise the psychological effect success can have ?
How will he stand up to heroworship when the satisfaction of his efforts
may become overshadowed by the expectations of his admirers ?
To be regarded as a national advertisement can be a heavy burden,
and to realise that the days of glory are over is a heavier one still. Psychological care will only be of help if the character is sufficiently strong.
Education is therefore of the utmost importance. It is no longer a
secret that character is not formed in the classroom alone. To act respon21

sibly and firmly is a matter of experience. Physical education has many
possibilities for putting these qualities into practice, but it has to have
the necessary attention. We therefore have to convince the educationalists that the Olympic Movement is their greatest ally and that they
will have a much greater change of fulfilling their responsibility to produce personalities if they make use of our practical experience and scientific research in education.
1.
2.
3.
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The advantages would be
When an athlete breaks a record, it is not so much a question of
luck any more.
There will be a greater pool of qualified young athletes from which
top athletes can develop.
The athlete will not be merely an «Image» but a personality who
will influence the younger generation through power of conviction
and example.
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SOME OF MY EXPERIENCES IN SPORT
Extracts from the talk
By H.M. KING CONSTANTINE
Olympic Gold Medallist.
Spoken in English
H.R.H. George W. Prince of Hanover. LL.D., President of the Academy,
stated :
It has become a custom that at every session we shall hear the experiences
of those who have taken part in the Olympic Games, or have won a medal, because
I think that this is quite interesting for us to hear all sorts of points, and, as we have
a Gold Medallist here, I think that He should not get away with it so easily. So
I have asked His Majesty to tell us a little bit of His experience, — which He
reluctantly accepted and had a very bad night, I think.
....MAY I SAY THAT it is entirely the President of the Academy's
idea that I should speak. The statement about My bad night is entirely correct, but I assume that I am in good company because I think
that there are some more colleagues of Mine here who have taken
part in Olympic Games and I know that one in particular, who did
particularly well, My colleage from Yugoslavia had an extremely bad
night last year when he had to do the same that I am doing now. It
is very difficult, I find, to talk about something so personal like what
one has done in the Olympic Games or Sports in general, at the same
time being discreet. But, I'll try anyway. I started my love for sports
when I went to school. I went to a boarding school and I was extremely
fat and spoilt, and My parents decided that I should be put into a
boarding school and be toughened up, and I can assure you that it
took a very short time when I had so many other friends who
pushed Me to get into the atmosphere of sports. And I liked it, and
particularly the competitions when all the parents and various people
came along to watch how one was doing.
Later on I finished school and took up different sports, such as riding, squash and very bad tennis, judo and also karate.
....Later on in my life I took up also sailing because, first of all My
Father was interested.
....I got a little boat and I went out with some friends. They told me
«Let's go out». I tried and started to like it. I had a very little time to
really practice sailing because I had very many other things to do,
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(Right) H.M. King Constantine, Honorary President of the Academy; (Left) H.R.H. George
W. Prince of Hanover LL. D., President of the Academy; Standing Mr. Otto Szymiczek,
The Curator

The new installations of the I.O.A. are

take shape and have already started to function.

Dr. P.W. Henze, Dir. of the Ph. Educ. Inst. of the Univ. of Göttingen, congratulated by the
President of the Academy after speaking on the Modern Pentathlon.

I did and went to various competitions and found out very soon in
my sailing life that if I ever had a small success in My country, in
limited races, I found that it really wasn't worth while because it was
always obvious to the press in any case that if I won a race, it was
only because I was the Grown Prince . . .
(from here the text is taken from the Greek translation) . . . the anger
within me grew. And thus, six months before the Olympic Games, I took
a course of lessons for the dragon class, which is for three persons, and I
decided together with My crew, to see whether we could find such
a boat and how we might manage with it. In March of 1960 I went
to Genoa to take part in a race there for the first time with a dragon.
The result on that day was disastrous. I returned to My country and
there I discovered that if I strove harder I might possibly manage
better. I started therefore to practice in the morning at five o'clock
for three hours, doing all the work by ourselves since we had no
assistants. Then we went to Kiel and we had better luck since
we came second. Then our optimism became very great. We went to
Holland for the Gold Cup. We thought that our work would be easy,
but the result of our entry for the Gold Cup was also disastrous, and
thus I got back to my physiological state and realised that the matter
was not so easy.
Let Me give you an idea what sailing means. You get into a boat
and you have the mast and the sails and that which you endeavour
to do is to co-ordinate everything together. It is like a violin and if
you do not co-ordinate it properly you will hear a wrong note, and
with sailing, as with the violin, you will immediately see the result.
The co-ordination, the proper winding-up must therefore be perfect.
Thus we must always be practising, you must practice up to the point
that the hand responds to the tiller and is always steady and sure.
We sail, for instance, from the South and go towards the North against
the wind and then we return with a following wind, then we go up
again and return for the last time. Then we imagine a circle with a
diameter of about a mile, a sector, and in it we practice sailing.
Can you imagine ten boats, which start all together, all very
close to each other and you know that he who is sailing next to you
is very good at sailing and very experienced ? One must therefore
concentrate, you must concentrate your attention every instant as you
go up that mile over the waves, and know that he is not going to lose
even one metre, and if he loses one metre, then you gain one metre
and he who reaches the triangle first wins the race. One must therefore concentrate one's attention every moment, and thus one requires
a fair time to get accustomed and to be well trained.
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We decided to go ahead and we arrived at Rome. And for Me
this was the top, something superior to what I had ever imagined,
that is to take part in the Olympic Games, to enter the stadium with
My flag, and later to go down to the place where the race was to be
held.
As the day of the Olympic Games approached my anxiety and
agony started and for some time I thought that I could not stand
it any longer. Then I remembered the basic idea of the Games in ancient Greece, that is to say that it is more important to compete properly and fairly than to win. I thought of this principle every day until this thought became one with My own in My desire to take part
well rather than to win. This gave me a feeling of freedom. When one is
freed from the ambition to win at any cost then one becomes free to
enjoy the friendship and the competition which accompanies every
contest. Naturally during the heat of the race this thought remains
at the back of one's head but it never disappears entirely. Thus then
the contest started and I reached the starting point. The races lasted
seven days. Every day I was in the boat for about seven hours, from
the time when we left the harbour until the time that we returned.
The contest lasted, depending on the wind, about three hours. I
remember that I went first time to the starting point and was feeling
so bad and weak that I could not talk.
The race started and we were all obliged to wait five minutes behind the line and then the pistol was fired and we started. He who did
not set out in time had to return to the line and that happened to Me. I
started beautifully the second time but then I looked back and saw
that no one was coming with us and I was obliged to return again.
I then noticed that I had made a tragic mistake on the last occasion.
All the others had gone and I tried to catch them up with all My possible endeavours and did so in an hour and one country protested
against Me. After the race I was called before the committee and I
felt like someone called before the court martial and is about to be
shot. I did not know what was to take place, but thank heavens I had
some witnesses who were not of My country, but who originated
from other countries and thus I was able to survive this trial.
That day I took the ninth place. The second day I did not feel
so fatigued, so nervous. I felt somewhat better and thus somehow
I managed to come third. I can also say that I was lucky from the
point of sleep. I never had any difficulty in falling asleep. I can go
to bed at any hour and fall asleep immediately and wake up feeling
fine.
On the third day I was again lucky and took the third place.
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On the fourth day I encountered some difficulty at the starting point.
I had these difficulties with the Swiss and was late in getting off but
the wind was favourable and thus I did not loose much. The end of
the matter was that I took the first place, and then we had three days
rest. But those three days were terrible since I now found Myself among
the leaders and My excitement and My anxiety were continually rising. The last three days, I do not remember exactly, but I believe
that on the fifth day, I came second. The system of marks of the Olympic
Games is peculiarly its own. One must get oneself into a position of
priority where one has most points. On the last day that I took part in
the races I had many points and I was winning, if My friend from Italy
had come first and I had come third he would have won the medal,
yet if he had come tenth and I twelfth then I would have won the medal. It was therefore My strategy to keep Myself as at a lower position as possible during the whole race.
Here I think that I might describe a little more of what I think
the athlete should do during the contests. All of us found ourselves
then under great stress. I did not read any papers that wrote about
My successes so that I should not be influenced, but when I got into
My boat on the last day the press reporters came to Me and said «Do
You know that You have not the right to lose ? Do You know that
our country has not won a medal for forty years ? You therefore
must win !» I think that this was about the worst thing that could
happen to Me. It completely destroyed My morale. It put in My
mind at that moment the whole of the stress, the whole weight of responsability, instead of allowing Me to concentrate on the joy of the
contest itself. When finally I finished this was the most difficult matter of all. I will be frank on this question. It is an unforgettable moment when one walks on air and one finds oneself ahigh among the
clouds. I felt something terrific. I got out of My boat and My Father
gave Me a kick in the pants and threw Me into the water. Yet again
if you take victory in a bad sense it can destroy you. Victory can become for you, as for others, a burden and can become the worst thing
that could befall you. Victory must be something for which one
feels gratitude. Before the race I told My mother to pray for me, but
She replied that God would be in every boat.
The rest is directly recorded in English.

... I mentioned this to My chaplain, who now happens to be the
archbishop of Greece. He said to Me that he agreed with My Mother,
but all the same he said «I will pray for You to win». I have found
that it has helped Me tremendously in My life because it has taught
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Me that in the beginning failure means nothing. You must try and
you will succeed.
I found that winning the Gold Medal for My country, the sensation that I felt was the greatest sensation that I have ever felt in
My life —apart from the time that I got engaged.
Here in Olympia, in ancient times the athletes from every part
of the world met friendly competition, having first dedicated their
efforts to God. I like to think that this spirit also enthuses the Modern
Olympic Games.
There is too much narrow nationalism in the world to-day, too much
fanaticism, too much pride that produces rancour and bitterness instead of friendship and charity. I cannot help feeling that we who
still belong to the younger generation should revive the spirit of dedicating our efforts to the Higher Power rather than to our particular
flag and to our own particular nation.
If Sports become once more a dedicated offering to God, then
the Olympic Spirit which is sacred to this place where we are now
gathered will, once again unite the youth of the world inside one
spirit rather than divide it into so many different nationalities.
I invite you all to unite in a common effort to achieve this. This
is a splendid cause, well worth striving for, and the youth of the world
can accomplish it.
Thank you very much.
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"THE ROLE OF THE INTERNATIONAL
OLYMPIC ACADEMY"
By Mr. OTTO SZYMICZEK (Greece)
Curator of the International Olympic Academy
President of the Int. Track and Field Coaches Assn.

This year's Session, the Seventh, marks a stage in the history of
the International Olympic Academy. The Academy is entering the
stage of tangible reality, not only as regards appearance, but also as
regards contents.
From the time when its foundation was decided, in 1949, until
1961, the Academy was but a desire of those people who wished that
the dream of Baron Pierre de Coubertin should become a reality. Coubertin foresaw that for the high principles of the Olympic Movement
to survive, there should exist a permanent central Foundation. The
objectives of this Foundation would be those of the spreading of the
Olympic Ideals, the study and application of the educational and social aims of the Games, and the scientific consolidation of the principles of the Olympic Movement. He himself made many endeavours
in this direction. At the beginning he convened frequent International
Olympic Meetings, during which the topical subjects of the Olympic
Movement were discussed.
He issued the Bulletin of the International Olympic Committee.
He wrote articles in the various scientific periodicals, with the object
of spreading the knowledge of the Olympic Idea and to inform in general the public about the aims of the Olympic Movement.
By himself he assumed the onerous task to fill the existing void,
owing to the then absence of a guiding central Institution. He was himself an Olympic Academy. Later, in 1937, he entrusted Dr. Carl Diem,
of eternal memory, with the issue of the «Olympic Review» within
the framework of the Olympic Institute which was then established.
The issue of the Olympic Review ceased in 1944.
The reviver of the Olympic Games continually followed the continually increasing success of the Olympic Games with great satisfaction, as also the rapid spreading of the Olympic Movement. In spite
of the resplendant success he maintained full subjectivity in his criticisms.
He was concerned by the danger which arose from the professional
mentality and from the tendency to commercial exploitation of the Games. He had absolute belief that it was not sufficient to draw up the
Regulations of the Amateur standing or the prohibition of all exploi29

tation whatsoever of Sports, but that the solution was to be found in
the suitable education of all those who participated in the Olympic
Movement.
He had anxieties about the future. He wished to find the means
of educating young apostles of the Olympic Ideology for the continuation of the work.
This thought took concrete shape, when in 1949 the foundation
of the International Olympic Academy was decided. Twelve years
elapsed, however, before it started to function. From 1961 until 1966
the Academy underwent the period of investigation.
It disposed of the site in the wonderful surroundings of ancient
Olympia, close to the Cronion Hill, the Sacred Grove, and the ancient
Stadion. It carried out its work in the open air, and the manner of
residence of the participants was frugal, almost Spartan. Faith and
enthusiasm, however, were not absent, the essential prerequisites for
every great work.
In the educational programme a different method was used up
to the present. The distinguished speakers covered as main subjects
the history of the Olympic Games in antiquity, the history of their revival, the philosophy of the Olympic Movement and as of secondary
consequences, the scientific and technical themes, related to Sport.
The method of discussions was tried and proved itself to be very
effective.
A wealth of material was brought together and has been included
in the six Reports which have been issued after each Session.
The result of the endeavours of this period has been satisfactory.
The activities of the Olympic Academy have been internationally recognised as fulfilling its purpose. It clearly set the scientific foundations
of the philosophy of the Olympic Movement, defined the principles
of the Olympic Ideology, and created a large number of new cadres,
which, being taught by personalities of world wide reputation, and inspired by the recollections and sacredness of these surroundings, will
be able to receive the relay baton and transmit the genuine Olympic
Ideology to the youth of the whole world.
The work of the Olympic Academy is being followed with continually increased interest by the athletic organisations, the Higher
Educational Institutions of Physical Education, the Universities, and
the Educational Establishments of all kinds which have adopted and have
included in their objectives the promotion of the Olympic Movement
and its philosophy.
One of the proofs of the world-wide interest in the Olympic Academy is the demand for the annual Reports by the above establishments
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for their libraries. It must be noted that every year five thousand copies
are issued, and the issues of the first five years have already been exhausted.
So great a success of the International Olympic Academy has created a new urge for its continuance and its development, as being truthfully the source of Olympianism and the connecting link of the world wide Olympic Family.
The Hellenic Olympic Committee, which had made the original proposal for the foundation of the Academy, and subsequent to
the decision of the International Olympic Committee, undertook its
organisation and its functions, encouraged by its success continued
to the completion of the work.
The Hellenic Olympic Committee, sparing neither toil nor expenses, proceeded to the erection of part of its permanent installations,
as planned in its architectural study. There have also been constructed
the swimming pool, the playing grounds, the road net-work of the
estate, and the provision of water and electricity have been assured.
The Academy has acquired permanent installations. A new epoch
is starting for the Academy.
Olympic Victor King Constantine of the Hellenes has been a
firm supporter of this endeavour and it is certain that with His assistance the whole work will soon be completed. The International Olympic Academy owes a debt of gratitude to the King.
H.R.H. Prince George of Hanover, President of the International Olympic Academy also greatly contributed to the realisation of
the works. Through His lively interest He has greatly increased the
enthusiasm of the Members of our Committee for the timely completion
and function of the installations.
There are justifiable hopes that the completion of the permanent
installations will continue and that in the next stage of the work there
will be included the Offices of the Management, the Library, the Museum and the Restaurant. There will also be constructed other dormitories as also other auxiliary buildings. And, most important, the whole
of the property will be planted with trees during the current year and
a foundation of grass will be created in accord with a special plan.
There will be concentrated in the Library all the books which have
reference to the Olympic Movement as also to Athletics of contemporary times. In this endeavour we are basing ourselves on the support
and collaboration of the National Olympic Committees. Many of
these have already sent us copies of their issues. The most valuable
collection of 500 volumnes of John Ketseas constitues the basis of this
Library. He bequeathed these to the International Olympic Academy
together with the necessary expenses for their installation. So soon
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as the building of this Library has been completed these will be transferred here. Also there will be ancient texts in translations with rich
material describing the Olympic Games in antiquity, as also the athletic movement of antiquity in general. The Library will be at the disposal of those who might desire to make relevant studies in the lieu
of the cradle of the Olympic Games, not only during the Sessions, but
at any time whatsoever.
For the present a temporary library functions which is at the disposal of lecturers and participants during all free hours.
The more full utilisation of the establishments of the international
Olympic Academy are now being studied. At the proposal of the
President of the International Olympic Committee, Mr. Brundage,
the Ephoria (Executive Committee) of the Academy is preoccupied
with the question of its Academic recognittion, so that the educational material can be determined and the high level of the culture of
the participants can be assured. The purpose of the Olympic Academy
is not that of becoming a Higher School of Physical Education, or a
School of Coaches, but that of becoming the Spiritual and Intellectual
Centre of the Olympic Movement and of Athletics. To this end the
Ephoria will invite distinguished scientists to collaborate. The time has
come to link together all the endeavours which have as objective to
ameliorate the human race and create a happier life, either if this originates through Athletics or originates through Science.
Science cultivates the knowledge of mankind. The Olympic Movement has the objective of creating healthy individuals, with good
character, who will be in a position to valorise their knowledge, based
on the noble principles of which they have become conscious through
athletics.
Hitherto Sessions were held only once a year during the summer
months. The new establishments give the possibilities of taking greater
advantage and of enriching the annual programmes. It will be possible
to hold other Sessions during the periods of the great Holidays, or on
the other occasions.
It will give the possibilities of the specialists of the Olympic Movement and of Athletics foregathering in the Academy, in accordance
with the circle of their competence, to discuss the matters which concern
them and at the same time become familiar with the basic aims of the
Olympic Movement, together with its history and its philosophy. The
endeavours of all those who, either by enthusiasm of through good
will, offer their services in their own way to the Olympic Movement,
but do not always conform to the right principles should be linked into
a united entity.
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Good will should be praised, but the Academy is in the position
to give the directive lines, which would lead to the proper application
of the principles of the Olympic Movement.
For this season's Session the general theme has been decided as
that of «The Athlete».
The speakers have been requested to choose their subjects from
a series of prearranged themes, which refer to the athlete from the
time of his creation, during his maturity and his decline. The central
element of the whole Olympic Movement is that of the athlete as an
individual.
It is to him that it is directed, and wishes to elevate and perfect
the individual.
Societies, nations and humanity are constituted of individuals.
The quality of the whole depends on the type and quality of the
individuals. From the manner of life and the behaviour of the individuals the level of the whole depends, the relations between the various
societies is regulated, and the level of their civilisation can be judged.
As means for its education and the improvement and perfectioning
of the individual the Olympic Movement wishes to utilise the principle
of discernment, the development of physical abilities and of rivarly,
the contest in the field of Sport.
Participation in the contests and the breaking of records is not
the ultimate purpose. It is only the means. The ultimate aim is for
each individual to learn, from the most youthful age, to adapt himself
to the thought of his continual improvement. At the start he should take
note of his abilities with the assistance of those who are more exprienced, then he should endeavour to cultivate them and later to perfect
them to the highest possible degree.
It is not all who win in the contests. It is to but one that the branch
of wild olive is given. Yet all those who took part in the contest and
succeeded through their systematic training in improving their individual capabilities are worthy of praise. All are approaching to individual perfection. The contest is the final judgement of achievement.
The achievement is not, however, always the sure arbiter of the endeavour made by each contestant. There are by nature individuals endowed
with certain capabilities, and, with comparatively less effort in training for the contest, can beat the others, who, in spite of the fact that
they are less favoured by nature, have succeeded in greater individual
improvement of their capabilities. If there were a means of measuring
the improvements of resulting progress, then the branch of wild olive
should be given to him who achieved the greatest improvement.
This principle of the Olympic Philosophy was expressed by the
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Bishop of Pensylvania who, during the Olympic Games of 1908 said.
«The most important thing in the Olympic Games is not victory, but
taking part. Just as in life the most important thing is not victory but
to have fought well. The important thing is not victory but the good
struggle». With these words emphasis is given to the good preparation
for the contest.
The improvement of physical capabilities, the learning of technical
details of an event and the acquisition of technique is only a part of
the good preparation for a contest. The most important side is that
an individual gets accustomed to a manner of life, which will keep
him healthy, will teach him to control and discipline himself and to •
concentrate his endeavours to a definite purpose, without wasting
his strength.
On the other hand, he will learn to value the efforts of his adversaries. The maintenance of the regulations of the contests will teach
him to be law abiding and to accept without protest the objective
criticism of those who judge his acts.
Athletic competition, frequent exercise and the acknowledgement of the worth of that which is superior, the desire to utilise the
knowledge and experience of others, contribute to the making of
friends between all the members of the Olympic family.
The contest, in this sense, is the best method for the development
of the physical and moral properties, which characterise the cultural
type of man.
The contest, in this noble form, was, in antiquity, the principal
means of the upbringing of individuals. With the revival of the Olympic
Games, Pierre de Coubertin wished to transfer to contemporary life
the same principles, believing that he would serve in the same manner,
as in the ancient days, the education of the youth.
Rivalry and the contest can easily degenerate. Public opinion
drawn through enthusiasm and ignorance of the genuine objectives,
is only satisfied through the breaking of records. It is not interested
in the manner and the efforts which are made by the athlete. The victor becomes an idol, while he who is defeated is ignored. The athlete
becomes a cheap exhibit. His career is not taken into account but only
his momentary achievement.
The champion, whether he so wishes or not, adapts himself to
this mentality and forgets the basic principles of Olympianism.
When he becomes conscious of his mistake it is already too late
and he realises that whereas he has been successful as an athlete that
he has failed as a man.
The distinguished speakers of this Session will develop all these
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themes and during the discussions which will follow, occasion will
be given to examine those matters in more details. Our ambition is to
set out clearly the manner of application of the Olympic principles
by the athletes and to conclude by the ideal type of athlete, who, from
the very first stages of his career until the end of his life will remain a
faithful upholder of the Olympic ideals.
The role of the Olympic Academy is to be preoccupied with the
study of and clear definition of the principles of the Olympic Movement,
as it was applied in antiquity, and as they had been comprehended by
Pierre de Coubertin.
Also to find the best method of continuous application of these
principles in the continually developing contemporary epoch.
The duration of my talk does not permit me to develop in detail
the principles of the genuine Olympic Ideology. I should like, however, to refer in short to the more significant principles which govern
the Olympic Movement.
And first of all : The Olympic Movement aims at the upbringing
of the individual with the final objective of creating the most perfect
possible type of human being. The perfect type of human being must
be harmoniously developed as regards physical, intellectual and spiritual capabilities. He should have a good character and he should
be a useful citizen to society.
The method whereby the Olympic Movement wishes to obtain
these objectives, is that of the participation of the individuals in whatsoever form of athletic exercises. All sports are good and can achieve
the objective provided the proper principles are pursued and that care
be taken so that the young, who are preoccupied in this, are under
proper supervision.
With the revival of the Olympic Movement, Coubertin desired
to eliminate the quarrels and hate between the various forms of sport.
At that period all believed that only the sport in which they were interested was good. Today, fortunately, such a question does not arise
any longer.
The Olympic Movement is open to all and no distinction is made
socially, according to race, to politics, to religion or in any other direction.
All who participate in the Olympic Movement must be amateurs.
They must be preoccupied with sport because they love it, and because
they are persuaded that their voluntary participation in exercise, apart
from the fact that it provides entertainment for them, helps them to
the development of their physical and spiritual abilities. The athlete
who is genuinely inspired by the Olympic Ideals, in no circumstances
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has an eye to material gains, and does not neglect, owing to sport or
training, his studies or his profession which assure him his position in
society.
The question of the amateur has been a theme of discussion since
the time of the revival of the Olympic Games. The regulations which
govern the amateur standing of the athletes, is continually being altered.
On behalf of the International Olympic Committee an endeavonr
is made for the application of similar Regulations of the amateur standing for all the Olympic sports. Generally, the granting of priviliges,
to distinguished athletes, who have to undergo systematic training
and frequent participation in Games of International standing, is accepted. This support must, however, keep the character of moral support.
Business dealings, demands for remuneration, or extortion by the
athletes must never be agreed to.
The amateur character of sport is that which teaches the young
to respect the ideals, of which man has need, howsoever great may be
his technical progress.
The backbone of the Olympic Movement is the endeavour to
achieve the greatest possible results. It aims at the improvement of
individual, national, Olympic and world achievements, but not by
the utilisation of whatsoever method. The permissible limits are ordained by the principles of the Olympic Ideology. The endeavour
to achieve high results can lead to erroneous directions. The disposal
of many hours daily for training for or participation in many Games
has as a result the neglect of studies or work, creates material demands
on the part of the athletes and is the cause of many retreats and deviations from the Olympic principles. The solution of the problem is to be
found in the discovery of better methods of application of training with
the assistance of the relative Sciences.
Thus, it would be possible for the same and better results to be
obtained within a shorter duration of time.
The Olympic Movement is international. It is directed to the young
of the whole world. All who take part in sports participate in it, irrespective of the results that they may be able to achieve, so long as they
love exercise and wish to improve their capabilities. Its duration is
continuous without intermissions. Within the framework of the Olympic Movement the various States take care to provide all the young with
the means so that they can participate in sports.
With the attachment of the youth of all the world to the Olympic
Ideals, a better future will be created for all mankind.
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Participation in the Olympic Movement is voluntary. The methods
utilised for spreading it and consolidating it are those of education and
persuasion. Its strength is the deep faith of its followers to the principles
which it represents.
Equality is applied absolutely. All participants take part under
the same conditions and are judged with the same measure. The equal
conditions are applied not only during the contest but also during the
period of training. The faithful application of the Olympic principles
is the guarantee that illegitimate means will not be used during the
long period of training and that this will not be carried out at the expense of the professional occupation of the individual.
The Olympic Games are the great festivals of the Olympic Movement, which are held every four years, as in ancient times. As all
festive manifestations, this festival also has as its purpose to show to
the world-wide amateur public the existence, the value and the force
of the Olympic Movement. To draw the attention of mankind to its
principles and to urge the proper persons to know it from close and
to apply it with greater zeal.
In this festival of Olympianism only the best appear. These best,
however, represent tens of thousands of others who exercise in sports,
who, in all the breadth and width of the world have prepared themselves and have trained with the ultimate wish to distinguish themselves through participation. It is indeed a festival of all the youth of
the world, which links them together—whether present or absent
—to a spiritual union for a common endeavour.
During the ancient period the Olympic Games were held only
in ancient Olympia. The contemporary Olympic Games are held each
time in a different continent, in a different city. This decision was
taken for practical reasons, to give the opportunity to the peoples
of all the world to know the Olympic Movement from close and
to stress the notion that all constitute equal members of the same
family.
In the Olympic Games of ancient Greece probably the number
of participants was smaller than what it is to-day, the technical means
of organisation were limited and the results were perhaps at a lower
level than to-day. There is, however no manner of doubt that as a
social institution it was stronger than what it is to-day. If we consider the fact only that during the duration of the Games belligerency
ceased between the City-States and that the application of this sacred truce was imposed only by moral and religious sanction, then we
must acknowledge that it is not sufficient only to break records. One
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of the more basic principles of the Olympic Movement is that of promoting world peace.
The main principle of the Olympic Movement is that of leading
the highest creation of God—Man—towards perfection. The Games
in the ancient times were of religious origin and were part of a religious
ceremony.
They maintain their religious character to-day. It is a contemporary
religion, which seeks the development of the spiritual and moral virtues through exercise of the body and the control of its impulses.
The Ambition of the Olympic Academy is to teach the Olympic
principles, to create new teachers of the Olympic movement, who,
with enthusiasm and faith will continue the great work of spreading
it. It wishes to contribute to the creation of a single outlook and interpretation of the Olympic Principles and believes that thus the fears
of Coubertin regarding the future of the Olympic Movement will not
be realised.
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L'ATHLETE FACE A LA DEFAITE
VERS UNE PEDAGOGIE SPORTIVE DE L'ECHEC
Par M. JOSÉ MARIA CAGIGAL (Espagne)
Directeur de l'Institut National de l'Education Physique
Les différentes réalités psychologiques que le sport constitue aujourd'hui peuvent se concrétiser en deux grandes catégories : 1) le
sport grandiose, spectaculaire, excitant les masses, qui est inscrit aussi
bien dans le professionalisme officiel que dans le grand «amateurisme»
de compétition, 2) le sport cherché et pratiqué par l'individu ou par
le group social comme un passe-temps, comme une nécessité d'équilibre vital.
Le premier est alimenté par la propagande, caractéristique de
notre temps.
Le second est en grande partie une réponse humanistique en face
d'autres caractéristiques de notre temps. Une activité physique en
face du sédentarisme. La spontanéité face à l'automatisme. La relaxation en face de la tension nerveuse. La libération psychologique en
général en face d'un conditionnement intense et croissant. Une «ré action (dit Umminger) contre l'abandon du corps dans la technique
et l'industrie du plaisir».
Ce sont donc deux faits sociologiques très différents. L'un est la
conséquence de schémas en viguer de notre temps, une conséquence
en définitive très humaine. L'autre est en partie une réaction spontanée contre des vexations que l'homme de notre temps s'impose à lui même, une réaction non seulement humaine mais humanistique.
Si un point de contact, une compatibilité peut exister entre eux,
ce doit être précisément dans leur racine humaine respective. Ce sont
des produits de l'homme, acceptés par l'homme, paradoxalement
confondus par l'homme.
L'olympisme de nos jours entre complètement dans le premier
aspect du sport, celui du grand spectacle. Quelques spécialistes de
l'olympisme et surtout des dirigeants engagés publiquement dans la
défense de sa pureté se scandaliseront en entendant cette affirmation.
Je les invite à réfléchir à ce que les Jeux olympiques actuels sont en
réalité, à distinguer entre les nobles idées éducatives du baron de Coubertin et les faits olympiques tels qu'ils existent aujourd'hui, les compétitions pré-olympiques de chaque pays, les préparatifs onéreux,
l'énorme ensemble de moyens de diffusion qui les accompagne et finalement les éditions spectaculaires des Jeux.
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L'olympisme aujourd'hui — l'homme de la rue le dira et non
l'historien ou l'idéologue - est un sport spectacle de haute compétition,
le spectacle sportif le plus grandiose qui existe.
L'olympisme d'aujourd'hui atteint malgré tout beaucoup des objectifs que se proposa son fondateur. Telle est la thèse soutenue par H.
Lenk dans son oeuvre «Werte Ziele Wirklichkeit der modernen olympischen Spiele», l'exposé le plus exigeant, garanti par une science sociologique méthodique, qu'on ait écrit sur la réalité sociale actuelle des
Jeux olympiques. L'olympisme mène sans doute à une élévation de la
personne, à un contact social international important, à une manifestation ouverte des beautés de la compétition sportive. D'autres objectifs de l'olympisme ne se réalisent plus ou simplement ne se réalisent
pas parce qu'ils n'ont peut-être jamais été réalisés. Peu de phrases
ont été aussi répétées et aussi peu entendues dans la pratique que
«l'important dans les Jeux olympiques n'est pas de vaincre mais de
participer».
C'est peut-être dans l'oubli de cette grande maxime de Coubertin que se trouve la racine de la démesure olympique. On peut penser
aussi que si celle-ci avait été entièrement réalisée, l'olympisme n'aurait
pas été aussi brillant, aussi prestigieux, il n'aurait pas eu autant de
trophées et, par conséquent, autant de pouvoir pour conquérir les
peuples et être compris d'eux.
C'est un fait indéniable que la splendeur de l'olympisme appuyée
par la propagande de notre temps est peut-être pour cela comprise par
notre société. Il est possible qu'on ait accompli ainsi une étape de fausses apparences douloureuses, de découvertes fécondes et prestigieuses.
Il se peut qu'on soit arrivé au moment de profiter de cette place
d'honneur prestigieuse acquise par l'olympisme au milieu des plus
importants réalisations internationales, pour insister dans une étude
en profondeur sur les exigences internes et la récupération possible
de valeurs qui ne sont pas encore exploitées.
Coubertin, pédagogue intuitif beaucoup plus qu'analytique et
constructeur, n'a pas laissé d'exposé systématique de sa doctrine. Inspirés par ce caractère intuitif et suggestif de ses exposés, bien que beaucoup plus modestement, nous allons faire quelques réflexions à titre
de suggestions sur une de ces qualités presque imperceptibles, encore
anonymes, qui peuvent se trouver dans l'olympisme.
Une foule de défaites
Un athlète espagnol recordman du saut en longueur et du triple
saut dans son pays, finaliste aux Jeux olympiques de Tokyo où il obtint
la 6ème place, fut puni en 1966 par la Fédération Espagnole d'Athlé40
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tisme de quatre mois de suspension. Le motif de la sanction, complexe
comme il advient dans la plupart des cas, ne mérite pas d'être rapellé
parce qu'il serait trop long de l'exposer. Luis Felipe Areta, tel est
le nom du champion, après des premiers moments d'indignation, accomplit sa peine avec discipline. Il continua à s'entraîner avec soin.
Quand, après avoir accompli le temps de sa punition, il revint aux
compétitions, il dit : «J'ai appris au cours de ces mois plus qu'en de
nombreuses années de victoires».
Un autre athlète espagnol, José Luis Albarran, champion et recordman de son pays du 100 et du 200 mètres plat de 1955 à 1962, disait
récemment : «en prenant part à des compétitions, j'ai beaucoup voyagé, j'ai pris du plaisir et j'ai appris beaucoup. Le monde s'ouvrait
devant moi. Les félicitations, les accolades, les promesses pleuvaient.
Quand je cessai d'être champion, les félicitations, les accolades disparurent. Les promesses ne furent pas tenues. Je passai une période
d'abattement ou presque. Je me rappelais l'époque de mes victoires
considérées sous un nouveau jour, profond, vrai. J'appris beaucoup
plus en quelques mois que pendant mes années de victoires».
Dans les grandes compétitions sportives, on fait des statistiques
retentissantes sur les triomphateurs. Les listes des médailles, les classifications selon les victoires que remportent les pays abondent aux Jeux
olympiques.
In n'est pas fréquent de faire les statistiques des défaites célèbres.
Moins encore des défaites sans éclat, logiques, attendues. Cette statistique ne serait naturellement pas sensationelle. Elle n'aurait pas
de vertus de propagande. Selon les spécialistes des nombres, ces statistiques n'intéresseraient pas beaucoup la société. Nous nous trouvons
en face de la réalité fondamentale des relations du fait sportif et des
caractéristiques de la société. Toute étude humaine du sport est liée
à une étude de la société.
A côté des grandes éditions décoratives des Jeux olympiques avec
de belles photographies et de belles listes des champions et des finalistes,
on publie aussi dans une présentation et avec des tirages plus modestes
les résultats officiels des Jeux avec les classements de tous les participants. Ces classements sont plus obscures que les premiers, ont moins
de diffusion, mais pour qui veut connaître le fond de ce que sont les
Jeux olympiques (et par conséquent de ce qu'est le sport mondial)
ces publications de résultats exhaustifs sont plus importantes que ses
livres luxueux et artistiques des champions. A Tokyo il y eut 392 médailles et 7.060 participants. 6.668 sportifs luttèrent donc sans reporter
de victoire. Les Jeux olympiques sont la vision synthétique et éclatante
à grande échelle du sport du monde. Dans toute pratique sportive
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à n'importe quel niveau, depuis l'olympisme jusqu'à la petite compétition scolaire ou de club, il y a beacoup plus de défaites que de victoires.
Mais tous ceux qui ne sont pas victorieux sont-ils en réalité battus ?
La vie humaine est une lutte. Elle se réduit à l'opposition entre
la thèse et l'antithèse et arrive à se canaliser et à progresser grâce à la
synthèse qui pourra suivre l'affrontement de celles-ci.
Psychologiquement parlant, la vie est un ensemble de thèses.
Nous nous proposons de faire mille choses, les unes à longue échéance,
les grands objectifs de notre vie, d'autres, à moyen terme et d'autres
à court terme, les multiples intentions quotidiennes. Nous arrivons
à la longue, dans le meilleur des cas, à réaliser 50% des objectives
que nous nous proposons. Nous échouons dans 50% des autres. C'est
dire que la moitié de notre vie est faite d'échecs.
Si l'on fait une statistique dans le monde entier des résultats scolaires de l'école primaire à l'Université, on trouvera de hauts pourcentages d'échecs, de défaites dans les objectifs des étudiants. Dans le
monde du travail, sur 100 personnes qui aspirent à une place, moins
de 50 l'obtiennent. Dans l'histoire politique et dans les guerres, à coté
des milliers de victoires que narrent les annales, il y a autant de défaites.
La vie est une pièce de monnaie qu'on lance en l'air. Seul l'envers
est la victoire, et dans 50% des cas c'est le revers qui sort.
Le meilleur héritage qu'un père peut laisser à son fils ou un éducateur à son disciple réside dans la fermeté à aspirer au triomphe et
dans la capacité d'assimiler la défaite. Dans mes connaissances limitées,
je n'ai trouvé aucune pédagogie de la défaite élaborée systématiquement.
Ce serait peut-être pourtant la pédagogie la plus profonde, la plus réaliste et la plus pratique qui pourrait être écrite.
La vie même se charge d'être une pédagogie pour qui la vit. Mais
nous, êtres rationnels capables de réfléchir sur nos spontanéités, nous
pouvons saisir, systématiser et ainsi progresser dans l'ensemble d'éléments constitutifs qu'il nous est donné de disposer. C'est ainsi qu'on
a élaboré de tout temps des systèmes d'éducation, des pédagogies de
différentes sortes qui visent toutes à aider l'homme à mieux se développer dans la vie. De la vie elle-même, du côté négatif, contraire, âpre,
vaincu de la vie, on peut tirer un large butin d'enrichissement personnel, précisément parce qu'on accepte sereinement ce côté de la vie.
Un nouveau-né ne peut supporter un changement brusque de 20
degrés de température. Il mourrait probablement. Vingt ans plus tard,
il le subira sans en être altéré, en ayant tout au plus comme séquelle
un petit rhume.
La loi de l'adaptation biologique progressive a toute sa valeur
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pour la parcelle psychologique, pour le comportement des structures
de la personnalité. L'apprentissage de la vie consiste, en définitive,
à apprendre à recevoir les heurts de la vie. Un fort choc peut produire
un déséquilibre chez une personnalité tendre ou maladive. Une insuffisance de l'adaptation pour recevoir à un moment donné une forte
attaque de la vie apparaît au fond de toute névrose psychique. Ce début
d'inadaptation ouvrira une voie d'hostilité, de repli sur soi; d'angoisse,
selon les caractéristiques névrotiques.
Quelque chose de beaucoup plus profond qu'une simple attitude
élégante se dissimule dans l'expression «savoir perdre». Savoir perdre,
c'est en fin de compte pouvoir supporter les coups de bélier des vagues
de la vie. C'est être capable de comprendre la partie la plus difficile
de la vie.
La défaite est l'antithèse en face de la thèse que représente la
victoire. Dans une personnalité préparée, cette antithèse déclenche
de nouvelles énergies, découvre des habiletés insoupçonnées, ouvre
des horizons, aménage de nouvelles structures de mécanismes, enrichit
les différences. La personnalité en sort plus robuste. La synthèse féconde
s'est produite.
Telle est la condition singulière de la défaite. Ou elle provoque
un écartèlement de la personnalité ou elle produit un renforcement,
un enrichissement de celle-ci. La défaite est quelque chose de dangereux; c'est comme un poison. Si la dose est assimilable, elle devient
un vaccin. Si la dose ne peut pas être assimilée, elle peut faire des ravages.
On peut déduire de ces réflexions l'importance éducative que
prend l'acquisition de l'habitude de savoir perdre.
Nous avons dit plus haut que le processus même de la vie, que la
vie même apportent un accroissement progressif des défenses, des réflexes d'adaptation; mais tout ce qui renforce cet enrichissement défensif (avec plus de propriété, d'enrichissement dans les capacités assimilatrices) constitue une fonction éducatrice primordiale et solide.
Les organisations supérieures d'éducation qui existent aujourd'hui
apportent le péril d'élaborer des climats artificiels, des milieux prématurément spécialisées. Elles produisent de belles variétés humaines
mais presque toujours des plantes de serre. Préparer l'individu
à une société trop particulière, où il doit vivre est utile. Mais avant
cela, il existe l'obligation de l'enrichir en lui donnant une aptitude générale, des habitudes spirituelles et rationnelles devant les attaques
de la vie. Simplement, il faut qu'il apprenne à subir les défaites et à
s'en fortifier.
Le sport est avant tout un jeu compétitif. C'est donc une lutte
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caractérisée par le peu d'importance du jeu. Analysons la condition
pédagogique que cela contient.
La lutte signifie un état vital conditionné inexorablement par
l'exigence bi-polaire de la victoire ou de la défaite. Dans une compétition, on gagne ou l'on perd.
Dans une vie sportive, quand on fait la somme des victoires et des
défaites, la loi des grands nombres s'impose. 50% de chacune de celles-ci. Apprendre à disputer des compétitions sportives c'est apprendre
à assimiler 50% de défaites. C'est une incitation à un enrichissement
personnel constant par l'assimilation de la défaite. C'est acquérir une
habitude de synthèses avec les défaites de la vie. Il y a une phrase toute
faite devenue populaire qui s'est incorporée à d'autres scènes de la vie
«accepter la défaite sportivement». Il existe une confirmation culturelle
à considérer le sportif comme la personne qui est capable de perdre le
mieux. J'insiste sur le fait que cela ne représente pas seulement une
attitude sociale élégante. C'est où ce doit être une attitude profonde
de se conduire.
L'intranscendence de ludique — disions-nous — qui entoure la compétition sportive apporte une condition singulière qui change l'habitude
de lutter pour la victoire en un élément particulièrement assimilable.
Qui a fait du sport ou a eu des rapports assidus avec des sportifs
a pu constater l'état d'esprit d'un adolescent immédiatement après
une défaite. Il a participé à une partie décisive et après avoir eu la victoire à portée de la main a été battu avec ses camarades d'équipe à
la suite de négligences en fin de partie ou d'une erreur d'arbitrage.
Son état d'indignation ou d'abattement pendant les moments qui
suivent la défaite est immense. Il n'est pas exagéré d'affirmer qu'il
peut se comparer à l'état de frustration douloureuse produit par un
malheur familial. Il y a une différence essentielle. La frustration après
la défaite sportive passe rapidement. Le peu d'importance du jeu apporte
sa lumière au drame. «En réalité, il ne s'est rien passé», Les teintes
tragiques s'effacent. Tout est un jeu. La vie dite sérieuse ne change
pas. Famille, études, travail, tout est en ordre. Il n'est pas besoin que
l'enfant se fasse concrètement ces réflexions. C'est une simple sensation
intuitive, une constatation élémentaire qui apparaît, libératrice. Les
mécanismes de la personnalité se réorganisent. Les énergies constructives reviennent à leur place, fécondées, enrichies par l'expérience
de la défaite qu'on a surmontée.
Le sport est un jeu de compétition. En tant que compétition c'est
un entraînement pour la lutte pour la vie. Comme jeu c'est un apprentissage imperceptible, spontané de cette lutte. Peut-être est-ce le plus
profitable des jeux et la moins tragique des compétitions.
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L'athlète espagnol Albarran encaissa bien une terrible déception dans la vie sérieuse parce qu'il s'était- habitué à perdre en jouant.
Ce processus peut se répéter de quelque façon dans les défaites
retentissantes de beaucoup de favoris aux Jeux olympiques. La défaite
y devient vitalement dramatique, presque tragique, parce que la responsabilité, le sens d'une victoire devenue nécessaire avait fait disparaître
le caractère de jeu que la haute compétition aurait dû avoir et est devenue une chose trop sérieuse. Mais dans presque tous les cas l'athlète
a su réagir. Car au temps où il jouait, où il faisait du sport, il a acquis
l'habitude de se voir perdre.
L'événement sportif le plus important de notre temps, les Jeux
olympiques, est devenu un énorme paradoxe. On les apelle jeux publics, internationaux, fêtes. Ils sont conditionnés par des rivalités politiques organisées, chargés de responsabilités impérieuses, de réalités
très éloignées de l'esprit du jeu.
Des sportifs qui ont été de vrais joueurs y participent. Le plus célèbres d'entre eux ont déjà cessé de l'être.
L'important est de participer
On a déjà fait assez d'expériences sur les sportifs de compétitions
et on a élaboré différentes théories sur les résultats psychologiques de
la compétition.
Pour beaucoup, la compétition sportive est libératrice. Elle oxygène, elle compense, elle exprime ce qu'est la personnalité (ainsi Antonelli, Ancona qui s'appuient sur leurs expériences et sur celles
de Stone). D'autres opinent que la compétition conduit à l'hostilité,
qu'elle agit comme une source de frustrations, que l'agression de la
compétition produit un sentiment de culpabilité (ainsi Deutsch, Janis,
Katz, Husman). Par exemple Stone a vérifié dans un examen
psychodiagnostique du T.A.T. que les réponses ayant un contenu
agressif dans une équipe de rugby s'étaient fortement réduites après la
compétition en comparaison de l'examen fait avant celle-ci. Au
contraire, Husman, par exmple, a trouvé aussi dans l'expérience T.A.T
que les indications agressives dans un groupe de pugilistes après un
combat décelaient beaucoup plus de signes de tension que de décharge.
Ces divergences émanent essentiellement du sens conceptuel différent
de termes comme agressivité, catharsis, libération, etc.
Un autre point qui induit à une erreur d'interprétation est l'imprécision avec laquelle on a détecté dans de nombreux tests les valeurs
et les positions personnelles sans distinguer les éléments propres originaux de ceux qui sont induits par des évaluations extrapersonnelles de
la compétition sportive, l'ambiance, la nécessité exagérée de conquérir le
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championnat, le désir impérieux de vaincre de la part du group social,
du pays, de la société. Des joueurs de rugby, des boxeurs, etc. appartenant à une organisation qui a besoin de victoires sont victimes de violents désirs extrapersonnels qui ont peu de choses à voir avec la situation originale de l'individu en face du jeu ou de l'exercise du rugby
ou de la boxe.
«En général, notre culture s'intéresse encore peu actuellement à
l'activité sportive pure, elle en profite, elle s'en sert (au sens péjoratif
du mot) plutôt qu'elle ne travaille à son idéalisation. Elle a industrialisé le sport, l'a transformé en divisme, en a fait ainsi un puissant pôle
d'attraction pour tous ceux qui ne trouvant pas en eux-mêmes assez'
de raisons d'exister en cherchent de vouloir ou d'espérer que le sport,
aujourd'hui, agisse sportanément comme un système orienté vers
l'amélioration de ceux qui le pratiquent ou de ceux qui y assistent comme
spectateurs. Mais ce qui n'est pas possible, faute d'un climat cultural
approprié, demeure cependant toujours réalisable par une autre voie».
C'est ansi que s'exprime avec un pessimisme sociologique Ancona
et il indique comme une voie pour les situations compétitives actuelles
d'approcher une plus grande maturité du moi, une plus grande consistance de la personnalité qui donnerait alors comme résultat le rapprochement favorable, enrichissant de toutes les situations socio-compétitives où le sport se développe aujourd'hui, au lieu d'accumuler la
tension émotive, l'excitation de l'agressivité, etc., tel que cela arrive
à une grande masse de personnalités pas très mûres.
Le fait indiqué par Ancona du progrès ou du recul d'une personnalité réagissant en face d'un même stimulant agresseur suivant
que cette personnalité est mûre ou non est d'une évidence psychologique totale, mais cette thèse ne dit rien de positif à un pédagogue
qui doit utiliser le sport dans la conjoncture actuelle comme élément
éducatif et, par conséquent, comme élément structurant et favorisant
la personnalité. Il faut découvrir dans les structures du sport lui-même
ses éléments éducatifs aidant directement cette maturation de la personnalité.
Il serait utopique de ramer directement contre le courant de la
propagande, de dépouiller de leur prestige les victoires nationales,
d'essayer de diminuer l'importance des grands exloits sportifs. Ce sont
des faits qui inondent notre société, qui la conditionnent. Ce visage
brillant du sport lui a permis d'entrer dans de nombreuses chasses
gardées qui lui étaient fermées autrefois. Dans une société éminemment
soumise à la propagande, le sport a acquis un éclat de première grandeur. Le directeur d'une agence d'information internationale disait
récemment : «Nous avons trois grandes lignes : l'une pour l'informa46

tion politique, l'autre pour l'information sportive et l'autre pour toutes les autres informations. Cela peut signifier que s'élever contre la
démesure du sport prendrait presque le caractère d'un suicide.
Acceptons les reproches les plus durs qu'on fait au sport : l'argent, la vanité, le culte des vedettes, la récompense matérielle.
Un professeur polonais, Mme W. Nawroska, a fait en 1961 une
enquête portant sur 800 sportifs qualifiés représentant différentes
spécialités. Elle en a tiré les conclusions suivantes :
Pour 51 % des sportifs interrogés, le motif principal de la pratique
du sport était le succès sportif, la garantie d'une position sociale entrant dans ce concept.
Seulement 18% donnaient comme cause principale l'esprit de
rivalité de la compétition.
Et 14% indiquaient le besoin de dépasser par l'effort certaines
difficultés propres à la discipline sportive.
La même enquête menée auprès des entraîneurs ne donnait pas
de résultats plus favorables à la spiritualité.
Selon eux, 28,7% des sportifs pratiquent leur sport pour leur
profit matériel (dotations, bourses, suppléments d'alimentation, prix,
voyages à l'étranger, etc.).
24,3%, toujours selon l'opinion des entraîneurs, le pratiquent
pour les possibilités qu'il offre d'améliorer leur situation sociale dans
la vie, ce qui satisfait leur propre ambition.
19% pour la saine rivalité et le désir du succès
13% par besoin d'activité
11,8 % pour le véritable goût de la discipline sportive.
Ces exemples après mille autres nous induisent à accepter que le
sport tel qu'il est organisé, structuré et qu'il se développe dans le monde
d'aujourd'hui est loin de représenter le pur jeu compétitif, la distraction, l'expansion d'énergies endormies de la propre personnalité.
Se laisser mener par le pessimisme à la vue de ces faits représenterait d'une part un lâche fatalisme et d'autre part un manque de logique, voire une folie.
En premier lieu, s'il existe dans la pratique du sport des valeurs
spirituelles telles que le désir de se dépasser, l'esprit de sacrifice, la
générosité dans la disposition spontanée et libérale de ses propres énergies, etc., il existera dans toute réalisation sportive une de ces valeurs,
si cachées soient-elles en raison de causes extérieures.
Les joueurs de rugby de Stone ou les pugilistes d'Husman
sentaient des désirs violents et une tension agressive croissante, mais
sûrement ces personnes, après avoir laissé leurs compétitions et être
revenus à la vie normale, mettront spontanément en pratique une
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série d'enseignements, d'acceptations de règles, d'habitudes de se
dépasser, etc., appris au cours de leur pratique du sport, qui pouvaient
à l'époque des compétitions intenses être cachés par d'autres valeurs
induites des tensions sociales qui les poussaient.
En second lieu, il est utile de vérifier que la pratique des sports
par la masse qui se laisse entraîner par la propagande fait changer
à celle-ci ses habitudes : elle lui fait accepter d'abord que le sport est
utile, puis chercher à le pratiquer d'une manière quelconque, à préparer pour les nouvelles générations de plus grandes facilités (rappelonsnous les grands plans d'installations sportives qui sont en voie
d'exécution en ce moment dans de nombreux pays d'Europe.). Dans
cette persuasion progressive, les grands champions démesurément
grandis par la propagande ne jouent pas un petit rôle. Si beaucoup
de ces champions sont de vrais journaliers fabriqués dans des laboratoires sportifs les milliers et les milliers d'admirateurs qui suivent leurs
pas comme des moutons et prétendent être leurs émules ou compenser
beaucoup de leurs complexes personnels par les exploits des autres ne
le seront pas tant. Ils ne pratiqueront pas le sport dans toute sa pureté
mais, dans le mélange, à l'intérieur d'une gangue épaisse il existera
sans doute une dose important de minéral.
En troisième lieu, il est toujours possible d'introduire peu à peu
des idées rénovatrices dans les grands slogans qui meuvent les hommes,
aujourd'hui. Il est peut-être temps, comme nous l'avons dit au commencement de ce travail, non plus de commencer l'étude en profondeur
des idées olympiques et sportives en général, ce qu'on commencé il
y a longtemps, mais d'essayer d'introduire leurs trésors psychologiques
les plus précieux dans l'engrenage de l'organisation, de l'information
et de la propagande de ces jeux.
Les puristes de toutes les idéologies risquent de s'exaspérer devant
l'imperfection de la réalisation de leurs belles idées dans la pratique
et d'adopter des attitudes révolutionnaires qui détruisent et balaient
sans accepter ce qu'il y a de valable dans les réalisations et surtout les
saines racines capables de donner de nouveaux fruits.
Parmi les auteurs qui ont étudié l'Olympisme, les désenchantés
qui censurent à outrance les réalisations olympiques abondent. La
connaissance expérimentale de la paradoxale condition humaine —
et par conséquent de la structure sociale — dualiste, parfois contradictoire, jamais incontaminée, induit à une philosophie réaliste quand
il s'agit d'inspirer des organisations où à côté des quantités qu'on additionne et qu'on multitiplie, il faut accepter les soustractions et les
divisions. Coubertin lui-même se plaignait fréquement de la mauvaise
manière d'envisager, dans la pratique, ses idées olympiques.
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Mais il advient que plus les idées géniales, plus elles sont capables
de longues attents et d'effets retardés.
Une des pensées cruciales de la pédagogie olympique, répétée à
satiété mais presque toujours mal envisagée, est «L'important aux Jeux
olympiques n'est pas de vaincre, mais de participer ce qui est important
dans la vie ce n'est pas la victoire mais le combat, l'essentiel n'est pas
de vaincre mais de lutter».
J'affirme que cette devise de la participation a été, en général
mal envisagée, parce qu'on l'a presque toujours employée comme une
consolation dans les défaites ou comme une excuse pour les organisations et les pays impuissants, mais en la plaçant toujours dans un millieu totalement imprégné de l'idée du triomphe du champion.
Peut-être sommes-nous à l'époque où l'olympisme est arrivé en
progressant sans cesse quantitativement à sa plénitude numérique.
Coubertin songea toujours à la qualité de ses jeux, à la nuance culturelle aristocratique (par sélection personnelle et non par sélection
sociale ou familiale) des faits olympiques. Il garda en partie ses rêves.
L'olympisme grandissait. Son métabolisme intérieur avait besoin
d'une nouriture capable de le faire grandir et ainsi une véritable pureté
qualitative n'était pas possible - et ne le fut pas. Aujourd'hui, l'olympisme est arrivé à son volume pratique maximum. Le progrès peut
déjà commencer à regarder à l'intérieur. On a beaucoup parlé dernièrement (Rome et Tokyo) de l'excessif gigantisme de l'organisation, de
l'effort fastueux que s'efforcent de faire les gouvernements des pays
organisateurs - pas précisément les villes. Les responsables des Jeux
de Mexico parlent déjà de plus en plus de cordialité, d'amitié et de vie
en commun au-dessus de tout, disent de ne pas changer les jeux en
une manifestation monstrueuse, mais en pierre de touche pour une inoubliable coexistence internationale.
Simultanément, non dans l'olympisme mais dans les milieux sportifs, des organisations nationales cherchent de nouvelles voies pour
le sport pour freiner l'excessive «championnité» et l'excès des hautes
compétitions. La Deutsche Sportbund, dans sa réunion annuelle de
1959, a lancé son manifeste intitulé «La seconde voie du sport». Celui-ci
doit revenir à sa condition de jeu, d'expansion, de divertissement, de
gaîté spontanée. Il doit s'étendre à tout le monde, dépasser les sélections
compétitives, les «élites» et toutes les conséquences sociologiques que
ces groupes de sélection impliquent. Le sport, dans les loisirs, doit être
universel, accessible, facile. Ce panorama ne tend pas à exclure la direction qu'a pris le sport de compétition, mais à la compléter.
Cette devise a été reprise par d'autres organisations nationales
et internationales. Les dirigeants, de plus en plus pédagogues, décou49

vrent de plus en plus clairement la noble tâche du sport dans sa simple
pratique, dans son expression spontanée quand il reprend précisément son originalité sémantique.
Il est possible que l'époque sportive que nous commençons peutêtre soit plus disposée à comprendre la devise essentielle de Coubertin
«L'important est de participer».
Les guerres à mort entre les hommes peuvent être déjà si terribles
qu'il est possible que nous entrions dans l'ère humaine sans guerres.
Cependant la vie humaine continue à être une lutte, un dépassement.
C'est l'époque des luttes pacifiques, des compétitions ludiques et artistiques. Là le sport est à l'une des premières places.
Avec le temps, si l'évolution pacifique continue, vaincre aura
un sens moins définitif, même dans le monde ludique. Cette expression
sera remplacée par «se dépasser en collaborant», par le dialogue enrichissant. «L'important est de participer» sera peut-être la phrase du
baron de Coubertin dont la portée prophétique sera allée le plus loin.
Les formules d'organisation que cette véritable acceptation de la
devise de Coubertin devrait représenter échappent déjà à notre discours. Ce sera la tâche des dirigeants.
Cependant, il reste encore un long chemin à parcourir jusqu'à
ce que le bloc majoritaire des dirigeants olympiques et des sportifs en
général arrive à une certitude que le sport :
avant de se changer en victoire ou en défaite est une activité éminemment économique, c'est-à-dire qu'il peut apporter des satisfactions
nécessaires à l'économie psychique,
avant d'aboutir à une victoire ou à une défaite donne des occasions
de décharger beaucoup d'agressivité accumulée dans les tensions fréquentes et croissantes de la vie,
avant de finir en victoire ou en défaite offre à l'individu la possibilité de se sentir un protagoniste, un élément d'une importance psychologique particulière dans une société de plus en plus automatisée
et hiérarchisée où l'individu cesse d'être un artisan pour devenir un
ouvrier-pièce.
Avant de devenir une victoire ou une défaite, il nourrit en quelque
sorte (comme le dit M. Moreno) cette partie éternellement jeune
de notre personne archétypiquement symbolisée par le puer -aeternus
de Jung qui entretient notre vie d'aspirations à un monde aux possibilités permanentes, libre comme la fantaisie, indépendant de toute mesquinerie, à un monde où il est possible encore d'être un héros.
Après une défaite il apprend sans aigreur le langage réaliste de ses
propres limites.
Après une défaite, il déclenche de riches énergies de récupération,
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découvre de secrètes possibilités dans les mécanismes de réponse du moi.
Après une défaite, il induit l'individu à une solution autodéterminatrice (acceptation franche de la défaite), une attitude compensant
la foule de frustrations en conflit qui n'ont pas été choisies (conflits
sociaux, économiques, de millieux, etc.).
Après une défaite, le sport montre à tout le monde nos points
faibles et incite à tenter de se dépasser.
Après une défaite, le sport apprend à sourire, à prendre à bras
le corps ses peines, à se délivrer de ses complexes, à dialoguer en comprenant l'argument décisif de la victoire d'autrui.
Avec ce patrimoine de raisons psychologiques rapidement esquissé
dans les lignes qui ont précédé, le sport a un long chemin à parcourir.
J'oserais inviter l'Académie olympique internationale, dans son
rôle d'organe d'étude de l'actualité olympique et d'inspiratrice effective de son organisation, à organiser une réunion annuelle d'étude
consacrée à la découverte de la devise de Coubertin : «L'important
est de participer» à différents points de vue : historique, social, psychologique, technico-compétitif, directif, pédagogique, etc. Cette devise
constitue, à mon avis, l'une des veines les plus intéressantes de la mine
de Coubertin qui, en grande partie, n'ont pas encore été exploitées.
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"THE ATHLETE AND RESCUE SERVICES"
By His Honour Judge SIR ADRIAN CURLEWIS C.B.E.
President of the Surf Life Saving Association of Australia

Five months ago I received an invitation from your President to
come to the 7th Session of the Academy.
Five days ago I came here as a stranger because I am not a member
of the National Olympic Committee of Australia.
Five minutes after my arrival among you I felt that I was with
old friends.
I thank the Academy most sincerely for the honour of the invitation and I shall do all in my power when I return to Australia to stir
the interest of the Australian Council in the Academy.
My talk is directed solely to seeking the help of the athlete to giving
honorary and voluntary service to mankind.
The service I ask each and every one of you to give is to fit yourselves to save the lives of others.
You will win no gold medal, no branch of wild olive for saving
life, but in your heart and in your mind you will know that you have
won a greater prize.
You are the people who have (to use Sisto Favre's words) «such
a lucidity of the mind and precision in action, such a prompt sight and
instinctive grasp» to give the greatest service to mankind.
Deaths by accident throughout the world are far too many. Let
us set the lead in halting this destruction of life by being, as Mr Szymiczek said in his wonderful opening address «useful citizens to society».

Help! Help!
Every day, every week, every year cries go out for help from the
sea, the land, and the air from people in distress.
The cries may be heard by one person close enough to hear a
single voice, or by thousands listening in on radio when a distress signal is broadcast.
Of the thousands who hear the call it may be that only one, or
possibly only a small group of people are positioned to answer it. And
of those even positioned to answer, how many, or how few, are really
mentally or physically trained to be of useful assistance ?
Have any of you ever been present when a crisis occurred—whether
it be fire, flood, street accident or industrial catastrophe, and watched
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a helpless crowd of onlookers ? Perhaps many of them lacked courage
to act. Perhaps they lacked training. Perhaps, knowing their own shortcomings, they acted wisely in standing off and not adding to the numbers to be helped.
But at whom does the public stare, who is it that the public expects
to come forward and probably risk his own life to save others ?
Surely that look, surely that expectation settles generally on the
man or woman who gives the appearance of a physically fit specimen.
Of course, appearances may be most deceptive. How often have
we seen a rather pale, thin, unprepossessing individual perform magnificent feats of skill and endurance in gruelling contests when a far more
robust individual fails hopelessly?
To the average person, and, in fact, dictionaries so define him,
an athlete is a person who by special training has acquired great physical strength.
Dictionaries also say that an athlete was a competitor in the physical exercises that formed part of the public games in ancient Greece
and Rome—the word itself, athlete, is of Greek origin.
And so it is that, in general, the public looks to the athlete for acts
of heroism in a crisis.
Let us examine this attitude a little more closely.
I have generalised on the word «crisis», and in doing so have deliberately omitted a crisis arising in time of War.
The second part of the title of this talk refers to Rescue Services. To
«rescue» as I understand the word, is to save from danger or destruction.
Perhaps a probe into some of the situations which create danger
and the risk of destruction will assist in our understanding.
Ranking high in the causes of death throughout the world is that
of drowning in the sea, harbour, lake or river. What is particularly
disturbing is that in so many cases death has occured when people
were taking their recreation. Lack of ability to swim, lack of knowledge
of the rise and fall of tides, the hazards of submerged objects in rivers,
currents sweeping bathers off their feet and creating panic in the minds
of even average swimmers.
In order to illustrate the close relationship between the Athlete
and Rescue Services let me tell you of the Surf Life Saving Association
of Australia.
Australia is an island continent approximately the size of the United States of America. The east side faces on to the Pasific Ocean and
the west side on to the Indian Ocean. On boath coasts white or golden
sandy beaches occupy long stretches of the shore line—they vary in
length from 100 metres up to one of 135,000 metres.
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Depending on the season or prevailing winds, waves up to 20
metres in height break in long rolling lines. Climatic conditions on these
coasts are such that for six or seven months of the year the air and water
temperatures are more than conducive to sea bathing. Because of this,
from the beginning of this century the sport of swimming in the open
sea has become more and more popular.
It could safely be said now that each summer weekend more
than a million people indulge in this healthy recreation.
But, over sixty years ago, it was found that the sport known as
surfing was not without its dangers. Those waves, already referred to,
breaking up to 800 metres from the beach, force enormous masses of
water on to the shore, and the law of gravity demands that those masses
have to find their way out to sea again. The result is that strong currents
frequently form at an angle to the beach and scour out channels in the
sand for the escaping water. It is in these channels that unwary bathers
are trapped and swept to sea.
In 1907, because of the drowning of a number of bathers, a few
athletic types of young men, endowed with more than average swimming ability, decided to shoulder the task of making the sport safe—not
for reward, but as a form of public service. As there were no surf life
saving organisations anywhere else in the world they had to invent
their own methods of dealing with the sea.
By 1910, surf life saving clubs had sprung up on a number of beaches and then these clubs banded together to form an Association to
formulate a drill, invent life saving gear and set an examination for
entrance to the clubs.
They devised efficiency competitions between clubs and charged
the public a fee to witness the trials, and, with the proceeds, purchased
more equipment. They studied resuscitation and first aid.
When World War I broke out in 1914 these young men, who had
in an honorary capacity volunteered to risk their lives in the sea to save
the lives of others in peace time were among the first to volunteer to
serve their country in time of War. This again happened in World War
II in 1939, and on both occasions the movement suffered a set back.
After the Wars, however, surf life saving clubs regained their
strength, and are now so well established that there are 222 surf life
saving clubs round the coast of Australia with an active membership
of over 4,000 trained life savers watching over the safety of millions
who bathe in the sea.
The basic equipment for rescue work in the surf is the reel, line
and belt. The reel is a flanged drum fitted on a wooden or stainless
steel mounting and around which is wound 600 metres of strong cotton
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or nylon line. On the free end of the line a canvas belt is attached with
a strap which slips over the back of the neck.
When a cry for help is made from a distressed bather the life saver
dons the belt and swims out through the surf, while three others pay
the line out from the beach. This swim frequently means a grim choking
battle against mountainous waves and requires every ounce of muscle,
training and determination. On reaching the bather, the life saver
raises his arm as a signal to his team mates to be drawn back to the
beach where artificial resuscitation is applied.
For rescues far out to sea specially designed boats are used. Seven
and a half metres in length they are stoutly built to withstand the pounding of the surf and they are manned by a crew of five trained oarsmen.
Other rescue equipment such as surf skis and surf boards are sometimes used and they also require skill and training to be effective.
That the services of life savers are very necessary on Australian
beaches is borne out by the fact that in the past fifty seven years over
155,000 rescues from the sea have been made.
Let us turn for a moment, however, to what it is that makes a surf
life saver.
Every athlete who aspires to Olympic honours is more than aware
that he must discipline himself to long and exhausting hours of training,
coaching and competition. In exactly the same way, a life saver who
hopes to become a champion must suffer those penalties, as it is only
by competition between individuals, clubs and teams that the extremely high standard of efficiency of the Surf Life Saving Association
has been attained.
Joining a club at the age of 15 (membership is restricted to males)
a boy, already a good a swimmer, is trained in Physiology, Artificial
resuscitation, First Aid, Release from the clutch of drowning persons,
Rescue methods, care and use of Rescue equipment, surf - craft (i. e.
the use of currents, visual identification of dangerous surf, how to combat
heavy waves) and rowing in a surf life saving boat.
After approximately two months he is tested in all these matters
by a strict examination. If he qualifies he is presented with a small
bronze medallion and is then rostered for patrol duty with five others
every second or third weekend on the beaches cared for by the club
which he has joined. Failure to attend a patrol can result in exclusion
from his club.
To those unaccustomed to the Australian system it may seem
strange that young men should volunteer in an honorary capacity (in
fact they pay a subscription to their club to become members) in order
to risk their lives to save others. Particularly is this so when it is re55

membered that many rescues are made under the most hazardous conditions. On some occasions life savers have made heroic rescues of bathers attacked by a shark and literally dragged the bather from the
shark's mouth.
The bravery of surf life savers is an accepted part of the way of
life in Australia.
I am more than conscious that in what I have said I have referred
only to the Australian system of a Surf Rescue Service. The same pattern has been adapted or adopted in many Countries and is still spreading.
The principles of voluntary service can, and have been, moulded •
in many places to suit Volunteer Fire Fighting Services, Cliff Rescue
Squads, Snow Rescue Teams, Life Boat Crews, Canoe Rescue Units
and Flood Rescue Squads.
In each and every one of these activities a participant must be
trained and discipline himself like the athlete.
It is to this man, as I said at the commencement of this paper,
that the public will look in time of a crisis.
And surely this is only natural.
An athlete in striving to better his own performances subjects
himself to stresses and strains which the ordinary citizen never experiences. He knows what it means to feel mental and physical distress,
but his mind commands his body to carry on.
The volunteer firefighter, choking with so much smoke, battles
on because he knows lives or property are at stake ; the cliff rescuer
steels his nerves to go over a precipice ; a snow rescue team in the mysterious silence or in a blizzard plods on in the cold and discomfort
in seach of a missing body; a life-boat crew wet, battered by waves
and sea-sickness perseveres in fighting the sea; members of canoe rescue
boats brave currents and danger in white water rapids; flood rescuers
venture out by day or night when land marks have vanished and risk
their lives in raging torrents.
All these services beckon strongly to the athlete to join them. Many
of them are short of members.
I appeal to athletes to offer their help to the service they believe
needs them most and for which they are best fitted.
Olympia has always remained a central expression on Greek ideas
that the body of man has a glory as well as his intellect and spirit, that
body and mind should alike be disciplined, and that it is by the harmonious discipline of both that men best honour Zeus.
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Prof. Dr. med. W. Hollmann (Germany) talks on the different types of training and their
influence on the organism.

The Olympic Gold Medallist Honorary President of the Academy, H.M. King Constantine,
talking of His Olympic experiences.

The participants listening with intence inte

The King speaking on His Olympic experiences

Mr. Shri S.M. Moinul Haq, Vice President t h e Indian Olympic Commttee (Ieft) discusing with Mr. J. W. Westerhoff, Secretary G e n e r a l of t h e
I n t e r n a t iona l Olympic Committee

Mr. Shri S.M. Moinul Haq, gives a. talk entitled «Sport : End and Aim».

Spoken in Italian

SPIRITUALITY OF THE ATHLETE
BY PROF. CMDR. SISTO FAVRE (ITALY)
Member of the Italian Olympic Committee

Even the apparently instinctive impulse substantially caused by
heat and light attraction, effort and pungency of the primordial creatures we classify today, after three million years, as substrata of the Austrolopitheci and precursors of the «homo abilis», «ludens», «prometheus»
«sapiens» and athleta» and finally as «cosmicus», even the embryonic
«motory» attempts by beings were due to an albeit infinitesimal «spiritual» initiation. Because the yearning for light and heat, the astral
and stratospheric influences with their wealth of suggestions, promptings
and revelations were not only of immediate natural but also supernatural and transcendental contingency.
From such a both manifest and secret «anxureous» process there
developed a «spirituality» which finally was to cast dazzling light from
the heroic heights attained by the supreme exponents of an elaborately
evolved humanity. The manlike being had been able to become gigantic
and really human and aspired to the Superhuman according to a steadily increasing décantation process of physical and correlated intellectual gifts. These formed the storage and yield of the psycho-physical, instrumental, mental and ethical acquisitions. They, in turn,
developed to the perception of a divinity, to the discovery of this
dinivity, de it totemistic, idolatrous, magical, pagan, Buddhistic or
Socratic, then to culminate in supritual, in other words, Christian divinity.
Anybody who witnessed or witnesses the both spiritual and physical drama of athletic training and competitive events will understand
the golden essence and truth of the foregoing premise. Let us wish that
even the outsiders and all those who consider sport an amusement, a
banal antithesis of the remote forms of «necessary exercise» and, therefore an antithesis of the educative elements of ancient and modern Olympics, will appreciate the moderate but conscientious formulation of
my premise.
Let us recall the meaning of the term «athlete». It is written quite
identically in all languages. Its root derives from the Sanskrit monosyllable TLA and, therefore, belongs to the Indo-European ethnolinguistic stem we find even in the languages of pre-Columbian Mexico.
This proves the ulta-prehistorical transhumance from Central Asia.
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In any case, TLA with its meanings «suffering», «supporting»,
«sustaining», «forcing», «enduring» and its variants «athlos», «athletes», «athlans» (Atlas is the mountain bearing the vault of the heavens,
the giant upholding the weight of the earth), and the Mexican «atlate»,
which serves to potentiate a javelin throw, and other even if not clearly
related ' meanings have been universally accepted from very remote
times. They are a patent indication of mankind's common origin, of
its destiny, evolution, ascent and characterization according to an impelling «athletic» manifestation concerning both body and spirit.
The spirituality of the athlete and of the discipline forming and
conditioning him were doubted and even denied by the cynical school
of a Greece in political and moral decadence. But in the Hellenic world
with its transformation from the matriarchal to the patriarchal, to the
Spartan and Platonic religious-heroic, period, to the golden Olympic
era from the eighth to the fifth century B.C., this spirituality bacame irresistibly triumphant in the impetus and style of the famous «Victory of
Samothrace» a Victory descending from the Olympus which, alas, is
now headless in our museums. Such a spirituality shines from the Diadumeni by Phidias and Polyclitus where the gymnasium is raised to the
summits of celestial spheres.
The spirituality of the athlete was a reaction against barbarity
during which the victor in an armed contest severed the head of his
opponent, split the skull and devoured the brain in order to assimilate
the intelligence and vitality of the man he had defeated. We are indebted to the myth of Heracles and his Labours, to the consecration of
his athletic games at Olympia for the beginning clarity of humanitarian light due to the solar virtue which dissolves shadows and dispels
savage struggles.
Perhaps if is proto-Hellenic tradition which gives us in Heracles
the most typical example of the heroic man and his culture or, better
still, of how he was raised. In any case, it shows us a man who, according to calculations by Pythagoras based on the official measurements
of the stadium at Olympia (600 feet of Herculean size), had a stature
of 4 cubits (1 cubit=444 milimetres) and 1 foot (33 centimetres)
for a total of about 2.10 metres. (This does not seem incredible, because
a Watusi can be 2.50 metres or even more). We are also told about his
diet and know that he ate practically nothing during the day but more
than abundantly in the evening and digested while sleeping, always in
the open. He was, we are told, very courteous especially during normal
competitions but certainly not at moments of «mors tua vita mea».
His career as an exceptional athlete and eponymous hero shows errors and instances of grave guilt. But let us remember that the solar
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sphere also has spots and that they have climatic influences.
In any case, the abolition of human sacrifices, the land reclamations, the shift from an unnatural Amazon matriarchate to the patriarchate, and the idealistic, pacifist and historical consecration of the Olympic Games made Heracles the immortal spiritualizer of an up to then savage humanity. His was a spiritualization that needed new milestones
and a Master less exposed to the call of the forest. But his repentance,
atonement and his exemplary, purifying self-sacrifice were also to
become a spiritualization.
This illuminating episode began at the Evenus, a river Heracles
and his wife Deianira were about to cross. We should recall that shortly
afterwards Heracles was to fall madly in love with Iole. Now, to keep
Deianira from getting wet, the centaur Nessus had offered to take her
across on his back. But when Nessus had reached the other bank with
his beautiful burden, he fled and abducted Deianira. From a distance
of half a mile Heracles shot his infallible poisoned arrow. Nessus was hit
and while dying gave his shirt steeped in his poisoned blood to Deianira
and told her to have her husband wear it when there was a danger of
his betraying her. This would make him remain faithful. Then, just as
Nessus had foreseen, Heracles carried off Iole as a prisoner, brought her
to his home where he introduced her to Deianira, his legitimate wife.
She felt pity for the beautiful lole and only recurred to the shirt of Nessus
which she believed to be a magical restorer of conjugal love. She sent
it to her husband and told him to wear it at the ritual thanks-giving
for his victory over Eurytes, Iole's father. Heracles gladly put on the
shirt. But it burned his flesh and it caused him extreme agony. He
tried in vain to tear off the shirt, but it clung to him until his bones
showed white from his burning flesh. Leprosy? No, because leprosy
was only known in the Hellenic and Roman world during the first century A.D. ; before then only vitiligo was a common affliction.
The effects of this horrible, irremediable situation and, in addition, of other precedents, led to the paroxysm of the tragedy. Heracles,
the man, the athlete, the hero, the most elect among the sons of Zeus,
lost all his spirituality and, with it, the privilege of an exceptional life.
After having hurled Licas, the innocent messenger who had brought
the lethal shirt, into the sea. Heracles returned to reason. The last crime
he committed brought him to his senses and made him understand that
many of his actions were unworthy of a champion of mankind. He again
became the Heracles of his serene youth, of the Olympic Games he had
raised to greatest splendour. He sought purification but could not apply
to any king for assistance. Because now he himself caused the terror
provoked by the savage giants he had slain before.
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On the summit of the nearby Mout Oeta (2158 metres) he had a
funeral pyre made of oak trunks. He climbed onto it, forgave Deinira
who, in despair and as a proof of her innocence, had killed herself with
a sword on the nuptial bed. Then he ordered the pyre to be set on fire.
Heracles wanted to atone. He loathed his own body which had
become horrifying, he longed for the essence of that spirit which had
helped him accomplish his Labours, thus showing that he was the son
of the supreme godhead. On the logs of the pyre he spread the skin
of the lion he had killed barehanded in a divinely lucid spirit of athletic technique. He crowned his head with olive branches and red roses
and rested it on his club. Intrepid and serene as never before, he let
himself be enveloped by the flames. Thus what was mortal in Heracles
was reduced to ashes while his spirit freed itself of a shell that was no
longer its secure temple. Heracles left mankind the heirloom and example of his noble deeds. His erring human passions were purified by the
flames which exalted and defended the spirit of a heroic athlete. In
virtue of that spirit the paragons of Olympia were established ; it inspired
the great pioneers of an adolescent civilization and was to inspire the
pioneers of coming civilizations.
With the pure of Heracles dominating the Aegean and, later the
Greco-Roman world, we are at the highest level of both athletic and
social spirituality in a nearly instinctive reaction against a not irreproachable theology and ideology.
Let us now turn away from a world which may be termed pagan
and includes the gods of Egypt and of other civilizations, and enter a
world of particular spirituality, the Biblical world of the Kingdom of
Israel. The Bible does nor tell us anything about gymnasiums or training
fields, although it does speak of physical force, of the strength of Samson,
the Nazarite (12th century B.C.),
Moreover in the First Book of Samuel we read how David was presented at Saul's court as a «cunning player on a harp, a mighty valiant
man, and a man of war, and prudent in matters, a comely person, and
the Lord is with him» (V. 16, 18). which meant endowed with divine
spirit, (11th century B.C.).
This shows that David had been educated to a high degree of culture although he kept sheep on the hilly, meagre pastures of Palestine,
and that he was known not only as an athlete, but also as a poet and
musician well versed in natural and supernatural matters. Unexpectedly he was called to sustain a decisive test.
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One of the usual wars against the Philistines had broken out.
David, a young man «of the right stature» (to quote G.B. Vico) was
on the battlefield and faced Goliath, a giant about three metres tall
who was clad in a coat of mail weighing about 40 kilograms and
who held an enourmous spear, the iron head of which weighed five kilograms. We all know what happened. But it should be stressed that the
still adolescent David fought as the champion of the only God, of the
God of the chosen people.
The athletic technique of the action is extremely interesting. It «
was really the most elementary technique in the world. But it was good
enough to fell the towering armoured giant who fought in the service
of Baal, the man-eating idol of the Philistines.
While Goliath advanced slowly with clanking steps and brandished his enormous spear, David only rushed to attack at the very last
moment. Running at top speed he quickly took a stone out of his shepherd's bag and fitted in into his sling. Perhaps there were only three
rotations of the sling during the few strides of David's attack. But before
Goliath was near enough to throw his spear, the stone flung by David
whistled through the air and penetrated into the forehead of the Philistine giant between his eyebrows and under the guard of his helmet.
Such a lucidity of the mind and precision in action, such a prompt
sight and instinctive grasp, such an ingenuous security in fighting that
warrior giant were due to the lightninglike concentration of the unfailing
spirit and spirituality of a still beardless athlete.
We find that spirit which dominates, exalts and renders the physique herioc in all stories of athletes, warriors, saints and martyrs of
every country.
The spirit transforms raw material into works of art. It does so
all the more with the noble material — let us call it so — represented
by the flesh in a human body. The initial transformation took place
when «the Lord God formed man of the dust of the ground, and breathed into his nostrils the breath of life; and man became a living soul»
(Genesis, 2,7). The action performed by man while breathing the divine
spirit he received from God into raw material is a reflection of the Divine
infusion. No-one can deny that the masterpieces of sculpture, painting,
poetry, and the formulation of doctrines, philosophies and sciences are
not reflections of a creating divinity. Not without reason do we call a
masterpiece or an invention «divine», beginning from the kindling of fire,
the raising of grain, the grafting of olives, and the growing of grapes to
make wine. Today, the transformation of a mineral into atoms is the
origin of a cosmic vitality with an infinitely beneficial multiplication,
beneficial only if man remembers in time that even the appear61

ance of our «Creation» and of man himself is one of the «acts of love»
by God. By an invisible and eternal God, invisible for our eyes too rarely able to read the «Spirit» and to exult in it.
But the greatest, most attractive and convincing of all works of
art inspired by the divine spirit is the human body raised to the apex
of perfection by means of an education, a formation and a tempering
in the spirit inspired by God. Without it art could not exist.
Nobody ever spoke of the Olympic athletic spirit when barbarian •
hordes roamed during the moral and social disintegration of paganism,
even when both were in ferment and reshuffling in the titanic workshops of Benedictine or other monkhoods which were the providential
creators of a new civilization, of a new Europe formed thanks to the
wisdom and the arms of Charlemagne.
However, in the reaches of castles and convent fortresses, of economic-political, episcopal and cultural structures, there established itself that usage which was to become a general constitution, codified
and consecrated in the shadow of the Cross and in the light of the Holy
Spirit and was to become known as Chivalry.
It was then that the athletic spirituality which was transposable
to many other human activities, which had survived the ruined stadiums
and thermae anathematized by the Holly Fathers, appeared again at
tournaments and in battles. It shone from the eyes and crests of the
knight errants, of the paladins, crusaders, and of all those who set out
to defend the righteous and the Faith. They did so, at times, prompted
by rather individual criteria. Still, the phenomenon was far-reaching
and profound and still has an echo of not negligible validity today.
The whole medieval «epos» and that of the age in between was
inspired in its poetry, liturgy, in its Gothic, Romanesque and Arabic
works of art by this spirit which revalorized the foregoing human progress and became the propelling element for a universal revival and
renewal. Thanks to God, champions of Him and of the Christian peoples
existed in great number from the sixth century onwards at the side of
bishops who did not hesitate to take to arms while guiding towsmen
and peasants in an ultimate defence of a people which saw in its Pastor
only an efficacious leader and revenger.
For about a millenium up to the battle of Lepanto (1571) and for
a whole sacred army began with the kind Pope Leo the First who appeased Attila, it is sufficient— I think — to mention only the name of
one knight, that of Rodrigo Diaz de Bivar, the «Cid Campeador». There
shone in the Cid a true spiritual flame and it mastered the whole physical structure of an insuperable athlete, of a warrior tempered in the
steel of his Toledo sword. He was the indefectible champion of God
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and of the «Hispanidad» and, with it, of all European Christendom,
without exclusion of the tranquilizing influence by the Arab world of
his times. «Cantar del mio Cid» (12th century) meant singing his praise
in tones of greatest enthusiasm.
I have called him an indefectible champion because his spirituality
as an athlete and prodigious warrior knew none of the psychopathic
collapses of Heracles, of David and of other heroes. And here, in homage
to the chivalry, I should call the natural premise for the Olympic spirit of Pierre de Coubertin, I deem it fitting to place on the same level
as the Cid the figure of Pierre Terrail, Lord of Bayard, the «good knight
withough fear and without reproach » (Bayard, 1475 - Melagnano,
1524). He is a clearly outlined historical figure, not only a mythical and
poetic one. At the same level we also place Carl Diem who established
the «relays of the Olympic Torch» as the lasting transmission of the
divine spirit of Olympia among the peoples.
From the age of chivarly and of steel weapons to that of firearms,
infantry, steam power, electricity and oil, to that of engines, the active
atom, stratospheric and astral flight, just a few centuries have passed
with dizzying rapidity.
New terms were added to the traditional ones, such as «athlete»
or «athletics». There were neo-Latin, anglicized and universal ones, such
as «sport» and sportsman». They follow but cannot substitute «athlete» and «athletics». In a certain sense, the old and new terms coexist.
Of course, one could not do without the other, and not one of the two
would be right or could exist without a characteristic unifying halo,
a «spiritual crown».
I do not know whether it was more difficult to place a spiritual
crown on the head of an athlete in times still close to the primordial
jungle or if this is more difficult in the midst of reinforced cement and
whirling propellers. If must certainly have been extremely difficult in
the remote or present times of excessive wellbeing.
For me, it is a miracle that in todays savage-technological wilderness with its intense erotic cult exercised by all the means of radio and
television communications, millions of human beings still manage to
perform assiduous athletic feats at risky sport attempts which call for
the blindness and deafness of an Ulysses who sees Circean sirens. I am
full of admiration for the existing and resisting energy capable of urging
individuals and groups to overcome, even to defeat the visible and invisible lures of an ever lurking daemonism.
A census concerning the members of the various sport federations
belonging to the Olympic Committees or akin to them would certainly
run to several millions. Besides, so and so many other millions gaze in63

tensely at the Olympic Flame at major or minor sport events. They
should be an imperceptible minority, taking into consideration that
our earth has two thousand million inhabitants.
In any case, a generous and often determinant minority of men
and women have the privilege of wearing a spiritual crown and of
being admired at the great matches of specialized athletics and various
sports.
This phenomenon, organized and controlled for barely seven or
eight decades, in other words, ever since the rebirth in 1896 of the Olympic Games, has taught man that spirituality should govern physical
strength. Today, this phenomenon redeems man's spirit and physique
and urges them into the complex, daring and breathtaking endeavours
every one of us knows.
The spirituality of an athlete is something glorious. It was first grasped when men began to practise gymnastics, athletics, to conceive
panegyrics, to take part in the Panathenae, in Games, in tournaments
which then developed into competitions, today subsidized by mathematic calculations and photo-electric measuring of the results achieved.
Shall I quote examples concerning this phenomenon? And should
these examples be tangible and controllable on behalf of the recent developments ?
I cannot blame the Academicians of Olympia and their followers
for having diligently listed examples of spirituality observed in both
Olympic and world champion athletes and sportsmen.
Still, I beg to be excused for considering the mention of one name
sufficient to characterize the prototype of athletic spirituality, in other
words for speaking of Paavo Nurmi, the Finnish runner.
Exercise and competitiveness in running were his passion. Running,
the first of all events at Olympia, detaches from materialistic gravity
at each stride and elevates both breath and spirit to the spheres of a
mysterious astral attraction and exaltation.
For Nurmi, constant daily training and specific, adequately localized exercise were a religious practice performed not by kneeling. They
were a sort of active asceticism, a positive «spiritual exercise» through
which he reached a principally psychic conditioning along a track of
methodically patient calculation. Such a conditioning reveals the character, habits and ideals of an athlete. When it has been obtained, the
physical state, the organic and muscular strengthening, the quest and
attainment of form and its maintenance are the natural and triumphant
results of the effort, of the not melancholy but proud and happy suffering
of what I call the not imposed but exalted Calvary of an aspiring champion. The grace of the Spirit, so akin to being in a state of God's grace,
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aided, incited and elevated Nurmi to the maximum of his pychophyssical athletic and heroic value.
In the purity of his habits and of his mind, vision, impression, reading and thinking — for even the formulation of a guilty thought weakens and disturbs— in this purity and in feeling himself the responsible
custodian of the sacred Olympic Fire, the altar of which was his heart,
the normal biotype called Paavo Nurmi was the initiator of medium
and long distance speed runs.
Thanks to his absolutely perfect spiritual and physiological conditioning, Nurmi was able to face all distances from 1,500 metres to 20
kilometres at sustained speed from the very start. He transformed himself into a living chronometer and a human engine. His absolute spiritual sanity endowed him with a physical sanity and competitive sustenance of an emotionless regularity concerning spurts, baiting or changes
of competitors. His wristwatch timed his unalterable speed according
to the planned second and centimetre. His clear mind, the circulation
of his purified blood which gave virgin energy to muscles and fibres,
his perfect and harmonious breathing which allowed a fluid and never
tiring stride along the lanes of the track, made him the champion of
the new men, of the men of today and tomorrow who are exposed to
the horror and error of machines that can cut off a man's hand and
may even drive him insane.
A bronze statue shows him running nude among the fir trees and
flowerbeds of his Olympic stadium at Helsinki. That statue seems to
express the inciting and sustaining spirit of rhythm and willpower to
sense in «Exelsior», the poem by Henry Wadsworth Longfellow (1807 1882), the great American poet of the pure mind. The poet who exalted
the efforts of men not only while climbing mountain crags, but also
when they ascend to lofty spiritual heights. Longfellow was the author
of the idyllic «Evangeline» the translator of Dante's Divine Comedy,
and the poet who wrote «The Song of Hiawatha» inspired by the trochaic metrics and the lilt of «Kalewala» the immortal Finnish epic so
spiritually athletic, sportive and heroic.
The example set by Nurmi does not belong to a remote past, but
to the new Olympic period, the decade from 1920 to 1930. It was soon
to bear fruit. It became an irresistible appeal for men of exceptional
value who are generally indifferent to matters of sport, and was the
fascinating hope for those who, due to some defect, seemed incapable
of athletic performances but then became capable of achieving miraculous results and winning Olympic laurels.
Let me refrain from quoting other names. For, that would compel
me to much more than their listing. I should be forced to make a real
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calendar studed with the names of legions of heroes, saints and martyrs
of sport, of exponents of a true Olympic religious cult. Still, it would be
a cult without a theogony darkened by fallacious instincts and passions
attributed to the gods by men with similar human defects. But this
cult would be based on a doctrine starting from the Decalogue and
reaching the Gopsel in which an absolutely pure, infallible and — let
me say — tangibly sublime Spirit announces to man the ascendant and
transcendent path reading to perfection.
«The Spiritual» is the divine revelation of an ennobling effort sustained for the perpetuation, the tempering and exaltation of human
life. The Olympia of ancient times, medieval chivalry and the Olympia
of today are a practised Faith and a governing of body and mind in an
ever growing potency. Have men not succeeded in reaching the never
before climbed peaks of the Himalaya? And have they not begun to
explore the stratosphere?
Sustained by a background of the Spirituality undeniably required
by the urge of coming earthly and cosmic feats, the human body and
mind will save each other reciprocally during the number the light of
years planned in the mystery of universal creation.
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SPORT: END AND AIM
By SHRI S. M. MOINUL HAQ,
Vice President of the Indian Olympic Committee
1. One of the most important factors in the development of man
as an individual or as a member of society is sport. The word sport, an
abbreviation of Middle English word disport, inherited its original mean
ing of fun or amusement from its progenitor. Sport began with and
arose out of play, a spontaneous expression of life. However, society
put checks and curbs on the excesses to which spontaneity was liable
and new forms and new conceptions of sport came to be accepted in
course of time. What started as fun or spontaneous enjoyment of physi
cal activity for its own sake lost its values and came later to be associa
ted with extraneous things, e.g. reward for performances and tempta
tion for money, privileges for honour. The spirit was lost. Only the form
remained. More than this, participation in sports which should be a
personal affair undertaken voluntarily by the young, was at times and
in some places forced on them by compulsion,—a dangerous sign of
the decay of the charm of sport.
2. Human life has, by and large, never remained stagnant. It is
one long story of progress. For new desires and wants, new ways
of satisfying them were found. Thus spontaneously - evolved games and
exercises in due course gave way to sports with formal discipline. Also,
sport came to be recognisesd as a force in the building of character and
making one a useful member of society. Sport, it was realised, gave a
man courage, determination and self-control. For living in the society
of his fellow-men, on the other land, it gave him a sense of fellowship,
consideration for others and fair play. It was a reflection in some mea
sure of the character of the people concerned, As a man is known by
the company he keeps, so may a people by their sport. A brief account
of the sport practised in various countries in the olden days will help us to
understand the connection between the people and their sport.
3. We begin with the Ancient Greeks, the pioneers of the cult of
a balanced personality. They recommended the practise of sport as
a part of the education of their free-born citizens. They gave them phy
sical, philosophical and artistic training in balanced proportions, their
motto being «Nothing to excess». If their teachers and philosophers
taught the boys philosophy and Arts, their gymnasia provided them
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with facilities to develop the physical side of their nature under the guidance of trainers. Training of the intellect thus went hand in hand
with the development of the body. Solon, the legendary law-giver of
Athens, gives the following description of the education imparted to the
Athenian youth :
«When our boys reach the age when their muscles begin to develop,
we take off their clothes and think the best thing is to let them get used
to all weathers. Then we rub olive oil into their skins to make them
more supple and elastic. After that we introduce them to the various
branches of athletics, each of which has its own instructor.
«We also train in running both for keeping their wind over long
distances and developing spurts of high speeds for sprints. They train
on soft sand as this is more demanding than a hard surface. Likewise in
jumping, they practise taking ditches or obstacles with lead weights
in their hands. They also train with the javelin and the discus which
strengthens their shoulders, arms and legs.
«This is the training that we give to our young men in order to
make them effective defenders of our city. Then we can feel safe in
our freedom, thanks to their fighting readiness.
«For peace time, we like them that way. They have no unworthy
interests as they are kept busy with sport and exercises».
Thus were the Greek youth made tough and strong. Thus did they
become effective defenders of their city. They had no unworthy interests
as sport and exercises kept them busy. The Greek ideal was in this
way to have a strong, beauty-loving and wise citizenry.
4. In other parts of the world, sport took other forms. Other sports
were adopted by the people. The spirit and approach to sport, however,
remained the same. It intermingled with their religion to which their
folk-lore bears testimony. Up in the northern regions of Europe where
snows abound, what may be fittingly called modern winter sports
were prevalent. Imbued with religious fervour, they were associated
with their gods and heroes. In tune with nature, the people found the
use of snow shoes and skis the most practical device for going uphill
or down dale. These provided the means of quick locomotion and formed the basis of their sport. The Finnish epic, the Kalevala, gives not
only an account of the beliefs of the Finns who had wandered up to
Finland, but also the history of skiing and the secret of making skis.
And of ski-running on the uplands of Asia, a Persian historian wrote :
«As their country is full of mountains and forests and snow falls
heavily upon them in winter, they like to go hunting in the frozen snow.
For this they make wooden boards and stand on these binding their
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feet on with thongs, and then taking a staff in their hands they drive
it in the ground and so push themselves forward over the surface of the
snow as a boat glides over water.
5. We turn now to the sports of the Polynesians. Their epic songs
and legend are a repository of their mythology and history, and from
them we get an idea of their achievements. Living in a large number
of Islands scattered far and wide over a vast expanse of the sea, they
were of necessity amphibian in their way of life. Marvellous seamen
and possessed of indomitable courage, they could sail without fear
a thousand miles out on the sea. They were proficient in other sports
also. They were excellent bowmen who shot merely for distance. Their
archery meetings began with a prayer and ended with a feast put up
by the losers. Armed combat with sharp-pointed spears was practi
sed, and such was the suppleness and agility of the Polynesian that he
seldom got hurt. Indeed to receive a wound was considered a disgrace.
Their sports gave the Polynesians suppleness, dexterity and strength
necessary for their survival. They loved the open air and wide spaces
and their romance. No wonder, R.L. Stevenson, a British writer, known
for his love of an unconventional life out-of-doors, fell for their charm,
and became nostalgic for the pleasures of hiking and swimming in Samoa.
To quote from one of his poems.
«That only I remember, that only you admire of the broad road
that stretches and the open fire» Than which what could be more
satisfying. His longing, to quote again, was to
« . . . . make a palace fit for you and me of green days in
forests and blue days at sea». A rewarding life this to a fellow
like R.L.S.
Incidentally, Stevenson settled in Samoa. He died and was buried
there.
6. In an entirely different region, Polo provided sport for princes
and kings. The nomads round about the Caspian sea played Polo,
a traditional sport, famed in poem and story. The Persian epic poem,
Firdausi's Shah Nama (The Book of Kings), bears testimony to the love
of Polo among the Persian kings and nobles. With riding, archery and
falconry, Polo formed the basis of a princely education. More popularly,
it gave a sort of training in the art of mounted warfare to the nomads
of Central Asia. This was about all that the sport was expected to give,
to the prince and ruler a slice of education fit for a prince, to the noma
dic horseman a kind of training in mounted warfare. In fact, the Per69

sian philosophers took a broader view of the effect of its training. They
recommended the exercise of Polo as a promoter of health and strength
in spite of the danger of falls and accidents. To which may be added
Abul Fazl's testimory, «Superficial observers are only capable of seeing
a pastime and a game in this. Men with deeper insight realise that it
is a means of acquiring the qualities of speed and decisiveness» All
that its practitioners expected of the sport was physical strength, intellectual improvement, and moral awareness. Incidentally Abul Fazl,
referred to above, was one of the nine jewels of the court of the Indian
king, Akbar, the Great.
7. But Polo was not the only sport of the Persians. Referring again
to the Shah Nama, it is replete with stories of the prowess of famous
wrestlers of whom the legendary Rustum was the mightiest. The ar
mies of the rival kings of Iran and Turan were led to battle, but the
issue was often decided by a trial of strength between two strong men
chosen one from each side. One such combat took place between a
father and son who, umbeknown to each other, fought a mortal fight
in which, tragically the father killed his young son. The death of Soh
rab at the hands of the mighty Rustum is narrated in a well-known
English poem, Matthew Arnold's Sohrab and Rustum.
Thus if we move from one country to another and make a survey
of sport in different lands, we find that sport was either fun or amusement, or a release of forces within the unsophisticated man, or a means
of physical, mental, or spiritual improvement. Expressed in simple
terms, sport was a means to an end.
8. The position is different now. Various causes have contributed
to this change. The first is the growth of an urban civilisation which
has changed the life of the people. Naturally, it has affected their sport
too. With the rapid increase in the world's population and the conse
quent need for mechanisation to supply the world's needs, peoples'
thoughts and efforts have been largely diverted to materialistic pur
suits. The open spaces and green fields situated close to their
hearths and homes are littered with tenements and other buildings
where they live and work. The playing fields which gave them an open
invitation and beckoned them to the enjoyments they could offer are
no longer easily accessible. Care-free enjoyment of sport has become
a thing of the past. The incentive to participation in sport comes from
the promise of monetary or other gain. Secondly, industrial workers
who seek enjoyment in sport can, as as alternative, submerge themselves
in it, and join the amorphous roaring mass of spectators to help their
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team win. Sport which was an activity undertaken for its own sake
has changed its character. Its ethics has also changed. Playing the game
for its own sake or in the spirit of the game has given way to playing
to win at all costs. And since corruption creeps insidiously into human
activities, if not guarded against, betting and gambling have found
their way into sport and converted it into a Roman circus. Thirdly,
sport has ceased to be a means to an end. It has become an end in itself. It has lost the sense of the numinous which was originally associated with it. It has ceased to be creative play. Its educational value has
been forgotten. Emphasis is laid on performances as measured in terms
of records. So when a young man begins his sporting career he finds
that records are matters of earth-shaking importance. They make
the news. They provide the headlines in newspapers. In due course, he
succumbs to what is said to be «the last infirmity of noble minds», and
begins his feverish chase after records to find in the long run participation in sports a severe drain on his reservoir or strength and a source
of dismay. People who attend athletic meetings are interested in the
wrecks of records shattered and strewn on the athletic track at the end
of a day's sport. They want sensation and are satisfied only when they
get it. And so the demand for sensation grows and athletic meetings are
expected to be an orgy of record breaking to satisfy the record-hungry
spectators. Is it surprising that the serious competitor puts all that is
in him into his training till he ends up as an open or camouflaged professional, while the other for whom sport is a hobby loses interest in it.
9. Meanwhile the chase after victory and records continues till
they become the end. It may look ironical, but the Olympic ideal—
Citius, Altius and Fortius—is used as a justification for concentration
of attention on promising athletes to the neglect of the less or unpromi
sing majority. Victory being the end, the means by which it is achieved
are overlooked. Hence the hectic atmosphere in international competi
tions which shows how far performance is the end instead of the means.
Hence also the increase in foul or rough play in team games and inci
dence of cheating in International competitions. Again, it is this accent
on victory which has given rise to the suggestion to create a new class
of athletes who, called non-amateurs, may be paid extra money besi
des their income from their profession, to practice sport. Such is its
devaluation that sport which is an important element in moral and
social education is at best a part of physical education.
10. This desire to win at all cost emanates from an exaggerated
prestige attached to victory. At its lowest, this prestige is an extreme
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form of aggresive nationalism. Sport is a personal matter for the participant and his private affair. But society will not allow this. It steps in,
first to bestow financial advantages on its chosen favourites and after,
or on the way to victory, to make it a matter of public or national concern. A record set up by an athlete becomes national property. Sport
no longer remains the athlete's hobby. He has to compete, whenever
required, to uphold his national prestige. Thus has emerged a new kind
of proffesional who can devote unlimited time and energy to sport
at the sacrifice of his legitimate occupation. Those who want to see
him do this provide him with the wherewithal for it. Means and motives
do not stand in the way where the end is achievement of national glory.
I I . And now we may well ask ourselves, where do we go from
here? What do we do? We have seen what sport was in its pristine
days before it was tarnished and lost its sheen.
It is true sport has grown considerably; it is now a big empire.
In its own sphere it is fast becoming a world power, if it is permissible
to use such an expression about it. Like the rich man, however, it is
a slave of its accumulations. Its only test of sucess is the victory and record test. For it, the rest is failure. But this is wrong. Actually, its failure is that it has failed to be interested in its true objective, viz., sport
for its own sake. Its failure is that it has not urged a programme of sport
for all and has concentrated on a microscopic minority for improved
standard of performances. The first step then to restore to sport what
rightfully belongs to it is to lay a firm and sound foundation for it in
an educational system which does not ignore the physical values while
providing for the intellectual and moral. The objective should be a
strong and healthy youth from among whom champions will come
in good time and without much ado. So, «begin at the beginning and
bring physical education to youth as a whole, to the weak as well as
the strong, in a complete and useful manner, and do not limit training
exclusively for a minority. From this, there will arise when they are of
the right age, those suitable for international competition». (Georges Hebert) . Countries alarmed at their low Olympic rating should lay a sound
foundation for improvement by raising their standard of living and
providing physical training and competitive sport to fill the existing
void in their educational system. The urban population living in
large mechanical communities, in sprawling towns and cities is removed
from easy access to sports arenas. It is imperative for society and government to provide facilities for them to find exercise to compensate for
the non-use of their bodies and limbs in work or pastime in a civili72

sation based on technology. In other words, it is necessary to organise
mass physical recreation for all. The task is big, but this will be an
intelligent way to start to raise the level of their physical fitness. It
will repay in the improvement of the health and happiness of the people. In the USSR where sport for its own sake is the rule or common
practise, over sixty million persons reportedly take part in their Spartakiad. This is a broad base on which has been built a pyramid, high
as the skies, to accommodate a galaxy of world-renowned specialists
at the apex. Any attempt to reverse the process and build on a slender
base is bound to fail. A pyramid is not built upon a point. No less undesirable is concentration of a few promising athletes to train them to
chase after records and victories in international competitions.
12. And this brings us to the question of amateurism about which
much has been written and said. It has been said that amateur regulations are of a social, not sporting character, that there is no positive
definition of amateurism. It is «thou shalt not» and not «Thou shalt».
It has also been urged that in the contemporary world of sport, competition is so keen that the extent to which one may use his time and energy
in training for competition should not be limited. The first two points
are merely argumentative and may be just dismissed. As for the third,
the supporters of the idea fail to realise that there is an element of unfairness underlying it. It is hardly consistent with the concept of egalitarian fair play if some competitors go beyond the limit allowed by
the rules of amateurism, while others do not. Amateur sport is a delicate thing and any deviation from the rules of amateurism puts the
athlete's status in jeopardy. The desire to win always inheres in sport.
But it is wrong to make it synonymous with achievement of national
glory or enhancement of national prestige. No less unworthy is the
extreme devotion to sport recommended by some as its end and aim,
as if sport is the sole business of life to the exclusion of every legitimate
vocation. This it is not, nor should it be. Listen to the incisive remarks
of Roger Bannister on the erosion of amateurism in recent times :
«The last few years have covered a strange period in the history
of athletics. They have seen the introduction of a new professionalism,
not in the sense of unlimited financial reward, but in devoting unlimited time and energy to sport. Every country is seeking to enhance
national prestige through physical achievements. It may be in establishing new jet plane speed or altitude records, penetrating the depths
of the sea, or scaling the world's highest mountains. Too few questions
are asked about the means, provided national glory is achieved».
And, finally, here is his restatement of his philosophy of amateurism.
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«I believe that running has proved to be a truly amateur activity
after all, on which it is neither necessary nor desirable to spend unlimited time and energy. Fitting running into the rest of life until one's
work becomes too demanding, this is the burden and joy of the true
amateur».
Echoes of the above statement, it appears, were heard at the
meeting of the International Olympic Committee held at Teheran
a couple of months ago. The rules of eligibility for entry in the Olympic
Games were, it is reported, revised at the meeting. These rules are
based on the fundamental principle that the Olympic Games are open
only to amateurs, and none may enter for them who is not an amateur. •
The IOC has, however, to revise the rules and spell them out from time
to time to suit changing circumstances. The rules were accordingly
revised at the meeting of the IOC in Teheran and a new rule was
reportedly added to the eligibility rules, based on the principle
that excessive use of time and energy in training for sport is not consistent
with the principle of amateurism. A condition of eligibility, among
others, to compete in the Olympic Games henceforth will be that the
athlete must have a genuine employment and «not a cover for excessive
opportunities for training or competition in sport». Reference was made
at the beginning of this lecture to the Ancient Greek Motto, «Nothing
to excess». It will appear that the application of this principle to
preparation for sport championships is likely to keep sport in its proper
perspective and on the right lines. It is for NOCs and National
Federations, who control entries for the Olympic Games, in cooperation
with the athletes, who promise to abide by the rules of the competition, to
ensure that sport does not become under cover, a profession, and
continues to be what it should be, a leisurely vocation.
Then will sport have its proper place in man's life and play its
proper role in society.
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THE PENTATHLON AS AN IDEAL
IN THE ANCIENT WORLD
AND IN THE MODERN TIMES
By Dr. PETER WILHELM HENZE (Germany)
Director of the Institute for Physical Education of the University of Göttingen.
President of the German Association of the modern Pentathlon

There are two outstanding documents which testify the appreciation of the pentathlete in antiquity and in the present :
1. By Aristotle, who taught as a philosopher at the Lyceum, that
most famous gymnasium besides Plato's Academy in Athens. Having
every day a lively view of Greek athletes in the classical period, Ari
stotle said :
«The athletes in the pentathlon are most beautiful, because they
are capable of enduring all efforts, either of the race course
or of bodily strength»; there are specialists, racers, long distance
runners, wrestlers, boxers and pancratiasts. «But he who is
successful in all these events is a pentathlete». (Rhetorica 15)
2. Pierre de Coubertin, the founder of the modern Olympic Games
and at the same time the creator of the modern pentathlon, writes
in his «Olympische Erinnerungen» of 1911 :
«The modern pentathlon will replace the ancient one. For a perfect athlete it is a real consecration. He who can take part in this
competition, even if he should not be victorious, is a real athlete,
a perfect athlete».
Thus, by Aristotle as well as by Coubertin, the pentathlete is
given a special and distinguished place among the athletes. By either
of them he is represented as a symbol of the ideal of harmonious perfection, as an ideal of an all-round trained man, as the true master.
By both these quotations it becomes evident that the ideal of the
ancient pentathlete served as a model for the creation of the modern
pentathlete, and finally the old and the new problem appear in them :
Does the ideal of «perfection» lie in a specialization developed to the
highest degree, to perfection in one domain, or does it lie in a comprehensive versatility of knowledge and skill ?
We shall investigate this problem while reflecting upon it :
1. Which were the characteristics of the ancient pentathlon?
In
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what way did an ideal of the pentathlon develop ? To what extent had
it been valid?
(While doing this we shall try to stick to facts, in order to avoid
an idea, biasedly glorified and idealized, as Jacob Burckhardt demanded
it for the «Greek» («Griechentum») in general in his «Kulturgeschichte
Griechenlands» (A Cultural History of Greece).
2. To what extent has this ideal had an after-effect on the present?
To what extent did it influence the modern pentathlon? What are
the characteristics of the modern pentathlon? How is the pentathlete
estimated in the present?
A. THE

ANCIENT PENTATHLON

I. Establishment and development of the pentathlon

One may be sure that the single events of the pentathlon are older
than the combined competition which was unknown to Homer for
example. There exists a legend handed down or invented by Philostratus (2nd cent. A.D.) in his book on gymnastics to explain the fundamental idea and the way of execution of the pentathlon :
The Argonauts paused during their voyage to Lemnos, where
they were holding contests. Telamon was the champion in discus
- throwing, Lynceus in hurling the javelin, and the sons of Boreas in running and jumping, in which Peleus was second but
superior to all in wrestling. Iason wishing to please Peleus
combined the five events with wrestling as the decisive exercise
at the end.
Coubertin and Diem have pointed out that in the history of physical
training and of sports this is the first combined competition as a test
for all-round skill, and that very soon this combined competition was
much enjoyed and acknowledged. According to Philostratus, it
was integrated into the programme of the 18. Olympic Games (as
early as in 708 B.C.), that is to say rather early, where it soon held
a central position. Gardiner takes this fact as a proof that Greek athletics
had reached a high state of development as early as in the 8th century.
We know that the pentathlon was part of the programme of greater or
smaller festivals in 14 more places. Partly there were even two age
groups, at the Panathenaea it is said to have been even three age
groups. The victor got an oil-can and a golden wreath there. It was
a competition only for adult men, which was not only comprehensive
but even very hard. According to Pindar (Nem. VII 73), at Olympia all
five events had to be executed on orte day within a few hours in the very
midday heat, as the chariot race preceded. So it was a real hardness test.
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A Junior Pentathlon is testified only once for the year 628 B.C.
(38 Olympic Games) ; probably it has then been abandoned because
of its being too hard. According to Pausanias (V 9,1) and Philostratus
(12/13), the jealousy of the victory of the Spartan Entelidas caused the
Eleatics to immediately eliminate this Junior Pentathlon from their
programme. Nevertheless the attempt is remarkable to start a combined
competition even for youths. The Spartans, who, according to Pausanias and Philostratus, apart from the people of the isle of Aegina, particularly cultivated the pentathlon and were especially successful in it,
are said to have it taken up for the physical training of their girls.
II. The Position of the Pentathlon in the Programme of the Greek Festivals.
The intergration of the pentathlon into the programme of the Greek
festivals permits to draw some conclusions as to the appreciation of this
competition. Originally the competition in the different events lasted
but one day at Olympia. At the 77. Olympic Games (472 B.C.) the
number of competitors, according to Pausanias (V9,3), had increased
so much and the pentathlon above all took so much time, that the number of the days of competition was increased to 3 and the number of
days of the festival to 5.
As to the order of the events there are but few testimonies. It seems
to have altered.
Based on the existing sources there are two views. The first holds
that the pentathlon followed immediately after the 3 race contests
on the 2nd day of the festival. This view is based on a papyrus, found
in the Egyptian town of Oxyrynchos in the 3rd century A.D., which
contains a list of victors of the 75. to 78. and the 81. to the 83. Olympic
Games (480-468 and 456-448 B.C.) (Carl Robert). The second view
(Holwerda, Bötticher and others) is based on Xenophon's account
of the 104. Olympic Games in 364 B.C. (Hellenica VII 4,29), according to which the pentathlon took place before the horse-race, and
on Pausanias (VI 9,3), according to whom «the sacrifices for the pentathlon and for the horse-races followed after all the other events. «Thus
the pentathlon, together with the classical horse-races, is so to speak
the culmination and the crowning termination of the competitions.
All the accounts agree that the pentathlon and the pentathletes were
given special regard by the spectators.
III. The Special Demands of the Pentathlon
Unfortunately no exact details have been handed down to us
from antiquity as to the execution of the pentathlon, but instead,
since about 140 years, there is a violent, comprehensive and obviously
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endless dispute, in which representatives of science and of sports from
various countries took part, above all from Germany. Herman. Böckh,
Pinder, Holwerda, Marquardt, Fedde, Bintz, Vogt, Stengel, Wilamowitz, Schöder, Diem. Ebert), England (Gardiner, Bean, Harris), Austria (Jüthner), Hungaria (Mezö), Italy (Moterri), France (Legard)
and Finland (Phihkala). On the basis of the present literary sources,
inscriptions, pictorial representations etc. it has been tried to solve the
existing problems by means of solid philological methods, with much
acuteness, but also with a high gift of combining, conclusions by analogy,
constructions and assumptions. This lead to partly very different views.
The whole partly reminds us of a puzzle with a thousand variations.
The latest thorough philological essay has been published in 1964
by Joachim Ebert in the «Abhandlungen der Académie der Wissenschaften zu Leipzig» (Treatises of the Academy of Sciences at Leipzig».
In 1966 Lauri Pikhala, the renowned Finnish trainer of world-famous
runners, gave a report to this Olympic Academy about the results
of his occupation with this matter during 50 years in an expert, precise
and also humourous way. Doing this he tried to profit, besides by the
sources (espec. Philostratus), above all by athletic practice.
Interesting as these things are, it is quite impossible even to make
the attempt here to deal with the pro and con of the views and argumentations. I must confine myself to giving a few essential points,
as far as they can help us to elucidate the peculiarity and difficulty
of this competition and to make visible the image of the pentathlete.
Three problems prevail, which, what is interesting to see, rise again
in connection with the modern pentathlon :
1. The composition of the pentathlon
2. The order of events
3. The method of deciding the competition
I here just allude to other problems in connection with the pentathlon : Length of the race distance (1 stade, 5 stades), the number
of attempts in the technical events (1,3 or 5), the kind of jump (long
jump, hop-skip-and-jump, standing jump), the function of the halters,
invented by the pentathletes for the long jump, the technique of discus throwing and of throwing the javelin, the function of the accompaniment by music during the contest of the pentathletes etc.
Carl Diem holds that the different traditions and views as to the
combination of the pentathlon, the order of events and the method
of deciding the competition must be attributed to executions of the
pentathlon differing according to the period and the place. Fedde and
others firmly reject such assumptions, because this would have been
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absolutely contrary to the agonistic conception of the Greeks and to
the sacred character of the festivals with their traditional ceremonial.
To 1) Combination of the Pentathlon

Four different combinations of the pentathlon are handed down
to us. Some include even boxing and pancratium. The most credible
is this : running, jumping, discus, javelin, wrestling. Saying this, it
must be mentioned that after the establishment of the penthathlon the
events of jumping, throwing the discus and throwing the javelin were
no longer carried out as separate events, but only within the pentathlon.
Following Fedde, Ebert holds that the number 5, which played an
important part in Greek agonistic contests, mattered not only with the
combination of the events, but also with the carrying out of them
(foot - race over 5 stades, 5 attempts in the rest of the events etc.).
To 2) Order of events

It is rather generally agreed that wrestling was at the end, but
was not alone decisive. We know absolutely nothing about the order
of the rest of the events. Gardiner and others put running in the first
place, followed by jump, discus and javelin. Harris and others hold
that these three specific events of the pentathlon opened the competition. You began with the jump as the most difficult event and, for a
solemn opening, accompanied by flute music. Running and wrestling
followed. Besides there are many other attempts to combine the events,
whith many sophisticated argumentations.
To 3) Method of Deciding the Competition

The antiquated view that the victor of the pentathlon had to be
victorious in all the five events, had been dismissed soon. Neither can
we assume a point system, as it is customary in modern allround championships. It would not correspond to the Greeks' view of 'agon' and
'victory'. Mezö holds that the Greek sense of justice did not allow
any form of elimination from event to event. Most scientists believe
in a procedure of elimination ; as to the kind, however, quite different
views exist.
There is the widespread opinion, which can be proved, that the
victory in the majority of the events (i. e. in three) guaranteed the total
victory, and so it is rather sure that a victory was possible through premature breaking-off after three or four events, as today by a three-settennis match, for instance.
The procedure on the principle of the 'triple relative victor', propagated by Gardiner and Pikhala, seems quite convincing.
Ebert, in the above - mentioned essay, on long pages and by a
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confusing mass of tables, has critically looked though the hitherto
existing theories with all their imaginable possibilities. The system of
Bean and Raubitschek, for instance, cannot be maintained. It would
allow that the best penthathlete did not procède to the fourth event.
Ebert acknowledges the theories of Gardiner and Pihkala more than
any other theory, but he finds fault with the possibility that, according
to this theory, a pentathlon might have ended without a result. However
he profits by Pihkala's important allusion that «deuteros» can not only
have the meaning of «the second», but also more generally of «following
behind». Based on this, he makes a new and convincing attempt at
solving the problem : on the principle of the triple relative looser',
i.e. he who is defeated by any other competitor in those events, that
is to say who has no chance of victory, is cut out. This would be a
practicable and just procedure.
Assuming this model, the pentathlon had great advantages for
the competitors and the spectators, even within the whole festival programme. The athletes constantly ran the risk of being cut out prematurely and were thus forced to do their best in each event. The spectators
could easily follow the rise and fall of the chance of victory for the single
rivals. Thus there was an element of high tension in the competition.
That is why Pihkala made the proposal last year here at Olympia to
revive the allround championships, no longer popular today, and to
make them attractive for participants and spectators. He wants to revive the modern penthathlon, in particular, by introducing this method
of deciding the competition.
IV. Qualification and Training

Philostratos systematically divides the athletic events into easy and
difficult events. Consequently the pentathlon consists of either event,
of difficult ones (discus, wrestling) and of easy ones (running jump,
javelin). He also points out the close relation between training for war
and the pentatlon. He praises Peleus for having acquired the reputation of special fitness for war on the battlefield and in the pentathlon.
Above all Philostratos is the first to have set up types of constitution
for the separate events and to have detailed what preconditions a
pentathlete should have if he wants to correspond with the ideal of
the pentathlete and be successful. (Gymn. 31).
The contestant in the pentathlon should be heavy rather than
light, and light rather than heavy, slender, of good build, tall, and
of muscle not excessive, but not light either. He should have legs
long, rather than in proportion to his body, and hips that are
flexible and limber on account of bending backward in throwing
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Mr. Ath. Tzartzanos, Hon. Sec. of the Greek Alpine Club speaks on «amateurism».

H.M. The King receives a silver token from Mr. C. Durantez (Spain) on behalf of the Spanish
Olympic Committee

Prof. Sisto Favre, member of the Italian Olympic Committee presents on its behalf a large silver
medallion to the President of the Academy

the spear and the discus, as well as on account of the jump.
He will jump with less jolting and will break nothing in his
body, if he gains a firm footing, letting his hips down gradually.
His hands should be long and his finger also, for he will hurl
the discus far better if the discus rim is sped upwards from the
hollow of his hand because of the length of his fingers ; and he
will hurl the javelin with less trouble if his fingers do not barely
reach the strap, as will be the case if they are short. The best
candidate for the long distance race should have a powerful
neck and shoulders just as for the pentathlon . . .
As the handed - down results of single victors show, there were
within the penthathlon special qualifications, for instance marked types
of sprinters victorious in running and jumping, and types of throwers,
as for example Automedes and an unknown pentathlete from Ephesus
who was never defeated in discus, javelin and wrestling.
We have small information about the pentathlete's training. Ikkos from Tarentum, winner of the pentathlon at Olympia in 476 B.C.,
followed the principles of rational athletic dietetics with an absorption
of food in measured quantities, abstinence and a moderate way of life.
Then he himself became a trainer. Diem and Juthner say that soon only
he was successfull who constantly invested time and energy in training
that the pentathlete trained himself daily, but on each day only in one,
of the events and generally not using all his energy (exept in wrestling).
Pausanias (VI. 23.24 )says that in the training camp of Elis training
was done in the midday heat to get used to the competition at
Olympia. Moreover Philostratos pointed out that each competitor
had to be trained according to a special system.
V. The Appreciation of the Pentathlete in Antiquity

There are various criteria for the peculiar appreciation of the
pentathlon in antiquity :
1. Its early integration into the programme of the festival at Olym
pia and in many other places.
2. The long duration of this competition for a period of more
than 1000 years.
3. The central position at the culminating point, i.e. at the end
of the games.
4. The fact that the concluding wrestling match near the Zeus
altar was carried out in the holy district of the Altis (according to Xe
nophon).
5. The fact that against the Greek custom a prize was given to the
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winner in any other event of the pentathlon. The Panathenaea for
instance gave a prize to the second best.
6. The fact that at Olympia only three out of nine referees (Hella
nodikai) were employed for the pentathlon who besides were given order
to judge the pentathletes (e. g. in long jump) with special severity (ac
cording to Pausanias and Philostratos).
7. The many names handed down to us of victors in the pentathlon
Pinder mentions 62 names of winners (27 at Olympic Games, 4 at
Pythian Games, 7 at Nemean Festivals, 2 at Isthmian Games 5 at
Panathenaea, 10 in other places and 7 in unkown places.)
The Spartan Philombrotos is mentioned as three times victorious •
in the pentathlon (684, 676, 672 B.C.)
The rests of an inscription say that a pentathlete from Ephesos was
victorious 27 times. It is recorded that the pentathlete Phaylos held
that known record in long jump.
8. Even if— as in our times — the sprinter was the most represen
tative victor and gave the corresponding Olympic Games their names,
the winner of the pentathlon, however, was regarded by the people
as the real «olympionicest». According to Harbott, the period, up to the
next Olympic Games, the so-called Olympiad, was called after him.
9. The exalted hymns on famous winners of the pentathlon, for
instance by Simonides, by Keos on Diophon, the winner of the pentath
lon at Isthmos and Delphi;
Ode VIII by Bacchylides on Automedes from Phlius at Nemea :
He shone among the other pentathletes as the bright moon in
the middle of the month dims the radiance of the stars; even
thus he showed his lovely body to the great ring of watching
Greeks, as he threw the round discus and hurled the shaft of
black - leaved elder from his grasp to the steep heights of heaven
and roused the cheers of the spectators by his little movements
in the wrestling at the end.
10. The special appreciation of the pentathletes by famous philo
sophers :
Socrates finds with the biased training of the specialists, and in the
same way the pentathlon corresponds with Plato's ideal of a harmonious
development of all human faculties. He said for instance (amatores
135) that in the pentathlon even the athlete who could only be second
rate in the single events, was given a chance to win.
The judgement by Aristotle has been quoted at the beginning.
The full text is :
He who can quickly move his feet forward and run enduringly,
is a runner.
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He who can vigorously press his rival while enduring his pressure, is a wrestler.
He who can make his rival keep off by blows, is a pugilist.
He who can do either, is a pancratiast.
But he who can do everything, is a pentathlete. The athletes
in the pentathlon are most beautiful, because they are capable
of enduring all efforts either of the race course or of bodily
strength.
11. The transmission of this term from sport language to intellectual fields; thus the all-round trained Demokritos from Abdera
for instance was called a «Pentathlete of Philosophy» and thus Eratosthenes from Gyrene got the nick-name «Pentathlete» because of his
allround learning and ability (Schröder 101).
The pentathlon is a typical example of the Greeks deliberately aiming
at perfection, at a harmonious allround training and at a good formation
in all spheres of life, thinking and creating. It is thus not a formless
arrangement of movements of the body, but a well considered and well
balanced system of exercises which ingeniously supplement each other,
aiming at a harmonious allround training. That is why Jüthner, from a
physiological standpoint, calls the pentathlon «bewundernswert»
(admirable), a possibility of training all members of the body,
muscular strength and organion strength, rapidity, strength and
endurance, dexterity and skill. The pentathlon demands active intellectual collaboration, a quick perceptive faculty and the activity of the
whole personality. That is why Carl Diem calls the creation of the pentathlon «eine der grössten Leistungen auf sportlichem Gebiet, die in
ihrer schlichten Lösung bis heute noch nicht übertroffen ist, auch nicht
durch den modernen Zehnkampf in der Leichtathletik» (one of the
greatest achievements in the domain of sports, which up to the present
day has never been surpassed in its simple solution, not even by the
modern decathlon of track and field sports) (Diem, Olympiaden 49).
Even if a special capacity, properly speaking, was not demanded, a
high total niveau was necessary however, and even if the pentathlete
was inferior to the specialized athlete in his special events, he was superior to him, according to Gardiner, in general development, in
that harmonious union of strength and activity which produces perfect
physical beauty. There can be no doubt that it was this beauty of figures
and movements, together with a noble behaviour, the embodiment of
the Greek ideal of the kalokagathia, which made the people and above
all the intellectual elite (Socrates, Plato, Aristotle) admire the pentathlete particularly. Aristotle e.g., like Plato tried to find the idea of the
«beautiful» in lawfulness, proportion of the form, limitation of the
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matter. For him soul, nobleness and virtue belong to proportion and
in this sense he felt the pentathlete to be «beautiful» (cf. M. Phlez, Der
hellenische Mensch, 263).
Just as much Greek art followed a sense of form which was defined
by clear proportions, appropiateness and order, by symmetry and harmony. Thus eminent artists were stirred to plastic and pictorial representations of much beautiful and well proportioned men. So we may assume
that Myron used a pentathlete as a model for his «diskobolos» as well
as Polyklitos for his «doryphoros», the more because these exercises
were carried out only during a pentathlon. The same is true perhaps
of the «apoxymenos» by Lysippos and surely for many pictorial representations of jumping, running and wrestling.
The pentathlete became an ideal of the ancient sportsman, a symbol of harmonious training and beauty for artists and philosophers.
This ideal remained valid to a certain degree even during the period
of decay of agonistics, when specialized professional athletics, with its
one-sided, dull and ugly symptoms, began to develop.
The ideal appears again and again when you think of Greek culture ; for instance in the period of the Renaissance and of Humanism,
in which Mercurialis e.g. wrote his book «de arte gymnastica libri VI»
(1959); or in the period of Neo-humanism when the educational ideal
of the harmonious man as formed in antiquity became exemplary;
for instance in the 18th century with its aiming at perfection, when the
founder of philanthropism, Basedow, took «gymnastics» into his educational system and created the so - called «Dessauer Pentathlon» (1774)
(cf. also Guts Muth's «Gymnastics» 1793). Later it appears in the 19th
century, formed by Wilhelm von Humboldt's humanistic ideal of formation, when for instance Otto Heinrich Jaeger, in his anniversary publication «The Gymnastics of the Hellenes . . and their importance for
the present» (1850) orginated his so - called «Schwäbisches Pentathlon»
(Swabian Pentathlon) as a test of versability, with clear reference to
antiquity and to Plato's saying «gymnastics be simple». At the same
time Ernst Curtius, by his lectures in Berlin (since 1852) and by his excavations at Olympia (since 1875) helped to prepare the renaissance of
the Olympic idea and the refoundation of the Olympic Games as they
were later realized by Pierre de Coubertin.
A. MODERN PENTATHLON

I. The founding and the idea of modern pentathlon

The founder of the modern Olympic Games Coubertin is at
the same time the initiator of the modern pentathlon, which consists
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of riding, fencing, shooting, swimming and running. There is for the
modern pentathlon as well as for the ancient a legend of its founding :
The horse of a mounted messenger (courier) is killed in enemy territory;
at first he defends himself with his épée, then he clears his way
with his, pistol, swims through a wide river and running cross -countiy
covers the remaining distance to the end.
This legend is often quoted, but it can not be proved historically
and probably was made up by Coubertin to lay open the main thought
of this allround test.
The historical facts are the following.
Similar to Gutsmuths Coubertin tries to construct a pedagogical system of general physical education. Thus he is following the ancient system of gymnastics and agonistics. This system should counteract an one-sided specialization and should demonstrate to the critics
of modern sport that competitive sport is compatible indeed with the
idea of a well rounded person. He did not want to impair the natural
purposeful striving after a masterly performance but wanted to take
general education as a basis. This Coubertin wanted to achieve
mainly by reviving the ancient pentathlon; of course not by mere imitation but in a modern form.
Already at the congress of 1894 which was led by de Coubertin and
which had the aim of the refounding of the Olympic Games a
championship under the name of «Pentathlon» was to be inaugurated.
The pentathlon was and remained the favourite idea of Coubertin but
he had to overcome continuing and violent opposition and an
«uncomprehensible and almost hostile rejection» in the International
Olympic Committee. Only after two proposals did he succeed in 1909 in
getting «his» pentathlon accepted for the Olympic Program. He was
very happy about that :
«This time the grace of the athletic spirit enlightened my colleagues and they agreed upon a competition which I greatly
valued. Because modern pentathlon is a true consecration for the
perfect athlete.». (Coubertin, Olympic memoirs p. 116) In 1911
he wrote in «Revue Olympique» about the importance of this
competition as a means for raising an athletic ideal of ancient
character :
«The pentathlon is certainly destined to play an important role.
It will take the place of the ancient pentathlon for it is much
more interesting and more conclusive. The person who is able
to compete in this event, even if he does not emerge a winner,
is a true athlete, a perfect one. There is no doubt, that the ambition of the young athlete is aroused by such a program».
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But still in 1911 at the congress of the I.O.C. in Budapest there were
serious arguments about the order of the events. The Swedish had introduced and tried out in their army the modern pentathlon which had
been propagated by Coubertin; because of this they were leading
in the two following decades. At Budapest they suggested an arrangement after which the rider was to bring his own horse, Coubertin
however wanted that the horses were supplied by the organisation committee. They were to be dispensed by lot and given to the rider at the
last moment. They were not to be top quality horses but just average
horses of the army.
Coubertin's detailed argumentation which he gave in «Revue Olympique» 1911 is very informative about his intentions and his conception
of the ideal of a modern pentathlete :
«The Swedish interpretation is in the main aristocratic, it favours
officers and gentleman riders» who have an advantage in using
their own horses. «Fencers and shooters they still like to be, but
for an officer of the cavarly it is for example a humiliation to
take part in cross - country running. This is the most stupid of
all prejudices and one will be grateful to the pentathlon if this
is changed. Opposite to that a new category arises, the friends
of the athletic events who do not own a horse and who are only
able to ride hired horses. Horsemanship is alien to them; this
is annoying and a situation that must be ended. The question
of horsemanship as a popular sport can be solved. The organization can contribute much, especially if the democtratic conception decides the matter. It is to be desired that one agrees
to a democratic rule which gives this useful founding its full
value.
It is clear that Coubertin with the modern pentathlon not only
intended to pave a way for an allround education of a «perfect athlete» but also wanted to render «democrary in sport» a good service.
He wanted to inspire the representatives of «gentleman» sports to take
up running and swimming, the representatives of the common sports
he wanted to bring within the reach of the gentleman sports, mainly
riding.
For three decades nevertheless modern pentathlon remained a
privilege for army and police, it even existed as a kind of competition
for officers who brought along the ability to ride, to shoot and to fence
and who more or less unwillingly participated in swimming and cross country running. Today, however, the basic disciplines are running
and swimming.
For the winner of the gold medal at the Olympic Games 1936
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(Lieutenant Handrik - Germany) the time in swimming (300m)
was 4 : 51,2 min. and in running (400m) 14 : 41,7 min. At the
world - championships 1966 at Melbourne 2)3 of the participants swam under 4 minutes. (3 : 38 the best one) NovikowUSSR who held the world championship title several times
swam 3 : 49,1 min. (at Leipzig 1965) and ran 13:44.3 min.
His successor to the title Balczo - Hungary swam 3 : 45,2 min.
and ran 12 : 37,7 min.
Most of the present 40 member nations of the «Union Internationale du Pentathlon Moderne» are organized as civilian associations
instead of military ones. At the World Championships 1962 in Mexico
only half of the participants belonged to army or police; besides that
almost all civilian occupations and social classes were represented.
This is true for all international events since then.
At the German Championships 1967 it was similar. Students
took the first places. ( 1 - 4 and 6. places).
Though training and equipment of the modern pentathlete requires a considerable expenditure one may say that today any talented
sportsman willing to work is able to participate in modern pentathlon.
Besides that members of army and police have — apart from a general
support — no advantages any more; cavalry does not exist any more
and one does not carry epée or sabre any more. Riding and fencing
no longer belong to the training of a soldier.
With that the idea of Coubertin of democratization of sport is
fulfilled so to speak.
How much he looked upon modern pentathlon as his own and
dearest child one can see if one reads in his memoirs, where he writes
about the Olympic Games 1912 at Stockholm :
There were two pentathlons, the «modern» one, mine, which had
an exellent start, and the «classical» one. However in later times he
was dissappointed in many respects about the further development
of modern pentathlon. Regarding to his legend of founding and
regarding to his somewhat romantic conception he originally wanted
that the pentathlete as a kind of courier on a course unknown to him
should go through five stations with «practically no interruption».
He was to begin on a horse unknown to him. «In my opinion the
whole of the event thus assumed a first class pedagogical character»?
(Coubertin, Olympic Memoirs p. 117). This proved to be impossible
because of organizational reasons. Also in other matters more and
more one left the original idea of de Coubertin by adapting the rules
of the five individual events and by
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making concessions to the spectators. In his memoirs he states disappointedly :
The lasting resistence of a caste turned up against my way of seeing
things. Finally it led the organizers of today to lose the respect for
the originator of modern pentathlon and for the principles which
he founded. (Olympic Memoirs, p. 117). Meanwhile Modern
pentathlon is in danger of losing more and more of its originality
through mechanization and through the attempt to make this
competition interesting to the spectators, too.
Repeatedly riding, has been carried out not as a cross - country
test but as a jumping test on the riding course. 10 years ago the
cross - country running was a kind of orientating competition.
The course was unknown to the runner. He was merely given
a blue - print of the course shortly before he started and a diagram of the difference in elevation. Today one visits the course
before the competition (as well as the riding course) and runs
it. Often the cross - country course is marked off on both sides
by white stripes. Sometimes the running event starts and ends in
a stadium. At the congress of the UIPM in Melbourne 1966
the motion was made that the start in running should not be
a singular one any more with a minute difference between each
start but should be a common start of all participants. The
end of this development would be running on the track in a
stadium after a common start.
Fortunately it is the desire of most UIPM members to keep for
penthathlon most of its specific and original elements; above all it is
desired to keep the character of cross - country tests both in riding
and running.
II. Structure. Order and Rating of Modern Pentathlon

Since 1912 modern pentathlon to the Olympic program; since
1949 World Championships are held annually, since 1965 there are
also World Championships for Juniors.
1. S t r u c t u r e
Instead of shooting Coubertin originally wanted to have a rowing competition, but he had to give up this thought because of organizational difficulties. Around 1936 in Germany a pentathlon was originated with motorcycling instead of riding. 1960 - 62 there were severe
difficulties because of the decline in horse keeping. The Japanese declared that they would not be able to carry out riding at the Olympic
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Games 1964. The I.O.C. considered taking in another event instead of
riding. (cycling, motorcycling, rowing a skiff, canoeing or something
like that). Following a German proposal the distance of the riding course
was shortened from 2,5-5 km to 1000 - 1500 m with about 20 obstacles, so that each horse is able to do the distance twice. So it was achieved
to keep riding as the heart of pentathlon. How much longer ?
2. O r d e r
The order of the five disciplines changed in the beginning. From
1912 - 1928 one started with shooting and swimming and finished
with running. In between one had fencing riding or riding - fencing.
Since 1932 the order is fixed to riding, fencing, shooting, swimming;
running. This is not without importance; it gives the whole pentathlon
a certain rhythm and forces the athletes to have a certain attitude. In the
beginning one has the former gentleman events, i.e. the more technical
disciplines, which bear the most risks (riding, fencing, shooting).
Following are the more athletic disciplines : Swimming and running.
In the last years the arguments increase which call for riding at
the end. It is possible that soon a change of the rules in this direction
will take place. The most important reasons for this are :
1. Injuries at the riding test usually allow the participants to
finish the course but not to take part in the other events.
2. The contest loses its thrill after the end of the more risky
first three events, because in the last two events the performance
is known. With riding at the end the thrill would be kept.
3. With riding on the last a nice and effective finishing event
would be found.
At national and international competitions that are not governed
by the rules of the UIPM often riding already comes at the end.
3. R a t i n g
Until 1953 like in the ancient pentathlon it was usual to have a
«place scoring» that is, the place numbers reached in the individual
events were added and determined the sequence. The lowest and with
that the best scoring was achieved by the Swede Grut (1948) with 16
points, the highest scoring for a winner was 47 points in 1928. This
rating system, borrowed from the ancient was very hard, however it
was not exact and according to a modern conception of sports unjust»
too. Therefore one has a classification by points since 1954 like in athletic
pentathlon and decathlon. This classification by points however is
very problematic because it is even harder than in track and field to
bring the performances in the events which are such different disci89

plines into a correct relation. With the increasing rise of the performance
in the events the 1000 point limit had to be changed several times. The
pointing system definetely is due to be reformed.
III. The Particularity and Difficulty of Modern Pentathlon
Modern Pentathlon is without question the most beautiful but also
the most difficult allround competition. Unlike other allround competitions it is not made up of related disciplines ; on the contrary it unites
profoundly different, heterogeneous if not opposing disciplines. It is
an ideal, but also an extremely difficult and hard combination.
The special difficulty lies above all in the deviation of the rules
of the individual events :
Riding takes place on a horse that is drawn and unknown to
the rider. The rider may only mount it 20 minutes before his
start. In fencing everyone has to compete with everyone that
means 50- 60 bouts in a tournament of 12- 15 hours. Besides
that one does not compete for five hits but only for one. Only
the winner gets points. At the shooting event the tagret is moveable. It is shown for 3 seconds for each of the 20 shots. (Nevertheless 195 - 198 rings are scored out of 200 possible ones). In
swimming the distance is not 200 or 400 m but 300. The cross country test does not ask for the usual 3000 m or 5000 m but
for 4000 m; besides that the runner runs alone, he fights a
difficult terrain, time and his own exhaustion.
IV. The Modern Pentathlete
This competition that is so difficult, requires a number of preconditions to be successful in it. At first, naturally enough you must have
the opportunity and the equipment to carry out the disciplines. Sportclubs, army, police, universities and the physical education departments help the pentathlete in all countries. But the actual performance
has to be done by the pentathlete himself.
Pentathlon requires special bodily preconditions (strength of organs, of muscles, feeling for movement and coordination) ; it also asks
for intellectual and spiritual abilities, especially the ability to adjust
to new situations (the course, the horse, obstacles in riding and running,
the opponent in fencing, to the shooting stand and to the weather, the
peculiarities of the swimming pool). Above all it demands under a continuous strain of five days a daily adjustment from one discipline to
another partly requiring entirely different modes of conduct. (a fast
capacity for reaction for fencing, calm tranquility for shooting,elasticity and looseness for swimming, toughness and endurance for riding
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and running). In addition the pentathlete has to have an exact knowledge of the partly complicated rules and of the classification by points ;
he must constantly be thinking. The training in the five disciplines
alone requires a great deal of time, force and engagement. Pentathlon
offers a fair chance to those sportsmen that have all-round talents
but who in spite of their zeal cannot get to the top in a particular discipline. The performances of pentathletes in the individual discliplines
are of course inferior to the top quality performances of the specialists,
but today with the advanced state of preformances this difference does
not amount to very much any more. Pentathletes often participate in
championships for the individual disciplines. He who wants to reach the
top has to work for several years intensely and daily on several of the 5
disciplines by the most modern training methods. The specific problem
of pentathlon lies in the right coordination of such different disciplines
and in the set up of an optimal individual training schedule. Thereby
a training for a job, the job itself and local training facilities have to be
considered. On the other hand it is possible at pentathlon to keep oneself at the same standard for a longer time than in many other sportevents, (the five times world champion Novikow still came in second at
world - championships at the age of 37).
Thus pentathlon does not only ask for a variety of physical talents
and performances as well as for intellectual abilities and actions, but
also special powers of the character to see through such a training and
such competitions: determination, energy, willpower concentration endurance, toughness, selfdiscipline, self denial and many more. The pentathlete has to accept that his performance does not stand out in the
public ; though modern pentathlon has in recent years found a wider
recognition, also with the press, radio and TV.
Modern pentathlon asks for the whole human being, but it also,
forms and coins the human being; it has a strong shaping and educating
effect on the personality. This can be seen distinctly in the phenotype
of a pentathlete. Naturally one cannot say that pentathletes are eo ipso
ideal sportsmen and persons. They are human beings with human weaknesses like any other sportsmen.
J. Burckardt has pointed out that already in the ancient agonistic,
there was much light as well as darkness. (thirst for glory, egoisms
inconsiderateness, unscrupulousness, cruelty). One can be sure that
then also not all pentathletes came up to the ideal. The same holds for
the modern pentathletes : human weaknesses and mistakes occur sometimes, and also in modern pentathlon sometimes the seamy side of
modern international sportslife can be observed : the national desire
for prestige, use of all means to be successful (including doping). But
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nevertheless one may say that pentathlon as opposed to other disciplines
has kept itself almost free from this; money cannot be earned with
modern pentathlon anyway. It is remarkable that among the modern
pentahletes there are not only a large number of really outstanding
sportsmen with exceptional qualities of character but that they also keep
and prove a very close friendship and comradeship throughout the
world.
We live in a world of growing specialization in all spheres of life :
in science, technology, politics and also in sport. It seems that only
groups of specialists exist nowadays, that they understand only their
own kind and that they try not only with the most refined means of
technique and method but also with jealousness and inconsiderateness
to push the limit of the performance in their special discipline even
further. The all-round man in life, the «polyhistor» in science and the
all-round sportsman are seemingly extinct. Only the top quality performances of the specialists seem to interest the public.
Nevertheless one hes recognized the danger of a specialization
that is too onesided, above all if it comes to the human and pedagogical
aspects. At all times and also nowadays there has been the opinion that
actually it is the allround educated human being that is the true ideal
and that the allround sportsman is the true sportsman.
If modern pentathlon similar to decathlon takes place more on the
periphery of the large sport events and without masses of spectators;
and if the main interest of the public is concerned more with the record
of the specialist the modern pentathlete always gets a respectful recognition for his special performance. Similar to the Olympic Games
at Stockholm 1912 where the Swedish king said to the winner of the
athletic pentathlon and decathlon (Jim Thorp) one could say to the
Pentathlete :
«You Sir, are the greatest athlete in the world».
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Summary of Introductory Talk for Seminar

PHYSIOLOGIC BASIS
FOR THE SYSTEMATICS OF THE THEORY
OF TRAINING IN SPORTS
(Influence of different kinds of training in sports on the human body)
By Prof. Dr. med. W. HOLLMANN (Germany)
German Sporthochschule Cologne

An introductory summary is given of the present day relations
between medicine and sports. Four main kinds of muscular work and
their physiologic bases were explained and defined as coordination
of exercise and endurance. The physiological influences of exercises and
of training on strength and endurance were discussed.
Training of strength leads to effects on the active and passive apparatus of movements only. The internal organs, especially the heart,
circulation, apparatus and metabolism are not trained by this work.
Only daily dynamic exercise of endurance - type by daily dynamic work
with more than 1/7 to 1/6 of the whole skeletal musculature continued
for at least 3 to 5 minutes gives a stimulus to the internal organs. To be
sure the intensity of work must be higher than 50 % of the maximal
circulatory performance. Endurance is differentiated in general dynamic
and general static and in local dynamic and local static endurance. The
aerobe and the anaerobe metabolism are other systematic points of view.
Finally the physiological bases as well as the concerned methods of
training in sports and their affects were discussed.

BLOOD CIRCULATION & INSTITUTE OF ATHLETICS
MEDICINE
Seminar held following the lecture.

1st Q,. Is it possible to ascertain whether an athlete during his training has reached the maximum strain?
1st An. It is possible to ascertain, during the period of his exertion,
telemetrically the pulse, or by the use of some other method. There is
not, however, any method to measure strain, with accuracy.
2nd Q,. Can we ascertain over-strain during exertion?
2nd An. By regular telemetric recordings we can, for example, obtain
an average pulse in a given number of exercises. When, therefore, during
a certain exercise an athlete several times exceeds his average pulse
rate, we can say that there is a high strain, superior to the average.
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Mr. J. Ahianor ( Togo) asks a question at the seminars.

Mr. Conrad Durantes (Spain) participates in the seminars

Language Group leaders of seminars under the chairmanship of the President

Mr. José Maria Cagigal, Director of the National Institute of Physical Culture (Spain) speaks
of the athlete facing defeat

3rd Q. How is it possible, according to your theory, to withstand
an hundred metre sprint on one inhalation? It is actually known that
sprinters make an intake of breath.
3rd An. Time in an hundred metres race is so short that just for
that reason it is impossible to take more than one breath. This was
certified by relative experiments. Thus the 100 m. race is practically
«anaerobe» a performance.
4th Q. How is it possible to get rid of the excess galactic acid
formed in the muscle?
4th An. According to A. Müller's findings complete rest brings
back the normal pulse rate. The speeding up of the transport of galactic
acid is possible, however, by massage immediatelly after a high muscular
strain. Besides, a light dynamic movement against resistance «Zero»
should be favourable in keeping the disposition of the vascular system
for work, through which the transport of galactic acid is possible.
5th Q. Is it possible through the lack of intake of breath to rectify
the «anaerobe» possibilities of the organism?
5th An. Some time ago a Soviet publication appeared in Munich
mentioning that there is a possibility of remedying the state of unaerobe
by the voluntary cessation of breathing for certain periods of a
race. The results were not submitted to sufficient laboratory examination. It is therefore not certain to what extent such a technique could
affect achievements.
6th Q. In your lecture you set guiding principles for pulse frequency
in the so-called healthy sports and in training for athletic performances.
For «healthy» sports you have a frequency of 130 / min., whereas for the
champion 160 - 180/min. Should these rates be kept precisely in
order to obtain our aim in the most favourable way?
6th An. Naturally these are only guiding figures. They must express
that an athlete of healthy sports can achieve, with 50% of the highest
efficiency of his circulatory system, valuable results on his cardio-pulmanory system. On the other hand for an athlete of endurance a far
higher pulse frequency is required for satisfactory achievements.
7th Q,. What is the role of nourisment for the athlete?
7th An. For the champion athlete the quality and quantity of
food is of great importance. For example, an athlete needs a much bigger quantity of albumen - at least 2 gr. per kilogram of body weight, for
muscle support than a non-athlete requires. On the other hand, long
distance runners, especially before the contest, should avoid fats, becau97

Se their combustion requires a bigger amount of oxygen which is not
available during the performance.
8th Q. Is there a miocardiac increase resulting from the separation
of the cells and the fibres of the cardiac muscle ?
8th An. Not under the so-called critical heart weight of 500 gr.
Beyond this size it is clear that the number of fibres of the muscle may
increase. But then it is a matter of the pathological case.
9th Q. To what extent does an athletic heart return to its previous condition at the end of an active career ?
9th An. As soon as the intensity of strain is reduced the volume of
the heart is reduced accordingly. In most cases, some years after the end
of athletic activities, only slight increases of the heart's volume are
noticed. There are naturally exceptions where the volume is only
slightly reduced. The causes of these discrepancies are still unknown.
10th Q. Is the reduction of volume of the athletic heart due to the
disappearance of the cell or just to the attenuation of muscular fibres ?
10th An. Physiologically only the latter occurs.
11th Q. How can the number of muscular fibres increase through
training ?
nth An. According to Dutch observations (Reitsma) some muscular
fibres sustain an hypetrophy in the course of high strain. They begin then
to sever and from one muscular fibre two are created. Each one of these
takes care of its own capillaries.
12th Q. Were the hearts of Zatopek and Nurmi normal?
12th An. Neither Zatopek nor Nurmi were examined according
to to-day's standards. The existing radiographies taken are in a standing position and not horizontally as it is the custom to-day, and do
not present any question of special anomalies
13th Q. Is it possible to help the organism with hormons in training,
or with other technically administered essences ? Is it possible through
these means to increase the maximum achievement? If yes, are there
any dangers to the organism?.
13th An. A systematic training, taking into consideration relative
details, does not require hormons or any essences. The administration
of hormons entails the danger or harm, as, for instance, the disturbance
of the regularity of the circulation of the hormonic system. For these
reasons they are turned down by the doctors if their objective is the improvement of results. In persons of over 70 years old, testosteron, the male
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genital hormon, may produce a dynamic reawakening for exercise of
the skeleton muscles. Normally it is impossible for a man of over seventy
to increase his muscle power. Testotoron, however, may bring this
about. After the cessation of taking the preparation a strong dropping
off of abilities occurs as also of the cardio-pulmonary system, which
possibly may be accompanied by psychic phenomena. For that testoteron should be avoided by persons of that age.
14th Q,. What is «doping»? Are there means of doping with different effects on muscles, nerves, heart and respiration?
14th An. By «doping» is meant the administration of physiological
substances in abnormal quantities or in an abnormal way or again the
administration of non-physiological substances before the contest
with the purpose of obtaining unfair and forbidden increase of performance achievement as against other competitors. This is the reason why
the definition has both a medical and a moral aspect. While the moral
aspect is undoubtedly clear, from a medical point of view there are
certain difficlties in discriminating instances. There are athletes who
due to excitement, present unhealthy reactions prior to the contest.
This was the case of the famous captain of the German international
football team of 1954, Fritz Walter. Before important international
games he would vomit in the changing room. If a doctor were to give
such an athlete a sedative, it would be treatment and not doping. But
if subsequently the urine were examined and signs of the medicine were
traced, the athlete might be accused of doping. Here lies the answer
to the question whether there is a case of doping or not.
According to the preparation used for doping we have different
effects on the organism and the dope may affect different organs. Strychnine, for example, especially affects the skeleton muscles, Adreanalin acts on the ' vascular system and sedatives on the central nervous
system.
15th Q. What is your opinion about the strain on young athletes,
for example in swimming and gymnastics Is not their organism affected in the course of their development ?
15th An. In principle, young and grown-up athletes are subject
to the same dangers of organic harm. Muscular strain cannot possibly
cause organic harm to a healthy and systematically trained person of
30 - 40 years of age. Exception, of course is made for the orthopedic
aspects such as of those tendons and sinews. Our observations on developed or underdeveloped youths have shown that, in principle, the
development of the skeleton system and of the cardio-pulmonary system
follows a parallel course. In examining 275 boys aged 8 - 18, we could
not find a single case of the so-much mentioned unharmonious deve99

lopment. The young man with his skeleton system under development
has a relatively bigger heart volume and a relatively larger maximum
oxygen intake. We should be careful not to insist on the muscular strain
of young people because of an eventual instability in the vegetative endocrynic system. Special provision should be made for sufficient rest
between the hours of training.
In swimming we can explain the numerous world records set by
young swimmers, because young girls between 15 - 16 — and I am referring here to European conditions — have reached the maximum output
of the heart, of the vascular system, of the respiratory system and of metabolism. Perhaps in the course of the 16th year the total of the skeleton •
muscles have reached the maximum of strength. At the same time, at
this young age there exists an especially favourable ratio of weight strength. In the case of a precocious achievemnet, we should check the
spine by means of an X ray to preclude Scheurmann's disease and eventual damage to the spine.
16th Q,. What is required for the flexibility and elasticity of the
muscular system of a weight-lifter?
16th An. The notion «flexibility» depends greatly on the co-ordination of agonistic and antagonistic active muscles. It is a question thus
of the state of training. Regarding elasticity, on the other hand, a role
is played by the morphological structure as well as the chemical composition of muscular fibres (viscosity etc.)
17th Q. How much time after the interruption of training is required for the loss of the acquired ability of high prformances?
17th An. The rule is valid that «The greater the ability for good
performances the sooner it is lost after interruption of training». Examining the German National Hockey team after a four weeks interruption
of training, we ascertained a drop ot 15% in the maximum oxygen intake. The loss of ability is especially rapid in cases where the athlete is
confined to bed. In absolute bed confinement an athlete may lose more
than 1o % of his «unaerobe» in eight days.
18th Q. Are there any coronary troubles before the age of 40?
18th An. Coronary troubles may be due to degeneration, to inflammation, to allergy or to related anomalies as the main causes. Changes
due to degeneration are the most frequent causes. In isolated cases they
can already be observed in the 3rd decade. Yet their main role appears
between the 5th and 6th decades. A very intensive and continuous stress
could bring about coronary and heart troubles to an even younger man.
19th Q. The view is often taken that by intensive exercises the organs are strengthened. Is this true?
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19th An. A static training, formerly called isometric training, never
affects the heart or the circulation. A dynamic training, formerly known
as an isotonic training, does not have reactions which are measurable
on the heart, the circulation, the respiration or metabolism. This is
the reason why dynamic training is not suitable for the so-called organ training. We have subjected student-athletes belonging to big muscular groups to both static and dynamic trainings and we found that
within 12 weeks their strength increased by 12-14% while their «unaerobe capacity» remained normal.
2Oth Q. Will the height of Mexico City have any effects on performances, and which?
2Oth An. Mexico City lies at 2140 m. above sea level. We are referring
to the mean height. Partial oxygen pressure is therefore reduced by 1/4,
air density by 1/5 and moisture pressure by 2/3. Consequences therefore result as regards performance capacity. Athletes in contests of strength
and particularly of speed will be favoured. It has been reckoned in the
U.S.A. that in Mexico City an athlete can put the weigth 15 cm further
than at sea level, a hammer thrower can throw the hammer 59 cm
further and the javelin and discus throwers, 62 and 169 cm further
respectively. To the sprinter the height of Mexico City creates a following wind of 1,5 - 1,7. m. per second. Beyond the 400 m. race the performance ability drops. The greatest drops should be expected in the
10.000 m. and Marathon races. Besides, the dry air of Mexico City
will cause troubles for the endurance athletes. They must get bigger
quantities of liquids because a bigger quantity of water is secreted from
the bronchial mucus so that the air in the alveolus will be moistened
to an extent of 100%. This part of the liquid is lost through exhalation.
Three to four weeks at least will be required for acclimatisation.
Because of this height, however, it will not be possible to achieve the
same performances as at sea level. The success of a training at even higher
altitudes is doubtful, because the multiplication of red blood vesicles
presupposes an increase of blood viscocity which brings about an increased heart strain. This acts disadvantageously on performance ability.
At the same time there appear additional alterations in the bases-acids
structure of the organism due to an increase of alcali reserves through
the kidneys. In returning to lower levels, as for example the sea level,
the decrease of alcali reserves might affect the performance negatively.
Since many years we have carried out a systematic ergometric training in the laboratory under conditions of a lack of oxygen. There we
were in a position to draw certain conclusions on endurance ability,
without there being any significant statistical differences
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Abridged

LES LUTHISTES ET LES CHRONIQUES
DES OLYMPIADES
Par Dr. JOZSEF KERESZTÉNYI (Hongrie)
Directeur Bibliothécaire, Bibliothèque National, Budapest
Jetons un coup d'oeil autour du bois sacré absorbé dans une silence
religieuse. De l'origine mythique de ce lieu charmant inspiré de l'histoire glorieuse Pindare chante ainsi :
Ho dar en Pisza elszaisz halon te sztraton
laan te paszon Diosz alkinosz
hüiosz sztathmâto dzàteon alszosz patri negiszto;
Péri de pakszaisz Altin nen hogen katharo
Diekrine, to de kuklo pedon
ethéke, dorpu lüszin
C'était Héraclès qui a aussi organisé, la première fois la course à
pied. Les jeux olympiques nommés par lui ont inspiré les poètes d'écrire des odes magnifiques et augustes. Pindare le duc des luthistes
grecs a chanté — parmi les autres — la victoire glorieuse de Diagoras
de Rhodes dans l'art pugilistique, les succès de Hieron effectués avec
son cheval Pherenikos sur le champ olympique et la victoire double
de Xenophon en course et en pentathlon. De l'origine mythique de ces
victoires on peut lire ce qui suit :
Ho tini krainon ephetmasz Hérakleosz proterasz
Atrekész Hellanodikasz glepharon Aitolosz aner
hupszothen,
Amphi komaiszi bale glaukochrea kozmon elaiasz,
tan pète Isztru apo szkiaron pagan eneikon
Aphitrüoniadasz,
Mnama ton Ulümpia kalliszton aethlon
C'est peut être aussi la marque d'honneur de cette victoire qui
a attiré en Olympie aux jeux quadriennals les grands personalités de
la vie intellectuelle, les grands maîtres de la pensée de l'art de la parole,
de la sculpture et de la peinture.
Platon, Lysias, Demosthenes et Apollonios de Tyan allaient voir
aussi ces jeux. Dans l'oeuvre de Themistios nous pouvons lire de la
participation de Hyppias le suivant :
— Sokrates a été très étonné en entendant que Hyppias est allé
non seulement en Olympic, mais aussi là il même citait ses poèmes épiques, ses tragédies, dithyrambes, ses discours sur l'harmonie, sur
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l'usage correcte de la langue puis sur l'astronomie, la géométrie, la
musique etc.
Hérodote ici en Olympie citait un extrait de son oeuvre d'histoire
où les mérites d'Athènes sont glorifiés au cours de la guerre persienne.
C'est lui «le père de l'historiographie», qui était célébré le premier
- selon Lukianos comme champion olympique parmi les eminentes
personalités.
Ne pourrions nous supposer le couronnement de Myron qui ébauchait l'athlète grec croqué sur le vif de la même façon qu'Hérodote?
Ici en Olympie travaillait parmi les grands maîtres de l'époque glorieux
de la sculpture grecque, le grand Pheidias, qui a ébauché la statue énorme
de Zeos. C'est Polybios, entrant dans le temple Olympique parle ainsi :
«je peux regarder seulement avec une admiration et l'enthousiasme le
statue divin semblable de celle ci je n'ai rien admiré». Selon Pausanias
nous pourrions énumerer encore les autres oeuvres d'art de l'altis sacré,
les statues de Polykleitos et Lysippos, les offrandes votives placés dans
les trésories etc.
Aetion le peintre célèbre du quatrième siècle avant Christ présentait à l'occasion des jeux olympiques sa peinture touchant les épousailles d'Alexandre le Grand avec Roxané : son art flattait le goût de Proxenidas d'une telle façon — il faut mentionner que Proxenidas étaile
juge-arbitre — qui'il l'acceptait toute de suite en qualité d'un beaufils.
Les écrivains et les artistes sont allés bien à propos aux jeux olympiques et c'était inutile d'annoncer en avance aux juges grecs ses intentions d'y participer. Mais malgré de cela, les - soi disant - compétitions d'art avaient un droit de cité sur le programme des Olympiades
et les primés ont été célébrés ensemble avec les champions de l'athlétisme.
C'est l'harmonie parfaite de la culture physique et intellectuelle qui
créait - le soi disant - «kalokagathie» l'idée éternelle des grands jeux
grecs.
Les guerres et les dévastations n'ont pas évité même la ville d'Olympie
et par conséquence les jeux cessaient. Le Moyen Age (Treuga Dei) ne se
montrait favorable pour la culture physique. La Renaissance, cette
grande époque de la culture européenne a renouvelé la kalokagathie.
L'idée magnifique du monde a été placé au milieu de la pédagogie.
Au débout de l'Age Moderne c'étaient les anglais, qui ont la première
fois organisé ces jeux semblables de ceux de l'antiquité nommées Olympiades, poursuivis par les initiatives des français, des allemands et des
grecs. Les tentatives basées sur un chatactère nationale n'avaient aucun
succès.
Dans la deuxième moitié du siècle passé c'était Pierre de Coubertin
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qui a proposé de rétablir les jeux olympiques sur une base internationale. Dans ce temps là, la politique étrangère de la France a été influencée par une revanche contre l'Allemagne. A l'oposition de cette
forme belligérente des efforts tendant pour une puissance mondiale,
c'étaient les républicains qui préféraient l'agrandissement de l'empire
colonial pour assurer le rôle prédominant de la Troisième République.
Cette tendence ultérieure ne pouvait s'en passer les prétentions paisibles — entre les autres — le plan de rétablir en chaque quatrième
année les jeux du monde antique. Les tentatives de l'année 1892 ont
été échoués par les divergences de la politique intérieure. Deux années
plus tard, en 1894 après la chute du complot nommée «Boulanger»,
les obstacles derniers de la réalisation ont été éliminés et à l'Entretien
tenu à l'Université de la Sorbonne on a décidé le rétablissement des
jeux olympiques sur une base conforme aux conditions de la vie moderne,
mais réservant les traditions classiques. Pour soigner les jeux quadriennales, le Comité Internationale Olympique a confié à la Grèce d'organiser les premiers jeux olympiques de l'Age Moderne.
Athènes - 1896.
Près de la place des jeux olympiques antiques — les compétiteurs
des 13 pays en 42 sortes de 10 sportes ont pris part. Selon la conception
originale les concours d'art devraient être aussi rétablis mais malheureusement ils n'étaient pas mis au programme des jeux tenus à Athènes.
Une décade plus tard, en 1906, a l'occasion du Congrès du Comité
Internationale Olympique tenue à Paris, c'était Pierre de Coubertin,
qui a proposé a cette conférence consultative dans quelle mesure et en
quelle forme les Arts et les lettres pourraient pariticiper à la célébration
des Olympiades modernes et en général s'associer à la pratique des
sports pour en bénéficier et les ennoblir. La création projetée de cinq
concours d'architecture, de sculpture, de peinture, de musique et de
littérature destinés à couronner tous les quatres ans des oeuvres inédites,
directement inspirées par l'idée sportive.
Le projet des - soi disant - concours d'art par la suite de l'opposition des cercles d'art suédois fut presque échoué et grâce a l'intervention
du Comité International Olympique, en 1912, à l'occasion du cinquième Olympiade on a pourtant reconnu les oeuvres littéraires, les
statues, les peintures et les plans d'architecture inspirés du sport.
Les noms des lauréats des concours d'art organisés dans les 1912 1948 sont réservés par l'histoire du sport. Malheureusement ses oeuvres
sont peu connus. Nous avons rassemblés les oeuvres littéraires des divers
pays pour citer quelques extraits au cours de notre discours ici
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en Olympie, ou jadis les oeuvres classiques d'Hérodote et des autres ont été entendu avec un grand enthousiasme.
En Stockholm c'étaient Georg Hochrod - M. Eschbach (Allemands)
qui ont été primés du médaille d'or au concours de la littérature sportive de la cinquième Olympiade en 1912 pour leurs oeuvres «Ode au
Sport». L'histoire du sport a registre ainsi les noms des primés. Mais,
Pierre de Coubertin très peu avant sa mort — dans la présence de
Monsieur Carl Diem, l'historien du sport très connu — a écrit son propre nom sur une tirage à part de cet ode. Il faut déclarer donc — de
même que le messager «keryx» des jeux antiques, que le premier lauréat
aux concours de la littérature était Coubertin lui-même.
Le «père des jeux olympiques modernes» chante ainsi rêvant
l'essence du sport :
«O Sport, plaisir des Dieux, essence de vie, tu es apparu soudain
au milieu de la clairière grise ou s'agite le labeur ingrat de l'existence
moderne comme le messager radieux des âges évanouis, de ces âges ou
l'humanité souriait. Et sur la cime des monts, une lueur d'aurore s'est
posée, et des rayons de lumière ont tacheté le sol des futaies sombres.
O Sport, tu es la Beauté! C'est toi, l'architecte de cet édifice qui
est le corps humain et qui peut devenir abject ou sublime selon qu'il
est dégradé par les passions viles ou sainement cultivé par l'effort. Nulle beauté n'existe sans équilibre et sans proportion et tu es le maître
incomparable de l'un et de l'autre car tu engendres l'harmonie, tu
rythmes les mouvements, tu rends la force gracieuse et tu mets de la
puissance dans ce qui est souple.
O Sport, tu es la Paix! Tu établis des rapports heureux entre les
peuples en les rapprochant dans le culte de la force contrôlée, organisée
et maîtresse d'elle-même. Par toi la jeunesse universelle apprend à se
respecter et ainsi la diversité des qualités nationales devient la source
d'une généreuse, et pacifique émulation».
Au Congrès de l'athlétisme tenue à Lyon en 1914 — peut-être
justement pour exprimer les idées de Coubertin — les cinq anneaux
colorés ont apparus, signifiant l'unité des continents. On a désiré la
paix. La jeunesse universelle se préparait aux jeux olympiques à tenir
en 1916. Les jeunes sportifs auraient voulu décider qui soit le plus vite
ou plus fort, qui puisse sauter le plus haut etc.
Mais la première guerre mondiale a mis l'Europe en feu, les cinq
anneaux sont brisés en morceaux. Le temps des jeux s'approchait en
vein — les hostilités ne cessaient pas. Mais comment ne pourraient ils
cesser quand la plupart des pays ont été privée de pouvoir en participer.
En 1920 dans le soi disant concours d'art mutilé de l'Olympiade
tenue en Antwerpen c'était Raniero Nicolai qui a été primé du médail105

Ion d'or pour son poème «Les chansons Olympiques des vainqueurs».
Le poète dans cette «Eloge du force (Elogia délia vita)» nous présente
plastiquement la lutte de la force jeune des muscles ainsi que les mouvements rapides. Cette partie nous fait connaitre le choix correcte des
activités ayant un rôle prédominant.
«Fai catapulta del tuo gomite a del tuo ginocchio, ti straggi
alla forza che vuole attirarti? e t'apponti et ti inarche a scuoti
da te quel gran peso; e se bella l'ira ti prende e t'imcorpori
il collo gagliardo, e la febbra di quel fresco lacio di ulivo ti dia
la vertigine :
tu prendi quel peso, grandissime peso, lo sradichi ti délia terra:
to attanaglo tu con cintura di bronzo :
lo giri, gli togli quel riso di bocca, sagace, gli togli l'artuzia,
gli smuzzi l'artiglio :
e là, ehe la terra lo vuole, lo schiacci con tutto il tuo pesso :
la terra, ehe vuole ad ogni costo-resiste ? e vuole le sua spalla :
e inveschi la tua palma sulla lubrica sua schiema, la bolli con
piatte ventoze di fuoce :
rovesco quel peso — e tu scegli già l'attima! — rovesci quel
peso e lo schiacci :
o tu chi dell' olio délia bellezza; vent' anni tu ungone a vigorozi massaggi :
a sopra la fronte ti baccia la gloria con una fresca corona di
ulivo.
Après les jeux de la septième Olympiade en Anvers, c'était la
ville de Paris où on a organisé la huitième Olympiade. Ici un français
Georges Charles, a été primé du médaille pour son oeuvre «Les jeux
Olympiques».
George Charles a consacré la mémoire de la préparation olympique
et celle de la lutte d'un boxeur français avec un américain de telle
façon que l'auteur a confié le déroulement des événements à une
résolution artistique d'une représentation pantomime.
L'un des acteurs de cet poème est Jean Royer qui a écrit sur la
carte d'identité : champion olympique, courtier en publicité, poète
et il chante du sport ainsi :
«Je dirai le Sport, ébat pur comme la nuée et l'air violant qu'on
y respire Haute Cime!
Je dirai la vérité nature : lumière nuancée des boutons d'or.
Vieille chambre illuminée par l'électricité telle une tête bourdonnante de souvenirs et d'actualité. Et qu'on m'excuse, si
parfois poète prétentieux, j'ai tenté, wattman jouant les cla106

quettes sur un timbre, d'avertir en chantant sur un air de mon
temps».
1928 Amsterdam
L'intérêt accroissante aux jeux olympiques a inspiré les organisateurs hollandais d'encourager de mieux en mieux les concours d'art
associant à la belle activité musculaire les oeuvres de la pensé inspirées par l'idée sportive. En faveur de cela on a prescrit des concours
en trois catégories en littérature, en peinture, et en sculpture et l'architecture en deux catégories.
C'était Dr. François Mezö qui a été primé pour son oeuvre
«L'histoire des jeux olympiques» en catégorie des oeuvres épiques.
L'historien hongrois du sport nous amène du monde des mythes
grecs à la réalité historique. Il nous montre le bois sacré et les édifices entourant l'Altis, le stadion et l'hippodrome. Il nous avertit aussi
que la «kalokagathie» était l'idéal de l'éducation hellénique, les palaestras ainsi que les gymnaseions servaient également ce but. Tous les
deux étaient consacrés plutôt pour l'école gymnastique, mais en même
temps ils étaient les facteurs efficaces de l'esprit. Lisant cet oeuvre on
peut sentir comment les jeunes grecs luttent pendant les compétitions.
Après les compétitions le couronnement (distribution des prix) avait
son tour.
Le couronnement (distribution des prix) avait lieu - selon Pindare
- dans le temple de Zeus. Les juges - arbitres étaient assis aux pieds du
statue du Dieu, les spectateurs s'étaient placés autour de la galerie du
temple. Le «keryx» le héraut annonçait à haute voix les noms des champions et ceux de ses pères, la course dans laquelle ils ont la victoire, en
appelant leurs patries, et puis ils se présentaient devant les juges-arbitres
pour mettre sur leurs têtes les prix de leur victoire.
Les cérémonies solennels ont été accompagnés avec un enthousiasme
énorme et le jeune homme heureux était entouré par des fleurs. A
l'Olympiade tenu en Amsterdam c'était un polonais mommé Kazimiérz
Wierzynski, qui a été primé du médaille d'or. L' auteur - que nous
pouvons justement déclarer le luthiste des olympiades - dans son poème
«Laurier olympique — nous présente une spéciale disposition d'esprit
de la physique.
Dans son verse «Discobole» l'athlète est symbolisé dans ce moment
quand il vient de prendre son élan.
Nous devons mentionner qu'au cours de l'Olympiade tenue en 1928
seulement un prix a été distribué dans la catégorie des oeuvres dramatiques. C'était un italien L. de Bosis qui a reçut la médaille d'argent
pour son oeuvre «Icaro».
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La crise économique mondiale dans les années de 1929 - au 1933,
a troublé les préparations et les organisations des jeux. Tout d'abord
l'envoi des compétiteurs a fait beaucoup de difficultés dans les pays
européens. En conséquence du débâcle économique dans les pays
d'outre mer, il devenait incertain même l'organisation des jeux! Il
y avait quelques semaines avant l'ouverture quand on a décidé,
pourtant, l'organisation des jeux en Los Angeles. C'était l'Olympiade
jubilaire.
Après ces préambules on devait donc modifier l'annonce des concours d'art. On a qualifié de nouveau dans une catégorie les oeuvres
littéraires et musicales, trois médailles ont été distribués (une médaille
d'or et une médaille d'argent dans le concours littéraire et une médaille
d'argent dans le concours musical).
Le champion littéraire de l'Olympiade tenu en 1932 était un allemand nommé Paul Bauer, qui dans son oeuvre «La conquête de
l'Himalaja» décrit la conquête d'un zénith inconnu de notre globe effectuée par des hommes audacieux ayant pour but de chercher l'inconnu.
Les alpinistes pénètrent avec leurs poitrines et avec leurs genoux et
leurs bras dans la neige. Dans un part de cet oeuvre une ascension de
50 mètres exige une durée de deux heures, étant donné les alpinistes
doivent faire attention de s'aider l'un et l'autre. Quand par example
les participants de cette grande enterprise hardie, descendaient la
falaise très perpendiculaire on pouvait entendre un cri dans le brouillard, le cri du guide de l'expédition qui ramassait toute sa force pour
suivre avec attention ses compagnons. Ils ont pris garde l'un sur
l'autre. Enfin le vacarme de l'avalanche cessait, les porteurs couchent
immobile sur la pente (descente) et Allwein, le plus audacieux entre
eux, est assis sans remuer dans la neige. Tous sont hors d'haleine et ne
peuvent dire aucun mot. Ensuite tous se préparent de nouveau, se
ramassent et continuent leurs chemins. Les alpinistes ont beaucoup
d'émotion main enfin après avoir surmonté tous les obstacles ils parviennent à leur but, le sommet de l'Himalaja.
1936 - Berlin
Veuillez à entretenir la flamme sacrée. Des stades innombrables
épars à la surface du globe s'élevaient les clameurs de la joie musculaire
comme jadis elles s'élevaient des gymnases helléniques. La jeunesse
de 49 nations entouraient le stade ou l'autel du feu olympique attendait du terre grecque le flambeau apporté par 3000 athlètes. Malheureusement le ciel ne pouvait sourire. Le flambeau symbolisant la paix
ne pouvait percer les nuages noirs, de même quelques goûtes de pluie
troublaient les ceremonies.
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Les jeux organisées de nouveau en Europe surpassait l'intérêt
se manifestant jusqu'ici : tant en Los Angeles 1408 participants ont
pris part dans les jeux, qu'en Berlin 4069. Par conséquent les organisateurs allemands ont élagri les catégories des concours d'art en
relation de ceux de l'Olympiade tenue en Amsterdam: le nombre des
concours d'art a été augmenté de 3 en sculpture et de 4 en peinture.
Un succès allemand a été obtenu dans la catégorie des oeuvres
lyriques. Félix Duhnen (nom original Francz Sondinger) a été primé
du médaille d'or pour son oeuvre «Le courrier». Il chante dans ce poème
les dépenses de force et d'énergie du courrier de Marathon.
A Berlin parmi les auteurs des oeuvres épiques un finois nommé
Urho Karhumänki a été primé du médaille d'or. Dans son oeuvre
intitulé «Dans les eaux ouvertes» — nous croyons savoir — qu'il voulait
éterniser le record mondial de son compatriot Paavo Nurmi achevé
à l'occasion de l'Olympiade tenu à Paris. Un extrait de son oeuvre peut
laisser croire que l'auteur nous fait savoir avec une vivacité d'un rapporteur de sport la lutte finale des deux finnois Niemäle et Virtasalo.
«C'étaient encore trois tournants quand Niemäle se met à la tête.
Son mouvement est rapide et facile mais il sent un point froid de glace
ou devrait être le plus chaud. Il voudrait se le débarasser mais ce point
froid jette des racines et se développe rapidement. Déjà gros comme le
poing entre ses épaules, c'est très connu pour lui. Il semble de le reculer. Le courrier se mit à se relâcher, trois compétiteurs passent devant
lui. Niemäle peut donc surpasser sa faiblesse momentanée et toute de
suite il se trouve devant Virtasalo. L'allure est vertigineuse et se redouble
de plus en plus.
Il y a encore deux tournants. Un point chaud s'enflamme dans la
hanche de Niemäle semblable à un point focal d'une lentille. Il élargit
et aggrandit. Les épaules de Virtasalo se mettent à s'approcher. Niemâle doit refreiner pour ne pas toucher l'angle du coureur devant lui.
Le public s'ébranle mais Niemäle ne veut entendre le cri. Il est alangui par fatigue, il vole comme un aigle. Il veut même dès à présent
conduire la lutte et ouir le céchainement de la tempête croissante.
La sonette marque le dernier tournant. Niemäle se place à la tête
de cette compétition ardante. La sonette se perds dans la détonation des
torrents du printemps du Nord. L'auteur donne la parole au speaker :
«La sonette sonne ! Niemäle saute à la tête. La tempête est parfaite.
Chers auditeurs, vous pouver entendre clairement. Niemäle a une avantage de 5 mètres. Il court comme le cerf de His. Les autres luttent l'un
après l'autre, pour les derniers centimètres. La distance aggrandit.
Le cerf de His est invincible. Il fait les dernières mètres avac un élan
formidable. Invincible. Le bruit est incroyable».
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On entend par un radio très mauvais cette compétition ardante
de ses compatriots. Le hôte s'étonne quand il entends le bruit se transformant à une chanson :
«Comment? le soir est déjà arrivé. On chante le hymne national
dans toute la journée. Le vieux veut mettre son chapeau bas, mais
dans son embarras il ne le trouve pas. Puis la voix du speaker est a
entendre :
«Les résultats des 5000 mètres: le premier, le champion est Niemâle, durée 14 minutes 15 secondes. Record finnois et mondiale brillant».
La compétition des deux finnois est inoubliable : peuvent ils être
conservés plus vifs et dignes comme par le chronique primé du médaille
d'or de leur compatriote Karhumäki?
Le 16 août 1936, le soir les fanfares olympiques sonnaient dernièrement dans le crépulsule. Ensuite de haut, un voix annonçait :
J'invite la jeunesse du monde à Tokyo!
Les japonais entraient en guerre avec la Chine et c'est pourquoi
le Comité International Olympique a confié à la Finlande d'organiser
l'Olympiade prochain.
Le printemps de 1938 est arrivé . . . et en septembre de l'année
prochaine, en 1939, éclatât la deuxième guerre mondiale. Les luttes
paisibles sur les pistes ont fait place aux massacres formidables et les
meilleurs hommes du sport devenaient victimes de la guerre, qui pourraient fournir du bon service à l'idée Olympique.
Après la grande catastrophe mondiale la jeunesse sportive du monde
rassemblait dans la capitale anglaise.
1948 - London.
Parmi les trois catégories des concours d'art dans les groupes des
oeuvres épiques et lyriques ont été distribués des médailles olympiques.
Giani Stuparich dans son oeuvre épique nommée «Grotte» nous présente une autre groupe des hommes braves, les spéléologistes (Les
explorateurs des cavernes) qui cherchent l'inconnu au fond de la terre.
Fourni des lampes attachées aux ceintures ils descendent sous la terre
avec une précaution d'un chat. On commence a tournoyer même par
un mouvement le plus moindre et c'est pourquoi ils se tiennent en
équilibre par des mouvements glissants pour pouvoir éviter la déviation
de leurs centres de gravité. Leurs corps émettent des vapeurs, dans
leurs mains la corde devient mouillée et ils la sentent glisser entre leurs
genoux.
Les aventures des spéléologistes courent toujours en danger. Tant
les alpinistes souhaitent de regarder les abîmes neiges si tôt que possible
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les spéléologistes se rejouissent le plus quand ils découvrent un dôme
(anticlionorium) jusqu'ici inexploré. Alors, quand ils peuvent regarder
la première fois ces découvertes — et l'auteur mets l'accent ici — leurs
coeurs sont plein d'émotion et de joie. Au fond de la terre le silence est
profond (parfait) et là on ne peut ouir le bruit de le descente, le
grincement des lamelles de bois, l'afflux sifflant de l'acétylène. On y
peut observer en sa realité et en une présence proche le rhythme des
gouttes et la désagrégation atomique des gravants. Les grottes nous
prêtent la beauté et la tranquilité parfaite de la nature.
A Londres dans la catégorie des oeuvres lyriques c'était Aale Tynni, la poétesse fameuse finnoise, qui a été primée du médaille d'or pour
son oeuvre «La réputation de Hellas» dans lequel elle fait une apothéose
des jeux antiques grecs.
Les concours d'art — y compris les littéraires aussi se sont interrompus. En conséquence de l'accroissement étonnant des jeux olympiques les tâches du Comité International Olympique devenaient plus
difficiles, et c'est pourquoi on a presque négligé les concours d'art. La
qualification des oeuvres littéraires et d'art a soulevé la question de
l'objectivité dans les pays organisateurs. A l'occasion de l'Entretien de
cette organisation internationale tenue à Rome, on a décidé, de faire
cesser le charactère rivalisant des concours d'art et l'organiser dans
l'avenir seul des expositions d'art.
En 1952, à Helsinki et en 1956 à Melbourne et en 1960 à Rome
on a donc exposé les oeuvres d'art pour le grand public. Le thématisme
de l'exposition de l'Olympiade tenu à Tokyo en 1964 a dévié de ce principe, les visiteurs pouvaient regarder les oeuvres d'art du Japon antique
et moderne. C'est juste que le Pen Club japonais a mis au concours
littéraire le thème intitulé «en mémoire et à 1' ccasion de l'Olympiade
XVII» en cadre duquel les écrivains et les poètes pouvaient participer
non seulement avec leurs oeuvres inspirés par l'idée sportive. Le comité
d'organisation de l'Olympiade à organiser à Mexico en 1968 d'inviter les sculpteurs, des nations y participants pour tailler d'un bloc
de pierre un monument représentant l'idée des jeux olympiques. Ne
pourrions nous reconnaître dans cette décision une idée retournante
aux concours d'art?
L'Olympisme de notre ère exige la représentation multiple de la
beauté et de la force morale du sport. Après avoir aperçu l'histoire
des concours d'art nous pouvons arriver à une conclusion qu'il soit
à achever seulement par des concours réguliers c'est à dire les représentants de la vie intellectuelle et d'art choisissent plus souvent leurs
thèmes de domaine de la culture physique. Il faut donc désengager
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l'opportunité et la contrainte en relation de la reconnaissance et de
l'exposition des oeuvres d'art et littéraires - établis particulièrement
au cours des deux décades écoulés depuis la cessation de ces concours.
Il faut donc rétablir les concours d'art mais en cadre de l'Académie
Olympique.
Jean Ketseas, le fameux savant grec, a destiné cette académie
au forum mondiale de l'esprit et de l'idée de la culture physique et du
sport. Avery Brundage, le président du Comité International Olympique
dans son message adressé a l'Académie a prit pour but pour cette institution de patronner le développement des jeux olympiques - en premier lieu le patronage, la cure et la propagation de la conception de
Coubertin. C'est donc l'Académie Olympique qui est chargé de ces
tâches de l'Olympisme et il va sans dire y comprit le patronage des
concours d'art. Cette conception est supportée par la tradition aussi,
étant donné qu'ici en Olympic étaient apparu jadis régulièrement les
grands maîtres de la pensée et ceux de l'art des paroles, de la sculpture
et de la peinture.
Ne serait-il pas d'actualité — comme dans l'antiquité — si
les oeuvres littéraires ou bien quelques extraits étaient cités par les
auteurs mêmes à la session solennele de l'Académie à organiser chaque
quatrième année? Les visiteurs ne seraient-ils pas mieux attirés par
des expositions organisés à la place des jeux olympiques si les oeuvres
primés des médailles étaient exposées régulièrement? Notamment
telles oeuvres qui symbolisent l'idée éternelle des grecs, la Kalokagathie, dans l'esprit de la littérature et de l'art antique mais dans une
forme nouvelle : et qui font toujours souvenir à la paix du dieu (treuga
dei) olympique dans notre ère précipitante insensée.
Au cours des siècles dans le temps des jeux nationaux les hostilités étaient suspendues et les parties opposées se saluaient comme frères
véritables. Un historien du sport donnerait-il pour lui même une tâche
plus honorable, que symboliser et présenter le passé de l'histoire si relevant?
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Prof. Cmdr. Sisto Favre, Member of the Italian Olympic Committee gives a talk on the spirituality
of the athlete

Dr. Jozsef Keresztenyi (Hungary) talks of the bards and cultural competitions of the Olympic
Games

His Honour Judge Sir Adrian Curlewis C.B.E. (Australia) talks with the Curator while H.M.
The King listens with interest

Mr. Cleanthis Palaeologos (Greece) speaks of the social standing of the athletes in ancient Hellas

THE POSITION OF THE ATHLETE IN
SOCIETY IN ANCIENT GREECE
By CLEANTHIS PALAELOGOS Hon. Director of
the National Academy of Physical Education, Athens. Greece.
I will begin the development of my theme by refering to an historic
episode which is reported about the Olympic victor Dorieus son of the
great athlete Diagoras the Rhodian. Diagoras was one of the famous
athletes of antiquity. He was a Boxer. He had been a victor twice at
Olympia, twice at Nemea, four times at Isthmia, twice at Rhodes and
many times in Athens, at Thebes, at Plataea, at Argos, at Pellene, at
Megara, at Aegina and elsewhere. Pindar who lauded his great victories, called him «euthymachos» («straight fighter») and «immense».
His great glory was not only due to his own victories, but also to the
glorious careers of his three sons. Damagetos was twice victor at Olympia
in the pancration (452, 448 B.C.). Acousilaos was victor at Olympia
in boxing (448 B.C.) and Dorieus was thrice Olympic victor in the
pancration (432, 428, 424 B.C.) seven times victor at Nemea, eight
times at Isthmia, once at the Pythian Games (Delphi). The great Diagoras had also two gradsons Olympic victors, Eucleas and Peisirhodos.
The family of Diagoras had an important influence over the political events in Rhodes. Dorieus officiated as an Archon of the City and
was leader of the majority of the citizens, who were struggling to cast
asunder the hegemony of the Athenians. He participated many times
in land and sea battles against the Athenians, of whom as it has been
already indicated, he was a fanatic opponent. In 407 B.C. he fought
the fleet of the Athenians with ships of which he himself had undertaken the manning. He was beaten, taken prisoner and transported to
Athens to be judged by the Demos. The penalty in such circumstances
was death. «When however, at the convocation of the Demos», Pausanias writes (VI, 7, 4) «The Athenians saw a man so great and with
such great glory, in the situation of a prisoner, instead of convicting
him, they set him free».
Since our subject is «the position of the athlete in Society of ancient
Greece» I think that after this small extract from an historiacal event,
the analysis of my subject will be smooth and facile. Since by this historical event, to which Pausanias makes reference in his VI book (7,4)
it becomes immediately clear in what esteem the athletes were held
in the society of ancient Greece, how they were honoured and covered
with glory and often were worshipped as heroes or demi-gods.
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It is necessary, none the less, that we should investigate the reasons
of this excessive worship and hero creation. To this purpose we should
analyse in all the conciseness in which the limits of time are imposed
by such a talk, the principles, and the notions which, through the institution of the Games and athletics expressed a whole long and important period of Greek history. During that period, as many wise
researchers aver, the general bases of human civilisation were set.
The belief is now held that Greek history holds a privileged position
in the history of the world. Greek civilisation is considered as a prototype
from the depths of which and from the illumination of its life, it is also
possible for the problems of other civilisations to receive light and their
progress and potentialities be defined.
In the study of our subject, as in the study of almost the whole
of ancient Greek history, one has not to face a vast quantity of problems.
Since ancient Greek Society created and evanesced. It established institutions, it created a civilisation, it set up idols, it brought demi-gods
to light, and then withdrew from history, after having handed over
to us, the immortal memorials of a fine period of 15 centuries, as incontestible testimonials of great creations.
The central pulse in the life of Greek society during these centuries
were the Games and almost the whole of creation of this very long period, creations in letters, art and science are emanations of this pulse.
The Games were neither a creation nor an invention of the Greeks.
Playing, competitions, rivalry, are biological manifestations. Games,
therefore, were the property of all races and peoples of the world. Herodotus refers to the fact that the Asiatic barbarians boxed. In the tombs
of the Pharaohs there are carved representations of competitions, and
in India, in China, and in Japan they knew athletic competitions long
before Greek civilisation reached its maturity.
When the spiritual and intellectual world of mankind was still
in its evolutionary state, supremacy could only be observed as arising
from bodily strength. The strong man was able to impose himself and
appear as guide and leader of the race. He concentrated the respect
of the others and since he consisted of an exception among the many
owing to his physical abilities, he was invested with exceptional and
supernatural attributes.
With the development and progress of civilisation, however, the
strong man had also to concentrate political, intellectual, spiritual,
and astute qualifications. He had to possess knowledge and daring to
guide and lead the race. In such manner the man was created who was
integrated, almost perfect, strong in body and in soul. The mythical
hero of the Greeks, Heracles, combines physical strength with mental
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alertness, he is a protector of the weak, a fighter of evil, he is, that
is to say, a spiritual and physical perfect type.
When the State was organised, it was natural that it should look
to the creation of the Citizen who was able not only to protect his fatherland by his physical strength but also to tend to the advancement of
the City, its organisation, its development and its progress.
The Greeks did not discover or invent the Games. Yet the games
are considered to be the creation of the Greeks, since they first, almost
alone, gave to the Games the form of great festivities and ceremonies.
They linked them with religious worship and succeeded in attributing
to them not only wide-spread fame, but in inducing the people to
encompass them with love and care.
The Greeks acquired full consciousness of the very great influence
that the Games had over the physical formation of the race, but also
particularly on the morals and character of the competitors. For this
reason they cultivated athletic competition and elevated the institution to a position upon which they based almost the whole of the upbringing of the youth. The honours which were bestowed upon the
victors by the Cities, were not so bestowed in order to elevate the glory
and fame of the City, but in order to invoke the interest of the people
in the Games and to draw the public at large to the gymnasia and the
palaestras. They were conscious that the Games did not aim at the
few competitors and the victors, but had as their objective to demonstrate the victors as being perfect examples of man, to be imitated and
for youth to be urged to exercise.
Solon said to Anacharsis : «Since we believe, oh! Anacharsis,
that the willing coming to the gymnasia, and the participation in athletics influences them (the citizens) more than those who excel» (Lucian's
Anacharsis 36). And the Oriental philosopher Lucian explains by placing the words in the mouth of Solon «And we exhort them to exercise
the body not only because of the Games, or to acquire the prizes (for
to this position only a very few arrive out of the many) but because
we believe that the benefit to the whole of the city and to the citizens
is far greater than to those few».
Naturally the people looked to the victory. It admired and worshipped the victor and deified him. Yet the leaders of the City States
of that period were deeply conscious that within the ephemeral victory
a great result lay hidden.
It is not permitted that to-day we should imagine and believe
that the Games with the infinitely great and Panhellenic fame, with
the hitherto unheard of grandeur of the ceremonies and the huge endeavours of the organisers, were held for the purpose that a few athle115

tes should receive the highest honours of the Olympic crown. They
utilised, however, the ephemeral greatness of the victory to draw the
public at large towards exercise. And it is for this reason that they cultivated the institution of the Games.
It has been said that in all this most wise and well studied endeavour the Greeks place the gods to the fore, with their interest, care,
and protection. The protective and exhorting seal of religion was present in all athletic acts. The Games started with sacrifices and ceremonies and were concluded with thanksgiving to the protecting gods.
The athletic events, had been on purpose presented as inventions of
the gods and the first competitors as being gods, demi-gods and heroes.
The long triumphant tradition of the Games originated from the legends
of the gods and from the great achievements of the heroes. Zeus beat
child-eating Kronos in a wrestling match, Apollon beat Hermes in
a running race, and Ares in a boxing match and killed the dragon at
Delphi. The daughter of Hermes, Palaestra, invented wrestling. The
legendary hero Castor, is the first victor in the stadion-length race,
Polydeuces in boxing, Telamon in the discus throwing, Lyngeus in
the javelin, and Peleus in the pentathlon. Theseus invented the pankration when he exterminated the Minotaur and instituted the technique
of wrestling when he overcame the robbers Kerkyon and Skiron. The
protection of the Gods contained the feelings of the people and exhorted all the social strata to participate and to wish for victory and the
Olympic crown.
For these reasons the Games formed the most significant and principal event of social life. Thus every manifestation of the Greeks purposing to honour the Gods, to celebrate a joyful event, to receive an
official or a stranger, to rejoice over a military victory, to carry out
sacrifices, or even to bury an official man or to hold a memorial service,
was undertaken by the organisation of Games. Every occasion was
utilised for the convening at Games.
Akastos, King of lolkos, after the burial of his father Pelias, held
Games. Pyrrhus, King of Epeiros, after the capture of the city of Erykos, held Games (Plutarch, Pyrrhus, 22). For the safegarding of the
fleet, Alexander made sacrifices and held Games (Indian of Arrian 36).
The fleet commander Nearchos made sacrifices to Zeus and held Games
to Zeus before the sailing of the fleet (as above 21). The men of the
Chersonese held Games in honour of their City. Miltiades, and the
men of Amphipolis in honour of the Spartan general Brasidas, who was
killed in a battle against the Athenians while fighting in support of
their City, and the men of Syracuse in honour of Timoleon, who disrupted the tyrany in Syracuse and established the Sicilian Federation.
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The concentrations of the Greeks on the occasions of the Games
and the contact between them, led to the unity of their consciousness
and later to their unity with nature. For the Games also had another
meaning, apart from the imposing purpose of the creation of the perfect
man. They had the mystic meaning of the participation in the regenerating forces of nature, the maintenance of continuity with the virile
activities of the renovation of the links with Ge (The Earth) and Helios
(the sun) out of which every individual conscience arose. This advance
from immutable nature towards developed individuality was for the
Greeks of the classical period the result of a spiritual and physical test.
This test was symbolised by the preparation and the participation of
the athletes in the Olympic Games.
With the Games of Olympia and with the development in general
of the institution of the Games a new starting point was created for a
new moral life in the historic times. From 776 B.C. the chronological
measure of the Games gave an arithmetic rhythm to the events of the
whole land and to the activities of men and enclosed the history of the
Greeks within a chronological framework.
Within this framework the great Games at Olympia in the first
place as also at Delphi, Isthmia, Nemea, Argos, Plataea and other
places, consolidated the consciousness of the common civilised unity
of the Greeks and lifted their small family communities to a panhellenic intellectual association, which became the precursor of a World wide human trusteeship, which is symbolised to-day by the international Olympic Games.
In this manner the public interest in the Games was elevated to
the utmost and there are many characteristic events to which history
refers. The scholiast of Pindar (Python, 4.26) informs us that «they
showered leaves and flowers on the victors». Plutarch (Symposion 8,4)
states that «they showered on them roses, fresh leaves, small flowers,
and even apples and pomegranates».
Dion Chrysostomos states that the interest of the crowd and even
its feeling and fanaticism during the Games is a particular characteristic. «The shouts of sections of the crowd differ so much between those
which are made with heartiness and praise from the others which are
accompanied by irony and often with antipathy». An important text
is provided by Philostratos, when he describes the victory of Arrachion,
who, as is known, was declared victor when he was already dead. He
writes about the Arcadians, the fellow citizens of the tragic victor «They
shout then and jump from their places while others lift their hands
and wave their cloaks, others jump high and others play joyfully with
those close to them».
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From this description it is easy for anyone to conjure up the enthusiasm of the crowd, which fellows the outcome of the event with
such agony, and now, when the victor has been declared, breaks out
into uncontainable enthusiasm, showers him with flowers and leaves,
throws fruit on to the contest ring, apples and pomegranates, shakes
its cloaks in the air, jumps, shouts, acclaims and has an accelerated
heartbeat.
Well then, who were these competitors, who were these athletes,
whom the great crowd received with such enthusiasm and worshipped
as demi gods? The great victors of Olympia, of Isthmia, of Nemea,
of the Pythian Games, belonged to all ranks of society of antiquity.
Kylon, the brother-in-law of the Tyrant of Megara, Theagenes,
and almost Tyrant of Athens, won at the diaulos at the 35th Olympiad.
Plato, the great philosopher took part in the wrestling event at the
Isthmian Games. All his biographers, Diaearchos, and Diogenes Laertios state that he was formerly called Aristocles, but was called Platon,
by his gymnasium trainer Aristion the Argive, owing to his wide (platys) shoulders and broad breast. The famous Olympic victor in wrestling, Glaucos from Carystos was a farmer. The stadion-length winner
for youths at the 46th Olympiad, Polymnestor from Milos, was a
goatheard. Amesinas from Barke of Southern Italy, an Olympic winner in wrestling at the Both Olympiad, tended his cattle. Eurybates,
the general of the Argives was a pentathlon athlete. Eucleidas, a general of Eretria, who fell in the battle of Ephesos fighting against the Persians, was a victor at the Games and had been lauded by the poet Simonides. Hionis the Lacedaemonian, an Olympic victor in the stadium
length and a victor at three Olympiads (a triastis) at the 29th, 30th
and 31st Olympiads, was a general. Orsippos, a stadion length victor
at the 15th Olympiad later became a general of the Megarians. His
running shorts (loin girdle) fell during the course of the contest since
when it became established that the athletes should contest in the nude.
The famous Phaylos, the pentathlete from Croton took part in the sea
battle of Salamis with his own vessel. The most famous of athletes MiIon from Croton of Southern Italy, six times victor in the wrestling
was a Pythagorian philosopher. The famous stadion length runner,
Ladas the Spartan, about whom there was an epigram that he had not
run but had traversed the stadion by flying, was an hemerodromos,
that is to say a message runner. Pheidippides was also an hemerodromos.
He had reached Sparta from Athens as a «seconder» that is to say in
two days (230 Kilometres). Diagoras and the three sons of the Olympic
victor were of the nobility of Rhodes.
Victory, that is to say the wreath of Olympia, of the Pythian Games
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(Delphi), of Nemea, of Isthmia, and of the other great Games of antiquity was highly desired and treasured by all men of all social ranks.
This is why in the palaestras and in the gymnasia all men frequented,
(naturally the free men) of all classes, and all the citizens were formed
in them and from the palaestras arose the great philosophers, the tragedians, the poets, the artists, the politicians and the generals. The
upbringing was one and the same for all and the upbringing had its
foundations on «beauty». It is that which Plato called «a state of equilibrium», that is to say an harmonic development, and virtue is an ornement not only to the soul but also to the body. The body is cultivated by exercises and by contests, the spirit by the fine arts (music)
and by philosophy, and that combination of upbringing creates beauty
«Kallos». The idea of man is enclosed in the beauty. Man is not only
he who is strong in the body but he who is fine in the spirit and in the
intellect. It is only then that man obtains that expression of fullness.
Ganymede, the youthful friend of Zeus, who served at the symposia
of the Gods was good looking. Yet Apollon was more good looking.
Ganymede was a youth of excessive beauty, but Apollon was in the full
meaning good-looking, for he had the idyllic beauty «Kallos» for he
combined the outstanding intellectuallity, musical education (he was
a player of the flute and a kithara bard, and was possessed of superb
physical abilities and he was a wrestler and a discus thrower). It is this
combination that Plato teaches when he refers; (Tim. 42) «There is
therefore one correct method, not to move the spirit without exercising
the body, neither the body without the spirit». And in another place
his ideas on this subject are developed more broadly (Protagoras 15)
« . . . We teach to the young the rhythms and the harmonics (other than
gymnastics) so that they should become more controlled and more
eurhythmic and better balanced and thus become useful in speech and
in act. Since all the life of man has needs of proper rhythm and good
adaptation». Finally Plato, that representative of the Athenian intellect
defines in a few lines the golden rule of behaviour (Laws. 1.6) «The
first good is health, the second is beauty, and the third that of strength,
in racing and in the other contests».
From all the above it becomes evident that in the stadia and in
the palaestras it was not only gymnastics which were cultivated, but
also another most important result was achieved. The urge of rivalry
was nurtured through exercises and contests and this was the main
contributor to all progress and to this was due the development of that
superb physique, of which antiquity has passed on to us, in bronze
or marble, as the Hermes of Praxiteles, the «youth found at Antikythera»,
or the charioteer.
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Solon, speaking to Anacharsis, said regarding the interest in the
contests which is transmitted through all the manifestations of life,
that through it is created the love for the great works and the fine acts,
and the endeavour and desire to create.
«If anyone, oh Anacharsis, casts aside the love of glory from life,
what other good would remain ? And then who would wish to do something fine or great?» (Lucian. Anach. 36). Evangelos Paulinis (History
of Gymnastics. 0.34,35) writes : «The student of history and of the
activities of the Greeks, sees them not only contesting in gymnic contests,
but also in poetic and musical (artistic) contests. And even those who
were considered coarse took part in contests, the statue sculptors and
the masons and even the still more coarse handicraftsmen. Thus from
this infinite contest there emerged not only the perfect physical and
spiritual type of the Greek, but also the Odes of Pindar and the works
of Aeschylus, and the philosophy of Socrates and the Parthenon and
the Herms and the Apollons».
Since it is true that even to-day these amazing statues seem to
materialise the spiritual world, as though they express ideas and thoughts,
as if they unite the heavens with that which is on earth by a greeting
of unique harmony. These statues are the glorious witnesses of a world
full of ideas, with moral values, of passions and feelings, of a world
full of integral spirituality.
Now, when even in a somewhat cursory manner, we have tried
to see the conceptions of ancient society as to the role of the Games
and of the contests in the life of men and in the upbringing of youth.
Now that we have formed some idea of the vastness of the Games as a
social institution and about the most high honours that were given
to the contestants, inrrespective of their social standing or origin, we
will complete our subject as regards the position of the athlete in ancient
society. I am of the opinion that from that which I have already set
out, the subject has to a large part been covered even if indirectly.
Certain details remain which are useful for us to complete it.
To the meanings of the words «athlete», «athlon» and «athlesis»
a limited meaning has been given from long ago and from an unspecified time which is limited and one-sided, ant it was only when the sacred Games of the Greeks declined and decayed, that the meaning
was extended to other manifestations of life, beyond those of athletics.
From the pre-historic times and during the centuries of the prospering of Olympia, of Delphi, of Nemea, of Isthmia, and of the other
Games of Megale Hellas (Southern Italy), the word athlete was used
to refer to the person who contested for or won the athlon (prize) in
gymnic Games. The derivation of the word tells us that the athlete
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is he who applies himself to exercises and to athletics. Yet true athletics
were never simply a physical event, but especially and principally
a severe spiritual-physical condition and spiritual test. Consequently
to participate in athletics is principally a spiritual manifestation accompanied by and expressed by physical acts and events.
If, however, we wish to examine with greater freedom and depth
the meaning of the athlete and delve into its more general meaning,
then we should displace the basis of its meaning and agree to its extension. The extension is on the contrary related to the maturity of athletics. When the change of the idyllic was beginning and the advantages
of the «kalos kagathos» (the noble and fine). When, that is the grandeur of athletics started to decline, Christianity first, then science later,
Art and life, acquired their athletes. The first witnesses of the newly
consolidated Christian religion become athletes-saints of the Christian faith during the times of the frightful persecutions, and the first
victims in the research work of the sciences, they too are athletes who
give their life for the good of mankind.
Equally in the gymnic-athletic Games, as in the social and civilising ones which take place in the limitless arena of life, the soul of
man is the moving spirit which directs the «athlesis» or contest. The
soul moves and the body is moved during the contest. The soul, according to Aristotle is that which primarily moves, while the body is the
moved organ, the medium whereby the contesting soul realises the contest and makes man a real athlete. As a result we might say that «Athlesis» is the act of undergoing the physical and spiritual pains and toil
until the completion of a contest. It is a state of exaltation and of exhausting spiritual-physical test on behalf of the state of the contest in an
athletic contest, or spiritual in a contest of life. In both circumstances
the contest is undertaken for the achievement of a higher moral and
creative objective. Thus then «Athlesis» is an exercise of virtue, it is
a matter of contesting, insisting and winning or failing. In consequence
the athlete is he who endures and persists in physical and spiritual
trials, who, if needs be, is ready to sacrifice himself on behalf of the
contest, on behalf of victory.
Dion Chrysostomos (31.21) writes : «these contestants you may
see how much they suffer and undergo exercising themselves exhaustively and finally reach the stage or even dying contesting for the prizes». The Scholiast of Pindar (Olymp. 5. 39) refers to «many died before victory since they could not survive the greatness of the endeavour.
In order to respond to these increased and unusual demands and
trials of the contest, the athlete had to prove himself to be, through
the contest, a truly superior and more perfect type of man than the
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ordinary. Since he voluntarily contested and toiled in virtue. Since
of his own accord he toiled in dangers and with sacrifices, not for material gains and prossessions, but for ideas and ideologies. Thus it can
be deduced that in the broad and true meaning of the word «Athlete»
he is reckoned to be the true volunteer through a virtuous life and disinterested worker for science, for art, for ideas and for action. The man,
who through moral and spiritual motives is urged to carry out heroic
acts and the achievement of objectives which contribute to the progress and advancement of the life of individuals, of society and of the
race. This magnificent representative and champion of the species,
is motivated by noble ambition and is urged by the instinct of supremacy
and distinction, which, as was stated at the beginning of the present
talk, is a biological phenomenon and was resident originally and functions vigilantly in the soul of every regular and healthy individual or
species.
In reality, the athlete is a hero, as he proves himself to be a factor
of life of primary importance, since life does not manifest itself as a static
event nor as an irrevocable and constant phenomenon, but on the
contrary continues ceaselessly and continually renovates itself, it advances and developes without cessation. It advances by primarily utilising the force of intense movement and activity, the spirit of heroism
and sacrifice, the spirit of contest and of rivalry.
Such were the athletes of antiquity and for this reason they were
outstanding personalities in the society of ancient Greece, and were
greatly honoured by the City-States of that period, and were worshipped and honoured until ripe old age by their fellow citizens. Often
public concessions were made to them and they were given free meals
in the Prytaneion. The name of the glorious athlete was maintained
after death and was honoured.
For two hundred and ninety six years, the Achaeans were unable
to have the pleasure of seeing one of their compatriots as an Olympic
victor, and for this reason, they had recourse to the Oracle at Delphi.
The Oracle replied that the curse of the Olympic victor Oebotas of
Paleia during the 6th Olympiad, who, since he had received no honours
from his fellow citizens had cursed that no Achaean should win. The
Achaeans therefore hastened to erect a statue to Oebotas at Olympia
and at once subsequently at the 80th Olympiad they had the pleasure
of seeing their compatriot Sokratos of Pellene as an Olympic victor,
who won at the stadion length for boys. Henceforth the Achaeans
offered sacrifices before the statue of Oebotas before the Games and
when they obtained a victory they crowned it with a wreath. These
events took place at a time when Olympia consisted of the centre where
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every four years the free men of all the then known world came together. And this outlook held sway regarding the social role of the athlete,
so long as the Games were considered and were the principal event
of social life, and so long as the palaestras and gymnasia consisted of
the sole centres of upbringing and of teaching of the youth.
Yet life—it has already been stated—is not a static phenomenon
and with time radical changes came about, both special and for civilisation and the ideals, as was natural, were changed.
The necessity of study and of learning, the influence of the Macedonians at the beginning of and later of the Roman conquest, the decay
of athletics owing to the introduction of Roman spectacles (duels of
slaves, and fights with savage beasts) the revolt against the corrupted
athletics by the wise men of the period, the Neo-Platonic theories,
and the predominance and imposition of Christianity, overturned the
prevailing outlook. Galenos declared himself against the Gymnastic
art, which sometime had created demigod athletes and he characterised it «as an art which is cloaked in a modest name, but it has deteriorated to a bad art». Diogenes Laertios (Solon) states that «The athletes and those who exercise are very expensive and even when they are
victorious they become detrimental and are crowned rather against
their country, or against their opponents».
The young man is now desirous at the gymnasteria, to acquire
knowledge and apart from exercises is taught letters, rhetoric, astronomy, dialectics, arithmetic, geometry and the fine arts. That is why
Lucian says that the young man was followed into the palaestras by
tablets and scrolls. We remind that corrosive theories continually predominate. The Christians through misinterpretation of the teachings
of the man of Nazareth, announced that the body is the prison of the
soul, that death is the redemption, and that through fasting and ascetic
life, man departs earlier from temporary life to gain everlastingly Heaven. Finally we add that Porphyrios states about Plotinus that «he
felt shame because he was obliged to live within a material body».
It is true that Christianity was based to a certain extent on the
breadth of Greek philosophy, but the unreasonable Roman force and
the merciless persecution obliged the Christians for almost four centuries to an internal isolation, it prepared them for an almost unbelievable perseverance, against the ferocity and accustomed them to consider pain and torments as a mean of assuring themselves Paradise and
future life and forced them to consider life as a challenge and to gaze
at death with courage and hope. The result of the Roman force was
for the Christians to devote themselves to the ascetic life and the hermit aspect of the newly formed Christian teachings, to adopt fasting,
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and to desire by means of torments to abandon all care of the body
and to succeed in the dematerialisation of the soul.
The Roman idolaters reversed the outlook of Hellenic Pantheism
and thus the Christian State was obliged to fight fanatically the high
philosophic Greek ideas and to persecute contests and Olympia. When,
after the 4th century the great Fathers of the church, Basil the Great,
Gregory Theologos and John Chrysostom were to attempt to succeed
in an internal link of the Greek idea with Christianity, the attempt
was not to bear fruit since Christianity had become a dogma and asceticism a symbol thereof.
These conceptions led to the decline, to the fall and to the travesty
of the Games, they transformed the ideals of the «kalos kagathos» the
«noble and fine» they changed the conceptions of society regarding the
offered services and the role of the athlete, they invoked the irony and
the mockery of the sages and politicians they created a sense of disdain
against all athletes and finally religious fanaticism brought about the
abolition of the Games.
Olympia had been the heartbeat of Hellenism and the Olympic
Games their pulse. For more than a thousand years this great heart
beat three hundred and ninety three heart beats, from Coroebos, that
is form 776 B.C.
The Olympiad of 393 A.D. was the final one. In 394 A.D. the edict
of Theodosios abolished the Games, and the heart-beat of Greece
ceased.
The ideals had been changed.
History was left to the world.
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THE 1896 POSTAGE STAMP ISSUE
OF THE GAMES
AND THE ANCIENT GAMES
By GEORGE PAPASTEPHANOU (Greece)
Curator of the I.O.A. Museum of the History of the Games
«WE HAVE NOT the means to carry out festivities on a grand scale,
but the warmth of our welcome will make up for our many deficiencies.
We will not grant to our visitors entertainments worthy of the circumstances, but we can show the monuments and the ruins of antiquity
and we will lead them to those places where the ancients carried out
their glorious Games, at Olympia, at Isthmia, at Delphi and at Epidauros».
It was with such few and simple words that the late Vikelas asked
that the first Contemporary Olympic Games be held in Athens, which
were crowned with a full success, in spite of the scanty financial possibilities which the Greek Kingdom then had at its disposal. The success
of these Games resulted in the revival of the institution of the Olympic
Games.
To commemorate this occasion Greece issued a series of postage
stamps, with themes inspired from classical antiquity and the ancient
Olympic Games.
The issues of one and two lepta represent wrestlers. The wrestling
event was held during the third day of the Olympic Games and the
couples were chosen by lottery. The festival of this lottery was full of
grandeur and was subject to a multitude of regulations. After the election of the candidates they placed in the ballot box so many pairs of
letters of the alphabet as there were competitors. If the number of candidates was odd then they placed a single lottery letter in addition.
He who drew this letter was appointed as efedros (reserve).
Every candidate, after first praying to Zeus, drew a lot, which
he could not see since he held his hand ahigh. The Hellanodicae (the
judges) then nominated the couples of wrestlers according to the lots.
We can distinguish two types of wrestling. The «Orthia» that is
the upright and the wrestling by rolling on the ground, or kyliseos.
This latter type of wrestling the Greeks never esteemed and only used
it during training, and that is why they never used it in the Games.
In the postage stamp issue of 1906 there is the stamp of 25 lepta which
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depicts the wrestling between Heracles and Antaeos in which they are
struggling in the rolling on the ground type. The Giant Antaeos, was
the son of Poseidon and Ge (Earth) and inhabited Libya. This Giant
had vowed to make a votive offering to his father Poseidon whereby
he would erect for him a temple made out of the skulls of his adversaries whom he would kill in wrestling. He was able to beat them all
by the ruse of falling since he always supported himself on Ge (the Earth)
since so soon as he touched his mother Ge he became invincible. Heracles understood this ruse in time. He lifted him ahigh, disconnected
him from earth and then threw him down, thus performing the modern
«aeroplane trick» and overcame him. It was in the same manner that
the terrible robber Kerkyon overcame his opponents, but he was beaten
by Theseus who imposed on him that same punishment that the former
was wont to impose, that is the punishment of «the tops of the two trees».
But as we have stated the Greeks did not esteem this type of wrestling since it lasted a long time and the sight became tiring. When,
at the time of the death of Patroclos, Achilles carried out Games close
to the funeral pyre of his friend, Odysseus wrestled with Ajax in the
upright style. Since the result of the struggle was protracted the two antagonists agreed to carry out the aeroplane trick, as Jim Londos does
theatrically nowadays. Yet because the result of the struggle through
falling mostly resulted quickly, the «triasmos» rule was adopted, that
is to say that the competitor had to throw his opponent thrice in order to be adjudged winner. If it so happened that both wrestlers fell
together but on their sides, then the referee replaced them with the
same hold they had immediately before the fall.
Tricks which might be dangerous for the life of the opponent were
not prohibited. Let us state that strangling or the torturing of the fingers was not prohibited. Biting of the ears however was prohibited and
in any case the regulations of the Olympic Games did not foresee the
protection of the life of the competitiors nor their bodilly intergrity.
It was icomprehensible to them how one could win in such a hard contest, that is to say how it would be possible to make his opponent admit
in front of thousands of onlookers and fellow citizens of his that he had
been defeated and how he would be able to announe to his mother,
who on most occasions awaited in agony on the other bank of the Alpheios to welcome her son as victor, and at the same time be giving
attention not to cause bodily harm to his opponent. The Greeks stated
that if the competitor suffered unbearably at the hands of his opponent
he had full opportunity to «Forbid», that is to lift his hand in sign that
he acknowledged defeat. This does no mean by any means that at the
Olympic Games the blood flowed in torrents, on the contrary the on126

lookers had no sympathy for the competitors who struck their opponents
for they considered that they did this to terminate the struggle quickly
and be free of the toil. They held, on the contrary, in great esteem those who were patient competitors. The judges, indeed, whose judgement
no one might contradict, had the right not to declare as winner a brutal competitor. Naturally they did not tell him that was the reason
for which they deprived him of victory, but they found other pretexts,
which are not absent in such circumstances. They told him, for instance, that he had not adhered to a certain agreement with his adversary or upheld a certain regulation and that was the end of the matter. Plutarch, however, refers to certain «prohibited holds». Additionally in wrestling «kicking» was prohibited, not, of course, as a «prohibited hold» but because this was part of another event, that of boxing.
Plutarch refers to a multitude of technical terms of this event.
Just as to-day, the athletes of those days had certain preferences
for certain artifices of their own and each one had his own manner of
defence. The Olympic victor Kleitos the Rhodian always obtained
victory through «trahilismos» the twisting back of the adversary's neck,
while the other Olympic victor Aristodemos the Elian was invariably
to prevent his adversary from seizing him by the waist. Isidoros the
Alexandrian had a remarkable stability and no one ever succeeded in
overthrowing him.
Wrestling was considered an exceptionally delicate event and that
is why the opinion of the crowd was never taken into account. The Gymnast Hippomachos once thrashed his pupil at Olympia because the
latter was cheered by the crowd, this being a proof that he did not
contest properly, that is to say he contested theatrically in order to obtain cheers.

DISCOBOLIA
The postage stamps issues of the 5 and of the 10 lepta of the series
of the Olympic Games of 1896 have as theme the «Discobolos».
Throwing the discus, which formed part of the «Pentathlon» was
held on the fourth day of the Games, after the chariot and horse races
of the Hippodrome, so that the spectators could remain with the best
impressions of this fine contest with its movements of grandeur. There
followed, however, towards the end of the day, as also during the morning of the fifth and last day when the awards were given, some minor
events, such as the race of the «hoplites» and the contests of heralds
and of trumpeters. Patrons of the Discos-throwing event were the God
Apollon and his sister Artemis. According to mythology Artemis was
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in love with the son of Poseidon, the giant Orion, her only rival in
archery. Orion, however, showed disdain for the great goddess and
she therefore challenged him to a contest of the discus, where she killed him. Later, inconsolable, she made him a constellation. According
to another version, she placed a scorpion which bit him and as a result of which death ensued. Perseus is considered the originator of
the discos. He was the son of Zeus and of Danae, for the sake of whom
Zeus transformed himself into golden rain in order to enchant her.
The newborn child's grandfather, Akrisios was told the prophecy that
his grandson would kill him and therefore placed his daughter Danaë
and the newborn child in a case and threw them into the sea and at
the same time banished himself to Larissa. The case with the mother
and the newborn babe landed on the shores of the isle of Seriphos where
the shipwrecked couple found shelter in the protection of the king of
the island. Later this hero married Andromeda.
When Perseus originated the discos, he went to Larissa to show
his discovery at the Games which were being held there, when he killed his grandfather Akrisios with the discos thus fulfilling the prophecy.
So that we may complete the cycle of the bloodsome story of the discos,
we should refer to the fact that Apollon killed by the discos his beloved
Hyacinth. Both Apollon and Zephyros had fallen in love with this
beauteous youth at the same time, but the predilections of the youth
tended towards the stronger God of light. Thus one day the God and
Hyacinth were throwing the discos, when Zephyros, mad with jealousy,
pushed the hand of the God and the discos went in the direction of and
struck Hyacinth, who henceforth was transformed by the God into the
flower of the same name. Probably so many murders are attributed
to the discos since indeed the mishaps in this contest were many. In
spite of this the discos was the beloved contest of the Greeks, owing to
the grandeur of its movements.
At first the discos was of stone but later of metal. Its dimensions ?
According to discoi which have been discovered its diameter was of
17-30 centimetres and in weight 1300-4800 gramms. It was habitual for the discoi to bear representations of birds, crosses etc.
CHARIOT

RACES

The issues of 25 and of 60 lepta of the series of postage stamps
of the Olympic Games represent a four horse chariot race.
The chariot races and horse races were held on the fourth day of
the Olympic Games, with the following order in which they took place.
«Tethrippon» chariot (four-horse).
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H.M, The King, always smiling, visited all the lunch tables to talk with the participants and
have his meals.

Queuing up for lunch. In centre H.M. The King.

A Greek group gives a song at the social evening

During the «Social Evening»

The «Spirit of Olympia» in which the Curator would seem to
to have a hand or two.

«Hippos Keles» (Horse race). The «Apene» (a four horse cart
normally drawn by mules). The «Synoris» (a two horse chariot). «Harma
Polon» (Chariot drawn by foals). A chariot drawn by two foals and a
foal saddle horse.
Originator and protector of horse riding and equestrian activities
it was considered was Poseidon. This God, having transformed himself
into a horse, enchanted Erinya, daughter of the night and of Acheron
who gave birth to the famous horse Arion. Poseidon gave this horse
to Kopreas, King of Aliartos, and he in his turn gave it to Heracles.
Heracles with the horse Arion beat Cycnos, the son of Ares in a horse
race. Horse racing was also under the patronage of Hera, Ares and
Athene. Chariot racing had a particular significance for Olympia
owing to the famous chariot race between Oenomaos and Pelops. Oenomaos, King of Pisa and father of Hippodameia, had been foretold
that he would die by the hand of the betrothed of his daughter. Oenomaos, hoping to be able to avoid the prophecy, invited the princes
who came to ask for the hand of his daughter, to take part in a chariot
race from Olympia to Corinth. The suitor bore Hippodameia in his
chariot and he was allowed to set forth first. Oenomaos overtook him
during the course of the race and killed him with his spear. In this
manner Oenomaos killed 16 suitors being aided in this criminal work
by his driver Myrtilos, son of Hermes, who desperately loved Hippodameia but without having any hopes. Pelops learnt about the tricks
of this couple from his close friend the Horseman Poseidon. He was
able to bribe Myrtilos, promising him that he would have Hippodameia
for one night, and he saw to it that the axle of the chariot of his master
was not properly adjusted. After the death of Oenomaos, and of the
marriage of Pelops with Hippodameia, the faithless charioteer went
to cash in the reward for his treachery, but instead of this he cashed
from Pelops the obol which was necessary for him to traverse the Acheron in the underworld.
When Heracles held the Olympic Games for the first time he allowed his nephew Ioalos to contest with his horses and win. Ioalos
had helped his uncle Heracles in overcoming the Lernian Hydra, burning the place of each head that Heracles cut off.
At the Games which Achilles organized in honour of the dead
Patroclos, Diomedes was victor in the chariot races. In these Games
the chariots were the synoris, that is the two horse chariots. The tethrippos, that is the four horse chariot was utilised much later, but it
was introduced into the Olympic Games 270 years before the Synoris,
as having more grandeur.
Also during the 70th Olympiad the «Apene» was introduced into
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the Olympic Games, that is to say a special type of chariot drawn by
two mules. During the 84th Olympiad the Men of Elis remembered
that this event had no historic background, and as also the sight of
the mules did not enthuse them, and so discontinued the «apene» race.
A fine, but also a dangerous chariot race was that of the «apobates» in which apart from the charioteer the owner also stood in the chariot, and he was obliged during the course of the race to descend from
and remount into the chariot while in motion. Apart from this danger
which was no small one, there was another, in that the drivers of the
other chariots attempted to prevent the «apobates» to mount into the
chariot. None the less this event was not acceptable at Olympia, nor
at the other Holy Games. According to tradition Alexander delighted
in this game, since he liked to jump off and back into his chariot during
the hour of battle.
The chariot was box-shaped and open at the rear, while in front
it had sufficient depth to cover the loins. In the case of the Synoris
which was drawn by two horses they often added a third horse, which
was called a «parioros» that is a horse which draws by the side of the
regular pair of the synoris. In the case of the tethrippa, four-horsed
chariots, the two middle horses were called «zugioi» or draught or
yoked horses, while the outside were called «seiraeoi» or drawing, fastened by a rope outside. The horses were also designated by the signs
branded upon them. They spoke, for instance of a «koppatias» horse,
that is a horse branded with the letter «koppa» as a mark, koppa being
a letter of the ancient Greek alphabet which was not included in the
later Athenian one.
On the war chariots two were mounted, and were thus called «diphors». Those on the chariot were the driver, or charioteer, who drove
while the warrior, the «paraevatis» fought. At Olympia the hippodrome
was 1338 metres in length, and the tethrippa, four horse chariots ran
round 12 times, the foals chariot and the synoris 8 times, while the foals
synoris went round three times.
THE PANKRATION
The 30 lepta postage stamp of the series of the Olympic Games
of the 1906 issue represents the «pankration» event, one which combined both wrestling and boxing.
Theseus is considered to have been the originator of the pankration. It was with this contest that he overcame the Minotaur. It consisted of an incomplete wrestling since striking was permitted and incomplete boxing as struggling which was not allowed in ordinary boxing,
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was permitted. In the pankration, then, everything was permitted except the use of teeth and nails.
The contest with the adversaries standing was called «ano pankration» or «upright» pankration» while when the contestants were fallen
it was called «kato» or «down» pankration. The prostrate fall on one's
face was very dangerous for the contestant, as it might cost him his
life, or his physical integrity. That is why he who fell attempted to fall
on his back, when defence or attack was still possible. Such fall was
known as «hyptiasmos» or failling backwards. Often «hyptiasmos»
was used as a trick, combined with the «pternisma» the use, that is
to say of the «pterne» or heel for striking the adversary.
The pankration event was introduced to Olympia during the 33rd
Olympiad (648 B.C.) and the first Olympic victor at this event was
Lygdamis the Syracusan. Since it was not considered by the Greeks
that a good pankratist was also necessarily a good wrestler or a good
boxer, for this reason such athletes who as well as being good pankratists
were victors in boxing and especially in wrestling were very renowned.

RAGING
The postage stamps of the one, two and three drachmas of the issue of the Olympic series of 1906 represent runners or to be more precise «stadium length runners». Generally speaking the running events
were held on the third and most official day of the Olympic Games.
The stadium length runners, as is also illustrated by the stamp, ran
in heats of fours who were chosen by the drawing of lots. At the end of
the stadium three Hellanodicae (judges) offered a palm branch to
the winner, and, when the other heats of four had taken part, he lay
aside his palm branch to take part in the finals. The starting from the
starting line was called «aphesis». The starting signal was given by one
of the Hellanodicae who was called an «alytarchis» and who, at a signal from the judges, let the «ysplinge» drop, for the contest to start
(the ysplings being a rope which was drawn across a race course, and
which was let down for a race to start).
One «nyssa» at the aphesis (start) bore the inscription «hasten»
another, in the middle of the stadion «excel» and a third at the turn
«turn». So great significance attached to the stadiun length race that
the name of the victor of this race was given to the corresponding
Olympiad. After the «Stadion» length race the «diaulos dromos» the
double length stadion race was run, in which the runners ran to the
furthest point of the stadium and back again to the staring point.
Later the «dolichos» was run, which was the long distance race.
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In ancient Greek mythology, the sprint tace held a position of
exceptional importance.
The event of the running race was the most important yet also the
more ancient of those held at Olympia. Of the 28 Olympiades before
the official establishment of the Olympic Games and thirteen first
official Games, the only event which was held at Olympia was this
race, and the name of its winner was always given to the Olympiad.
Of all the running races at Olympia the most important was considered the race of speed and not that of endurance, an example of the
former being the «stadion» race, the single course of the stadium length
of 192 metres. Since in its course the competitors did not round the
«nyssa» it was called the «straight» or the «without turning». When
during the course of a race the competitors turned the «nyssa» the race
was called «kampeios» (the race with a turning). The runners in the
stadion length race were called «dromeis» (runners) or «stadeis» (runners of the stadion length), the length of the stadion at Olympia being
precisely the distance of measurement of the unit of the «stadion» that
is to say 606 and three quarters English feet. They were also called
«stadiodromeis» and the victor was called the stadionikis».
In the «diaulos dromos» the competitor turned tound the nyssa
and returned to the starting point, that is to say he ran two stadion
lengths. We do not know much about the «dolichos» race, but it was
of about 24 stadion lengths or of about 12 double lengths. In Olympia
the «hoplitis dromos» was also held, being the race of the armed hoplite
soldiers. In this race the competitors carried a shield and wore a helmet
the length of the course being a diaulos, or double length.
Before the race the competitors stood in front of the «ysplings»
starting chord so that none should find himself in an advantegeous position over the others, and if anyone tried to rise before the signal he
was punished by a thrashing and a fine.
There was no time-keeping, nor were they interested in the time
of the race. All that interested them was as to who excelled the others.
It would seem, however, that there were great achievements. Thus
Julian the African reports that in the 113rd Olympiad an Argive having won in the «dolichos» endurance race, ran on and reached Argos
on the same day in order to announce his victory, thus apart from the
dolichos running additionally at least another 100 kilometres.
It is said of Polymnistor the Milesian, victor at the 46th Olympiad
in the stadion length for boys, that he caught a hare having chased
it on foot. When an athlete won the three running races he was called
a «triastis» (a threesomer) and his achievement was called «trisseuein»
or «triazein».
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SACRIFICES TO THE GODS
The postage stamp of the 5 drachmas of the issue of the Olympic
Games of 1906 represents a sacrifice to the Gods.
During the first day of the Olympic Games which was devoted
to the Gods, they first sacrificed at the altar of Pelops, in remembrance
of the fact that Heracles had sacrified at the altar of this monarch. The
great sacrifice took place on the altar to Zeus. First of all the Men of
Elis made their sacrifice and then the «theories» that is to say the State
ambassadors to the Games. Sacrifices followed at the altars of the God
who protected the cities they represented. Then followed the sacrifices
by the competitors to the Gods who protected the events in which they
were to take part. After the sacrifices the competitors together with
their relations and their coaches were led by the Hellanodicae to the
«Bouleuterion» where they would give the oath in front of tha statue
of «Orkios Zeus» that is Zeus involved in the oath.
They first swore that they had all the qualifications of birth-right
of their cities, that they were free citizens, that they were held in good
social esteem, that they had trained properly for at least 11 months,
and that they would not commit any «crime» during the duration of
the Games, and in which the word «crime» in this connection referred
to the simple infringement of the regulations of the Games.
They also swore that they would not dispute the decisions, nor
even argue against the decisions of the Hellanodicae Committee. As
in a sort of guarantee of the above the relations and trainers present
also gave the oath. Together with the competitors those who were entrusted with the judging and classification of the men, the boys, the
horses and the foals also gave the oath. They swore that they would
judge fairly and not receive bribes.
The rest of the first day was devoted to formalities and spiritual
manifestations. During the first day there was also issued the «leukoma»
(album) in which was inscribed the events which would be held as
also the name of those taking part. It was essential that these facts should
be issued, since neither the cancellation of the entry of a competitor, nor
the elimination of an event were precluded.
In the afternoon of the first day, a boy whose both parents were
living, under the supervision of the Hellanodicae, cut so many branches
of the sacred wild olive tree, as there were events, and with these branches they made the wreath-crowns for the victors.
Thanks-giving sacrifices were also made during the fifth and last
day of the Games by the victors at the six twin altars. It was not precluded that these were also held during the days when the events were
held and after the holding of each event.
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Le Dr. Pouret n'ayant pas pu venir son discours a été lu

L'ASCETISME ET LE SPORT
Par HENRI POURET
Gynaecologue, Lauréat de L'Académie Française et de L'Institut de France
L'an dernier, ici même, je concluais mon étude sur Pierre de
Coubertin en définissant une architecture coubertinienne de morale
collective qui permettrait d'assurer à chaque être humain :
— du pain,
— de la dignité,
— du savoir.
Cette année, selon les indications du Président de l'Académie
Olympique, j'ai choisi un sujet de morale personnel qui a pour titre :

«L'ASCETISME et le SPORT»
Avant d'établir le procès-verbal de ce mariage, — ascétisme et
sport — souffrez que j'essaye de définir ce qu'est ascétisme et ce qu'est
le sport.
L'ASCETISME
L'ascétisme qui, étymologiquement, vient du grec «Askein» qui
veut dire «s'exercer», est une notion morale d'application physique
que bien des philosophes depuis la plus haute antiquité jusqu'aux temps
présents, ont étudiée et appliquée en vue de l'amélioration de l'être
humain.
L'ascétisme est, à mes yeux, une méthode morale consistant à ne
tenir aucun compte du plaisir et de la douleur et à satisfaire le moins
possible les instincts de la vie animale ou les tendances naturelles de
la sensibilité.
Cette domination de la volonté sur les impulsions spontanées fait
partie de presque toutes les morales mais elle ne porte le nom d'ascétisme que si elle est poussée à l'extrême ou considérée comme l'essentiel de la moralité.
Il n'est pas dans mon propos de faire un historique de l'ascétisme
Je ferai remarquer, néanmoins, que tous les grands philosophes se sont
penchés sur ce problème, et en premier lieu Epictète et les Stoïciens,
Platon et les Classiques grecs, les Pythagoriciens, l'Ecole philosophique
d'Alexandrie.
On trouve dans les écrits de Philon le Juif et d'Origène le Chrétien,
une louange de cette morale se résumant d'après eux en deux mots :
— abstinence et,
— résignation.
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Nous connaissons tous la pratique déjà très ancienne du Yoga.
On ne saurait parler d'ascétisme sans évoquer cette méthode d'obtention de la maîtrise de soi par une sévère discipline du corps, en vue
d'atteindre une vision pénétrante de la réalité qui peut être:
— ou une connaissance du «soi» délivré des contingences,
— ou'la recherche des pouvoirs supranormaux,
— ou celle de l'union mystique avec le divin, l'extase.
Je me dois de rappeler aussi que le Boudha, dans ses expériences
mystiques, a montré l'inanité de l'ascétisme excessif des Yogi hindous.
C'est Kant qui a peut-être donné la définition la plus équilibrée
de l'ascétisme lorsqu'il dit : «l'ascétisme est le culte de la vertu, c'est
une espèce de diététique pour se conserver moralement sain».
Et l'école moderne philosophique française définit l'ascétisme
comme un ensemble de procédés thérapeutiques tendant à la perfection morale.
A côté de cet ascétisme, en quelque sorte laïque ou rationaliste,
il ne faut pas méconnaître que l'ascétisme dans la morale religieuse
est une recherche de la douleur comme expiation ou mortification, jugée
utile au progrès de l'âme et agréable à Dieu.
Cette recherche de la douleur conduit à une notion de dolorisme
que certains moralistes religieux paraissent repousser présentement, en
attirant l'attention sur l'équilibre qui doit se faire en chaque individu
entre la culture du corps et celle de l'âme.
S'opposant récemment à ce dolorisme, à cette volonté de dégradation du corps par la douleur, le pape Paul VI lui-même, dans une
adresse à un congrès mondial de physiopathologie, a dit ceci :
«... Contrairement à la pensée platonicienne ou encore à la théorie
hindouiste professant que le corps est un des lieux successifs de l'expiation d'une âme coupable, la doctrine chrétienne affirme que le corps
n'est pas la prison de l'âme.
Bien au contraire, l'homme créé par Dieu à son image, comprend
dans l'unité d'une même personne, un corps et une âme spirituelle,
étroitement liés l'un à l'autre.
Le corps qui a l'âme pour principe vital, lui sert aussi d'instrument.
Il apporte à celle-ci la connaissance sensible du monde extérieur et lui
permet de s'exprimer.
Ce jeu d'interdépendance dont l'existence est une donnée bien
établie par l'expérience, constitue à lui seul un grand problème et un
sujet qui a passionné les chercheurs au cours des siècles.
La grandeur de la pensée chrétienne sur le corps tient en ce qu'
affirme Saint-Paul aux fidèles de Corinthe pour les arracher à l'ambiance
pervertie de cette ville cosmopolite :
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«Le corps n'est pas fait pour la fornication. Il est pour le Seigneur».
Le corps doit ressuciter comme le Seigneur, il est membre du Christ,
temple du Saint-Esprit. Il faut donc glorifier Dieu dans son corps.
Aussi bien l'incomparable dignité du corps humain tient à ce qu'il
n'est pas ensemble de chair et d'os, mais enveloppe de l'âme, et par
la grâce, habitacle du Saint-Esprit.
Destiné à grandir, à s'épanouir dans sa beauté fonctionnelle, à être
pour l'âme un indispensable compagnon malgré les blessures du péché,
le corps doit passer par la destruction avant de se retrouver, après la
résurrection finale, dans le rayonnement de la gloire de l'âme. Ainsi
s'explique l'attitude du Chrétien vis-à-vis du corps. Elle est, certes,
recherche de la santé et du plein épanuissement. Elle favorise le
développement harmonieux de toutes les virtualités physiques, mais elle
est aussi maitrise de soi et ascète».
Voici quelques-unes des définitions de l'ascétisme et je reviendrai,
pour conclure, à celle de Kant :
«L'ascétisme est le culte de la vertu. C'est une espèce de diététique
pour se conserver moralement sain».

LE SPORT
Qu'est-ce que le sport?
Parmi les innombrables définitions qui ont été données de ce phénomène si curieux, répandu depuis soixante-dix ans à travers le monde,
et pour lequel le Comité Olympique International a tant fait à la suite
de l'action de Pierre de Coubertin, il en est une qui, malgré sa
simplicité, me paraît correspondre parfaitement au phénomène.
Et cette définition est donnée par le vieux mot «se desporter» c'est
-a-dire se porter en dehors de ses obligations professionnelles ou de sa
vie coutumière.
Le sport est évasion, détente, oubli de la rudesse d'un métier et
de la notion biblique du «gain du pain à la sueur de son front».
Certes le sport s'est codifié. Puis le professionnalisme est apparu.
Le sport est devenu pour certains un métier et à partir du moment
où l'argent se mêle d'une activité humaine et où l'action physique
perd sa notion de gratuité, les marchands s'installent dans le temple.
Mais à Olympic, et sous l'égide de l'Académie Olympique Internationale, nous n'avons à envisager que le sport amateur, et pour y
réussir, il faut reconnaître que le sujet doit se livrer à un ascétisme physique et moral.
Dès qu'il y a volonté de gagner, d'être le meilleur, de se surpasser,
le sujet doit se soumettre à une discipline, à une contrainte, qui lui
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H.R.H. Prince George of Hanover, LL. D., President of the Academy (extreme left) participates
in all the athletic exercises and sports.

The Gold Medallist Honorary President of the Academy (centre )is fond of volley ball

the background

The swimming pool proved to be equally popular as enjoyable

The swimming pool gives the opportunity of keeping in form

permettra de façonner son corps et de l'entraîner en vue du résultat.
Le sport devient une discipline morale dont l'exercice est physique.

ASCETISME BIOLOGIQUE
L'être humain est conditionné par un ensemble de fonctions vitales que la volonté du sujet peut transformer en bien ou en mal.
Tout d'abord, la forme humaine. Elle est indiscutablement améliorée par l'exercice de la propreté et des soins du corps, par la pratique
d'une musculation portant sur chaque groupe musculaire de l'anatomie.
La fonction respiratoire si elle est surveillée, peut apporter beaucoup
à la mise en condition physique d'un sujet. Par exemple le refus du
tabac pendant les périodes de hautes compétitions améliore indiscutablement la ventilation pulmonaire. Le séjour en altitude permet
la consommation d'un air particulièrement pur avec une haute teneur
en oxygène.
La fonction cardiaque peut également être améliorée par certaines
disciplines telles que la fuite du bruit, le refus de l'effort désordonné
et non préparé, le refus également de certains toxiques tels :
— l'alcool, médicaments dopants, ou stupéfiants.
Les fonctions digestives sont peut-être celles qui bénéficient le plus
de l'ascétisme physique de l'individu, et c'est là que se place la notion
de tempérance qui mérite la première place précédant les méthodes
médicales de diététiques et thérapeutiques digestives.
Les fonctions sexuelles ont fait l'objet de nombreuses études et contrairement aux autres fonctions vitales, ne subissent pas de loi générale.
C'est ainsi que tel individu qui se soumet rigidement à une abstinence sexuelle perd toutes ses qualités de détente et de rapidité dans
les sports nécessitant un effort intense et de courte durée.
Par contre, tel autre individu qui se laisse aller à des abus sexuels
réalise des contre-performances dans les disciplines sportives qui impliquent un effort long et soutenu.
Le comportement sexuel chez les sportifs ne permet pas de formuler des lois générales. Chaque être humain a un comportement
sexuel différent qui le personnalise à l'extrême.
Je ne veux pas ici, entrer dans les phénomènes complexes de
l'hormonothérapie, mais je voudrais dire en conclusion que chaque
individu a un comportement sexuel différent et qu'il est extrêmement
difficile d'avoir une opinion générale.
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On peut également envisager l'ascétisme physique vis à vis des
grandes perceptions sensorielles.
Le sens visuel mérite d'être considéré surtout depuis que les sportifs
se produisent sous les projecteurs violents nécessités par des prises de
télévision.
Le sens olfactif, le sens auditif, doivent faire l'object d'une éducation
car la vie moderne agresse furieussement ces sens si délicats.
Enfin, une notion extrêmement importante est celle du respect
du sommeil. Il faut à l'athlète beaucoup de volonté pour fuire le bruit;
pour négliger les toxiques, afin d'assurer un sommeil profond et réparateur.
L'ensemble de l'ascétisme biologique consiste au fond pour le
sujet, d'abord dans une attitude de refus, puis ensuite dans une attitude de sélection : refuser ce qui est nuisible à son corps, sélectionner
ce qui lui est favorable.

ASCETISME MORAL
Comme il y a sept merveilles au monde, comme il y a sept sages,
comme il y a sept muses, une religion contemporaine nous apprend
qu'il existe sept péchés capitaux.
Est ce n'est pas du tout sous son aspect religieux que je veux aborder ce problème de l'ascétisme moral, mais comme un sujet qui recherche pour ses semblables, une morale individuelle et une morale
collective.
Je rappelle les sept péchés capitaux : l'avarice, l'envie; la colère,
la gourmandise, la luxure, l'orgeuil, et la paresse.
De l'avarice, l'athlète amateur ne saurait en tenir compte, et je
vais même plus loin : pour lui, dans le domaine physique, ce n'est
pas un péché,
Qu'il soit avare de ses mouvements et qu'avec le minimum de
gestes physiques, il réalise le meilleure performance, c'est à mon sens,
une marque de qualité sportive.
Par contre, sur le plan des relations avec ses autres camarades
de sport, comment ne pas lui conseiller la générosité qui rentre si bien
dans le tout de la camaraderie sportive.
L'envie n'est pas non plus en sport, un péché capital. Etre envieux
de celui qui réalise une meilleure performance me parait très légitime
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lorsque cette envie se limite à la recherche d'une meilleure aptitude
sportive en vue d'un meilleur résultat.
Chez les sportifs, l'envie est bien près de l'admiration. Or l'admiration est une vertu des forts et admirer c'est presque toujours vouloir
égaler.
La colère, elle, est absolument insoutenable sur les terrains de sport,
car elle place l'athlète en dehors de la loi sportive et le fait disqualifier.
La colère empêche le respect de la règle du jeu et on ne peut pas
pratiquer un sport si on ne respecte pas les conventions auxquelles on
a librement adhéré.
La luxure : ce péché a une résonnance physiologique importante.
Nous nous en sommes expliqués précédemment.
Sur le plan moral, un athlète dégradé par la pratique de la luxure
ne mérite pas de figurer dans une équipe sportive.
La gourmandise : nous avons vu dans le chapitre de l'ascétisme
biologique combien l'intempérance était nuisible à la mise en condition
physique d'un sportif.
Il est légitime que la gourmandise soit considérée aussi sur le plan
moral comme un péché non pas mortel, mais grave.
L'orgueil; c'est, hélas, le péché le plus répandu surtout chez les
champions.
Il faut bien dire, surtout à la décharge des athlètes, que la presse
parlée, filmée ou télévisée, contribue beaucoup à développer le sentiment d'orgueil chez celui qui triomphe dans des épreuves importants.
Mais n'est-ce pas le rôle des dirigeants, des conseillers, des entraîneurs, de faire toucher du doigt à nos champions que les lendemains
ne chanteront pas toujours et que l'inexorable loi de la nature se chargera selon le temps, de démontrer à l'athlète la vanité d'une attitude
orgueilleuse. Le grand champion, comme les autres, n'est que poussière, et retournera en poussière. Ses performances seront oubliées,
ses records seront battus et seuls, restent vraiment dans l'histoire du
sport et dans le coeur des jeunes, ceux qui, étant de grands champions,
seront restés des êtres simples et des chevaliers du sport.
La paresse : ce péché n'a pratiquement pas de place dans l'éthique
sportive, car quels que soient ses dons, l'athlète qui veut figurer,
notamment dans le sport de haute compétition, est obligé constamment d'user de sa volonté pour s'entraîner et triompher.
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L'ascétisme moral implique une immense volonté pour soi-même
et pour le autres, le respect de la règle du jeu.

L'ASCETISME SELON LES SPORTS
La notion d' ascétisme prend un aspect particulier selon chaque
sport.
L'athlétisme, le premier de tous les sports, et non seulement
dans l'ordre alphabétique.
Courir - sauter - lancer — mais courir plus vite, sauter plus haut ou
plus loin, lancer plus loin, avec cette belle course morale en quelque
sorte qui s' appelle le relais.
L'individu face à lui-même, face à ses concurrents, face au chronomètre, face au décamètre... Que de volonté ne faut-il pas pour
triompher.
Aussi me plait-il de vous citer ce texte de notre grand Paavo
Nurmi : «Il s'agit de conserver à l'homme une de ses plus belles
sources de joie en même temps qu'un de ses plus valeureux champs
d'action et qu'une magnifique école de volonté».
Aviron, sport pragmatique permettant à l'homme de se mouvoir
et de voyager sur un élément qui n'est pas le sien.
En aviron, outre toutes les qualités morales requises par l'entraînement et la compétition, il est un geste que je trouve hautement symbolique : c'est celui qui consiste, après la course, à laver soigneusement
l'embarcation.
Cette purification de l'instrument qui a servi à lutter, de la part
de tous les hommes qui constituaient l'équipage, est, à mes yeux, la
marque du respect que l'on porte au bateau et la continuation de la
solidarité de ceux qui ramaient ensemble.
Jack Beresford a justement écrit : «Comme le monde serait
magnifique si les politiciens de tous les pays lâchaient la politique et
se mettaient à ramer. La tolérance et la compréhension régneraient
sur le globe.
Les trois facteurs essentiels restent : la condition physique, la
technique, et en premier lieu la volonté de vaincre».
Basket-bail : sport d'équipe, dont Robert Busnel a dit : «Le basket
exalte les plus belles vertus que réclament les sports : abnégation, obéissance, camaraderie. Il n'y a pas d'équipe possible là où règne l'égoisme».
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La boxe, tout à la fois si pure et si mercantile, qui reste pour les
amateurs un noble art et dont Georges Garpentier a pu dire : «La boxe
est une escrime subtile qui ne peut être comprise que d'une élite. La
boxe requiert intelligence, adresse, et abnégation. La boxe apprend
à souffrir sans se, plaindre et l'adversaire inculpe au boxeur la modestie.
L'Equitation, sport de la chevalerie où les maîtres enseignent que
pour le cheval : «dresser c'est convaincre, et non pas contraindre»
et pour le cavalier, qui se risque sur l'obstacle, Lyautey lui a dit :
«il faut jeter son cœur de l'autre côté de l'obstacle et aller le chercher».
Escrime : si proche du sport précédent dans la tradition de courtoisie, d'élégance et de chevalerie. Epées de combats qui, par la sagesse des hommes, sont devenues des épées de sport.
Sport passionnément aimé par tous ceux qui l'ont pratiqué, notamment par Monsieur Armand Massart, Vice-Président du Comité Olympique International qui a dit : «J'ai tant aimé l'escrime que
je ne verrai jamais les rides de son visage».
Foot-ball : Le jeu d'équipe par excellence, qui implique tout à
la fois des qualités physiques et des qualités techniques. Sport pratiqué
avec un ballon rond dont la forme évoque celle d'une mappemonde
et préfigure dans sa diffusion mondiale l'unité des humains si nécessaire en face de leurs destructrices machines.
Golf: sport qui, contrairement à ce qu'on pense, implique une
préparation morale et qui demande, comme l'a si bien souligné Robert
T. Jones, «a être pratiqué sans hâte, et dans l'amitié, tout en restant
parfaitement maître de soi».
La gymnastique qui impose à ses pratiquants une préparation des
plus sévères et qui demande dans sa réalisation une maîtrise absolue
de soi.
L'haltérophilie, cette lutte de l'homme contre la fonte inexorablement attirée vers le sol par la loi de Newton, demande une musculation
des plus sévères et une rapidité du geste qui dans un espace de temps
infiniment court, fait appel à la totalité des forces d'un sujet.
La lutte, le plus vieux, peut-être, de tous les sports, le combat
singulier d'un homme contre un autre et qui nécessite une volonté de
triompher sur son semblable.
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La natation nous apprend tout à la fois à nous maintenir dans un
élément qui ne nous est pas naturel et depuis quelques années, nous
prouve la primauté de l'extrême jeunesse.
Yachting : Encore un sport qui est toute une conquête de l'homme
car non seulement le bateau lui permet de se mouvoir sur la mer, mais
son intelligence lui fait capter le vent pour propulser l'embarcation.
Dans nos temps contemporains, le yachting a encore pour lui le
silence des grands espaces marins, silence qui fait oublier à l'homme le
bruit de ses mécaniques.
L'ascétisme est, au total, une méthode, un exercice qui permet
d'entraîner la matière sur les chemins de l'esprit.
L'ascétisme implique un effort pour affirmer nos besoins et nos
satisfactions.
L'ascétisme, par sa pratique, nous permet de créer une harmonie
entre l'attention donnée au corps et celle que nous donnons à l'esprit.
C'est une tentative de la spiritualisation du biologique par le
physique.
Permetez-moi, Mesdames et Messieurs, au terme de mon exposé,
de me complaire avec la poète dans son ascétisme gratuit :
Emile Verhaeren nous a laissé ces trois vers :
«II faut admirer tout pour s'exalter soi-même,
Et se dresser plus haut que ceux qui ont vécu
De coupables souffrances et de désirs vaincus».
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AMATEURISM
By ATH. A. TZARTZANOS, (Greece)
Member of the Eligibility Committees of the H.O.C. and the F.I.S.
I am deeply conscious of the honour of being invited to speak in
this place; a hallowed ground for World Sports, on an equally "hallowed" subject, namely that of the fair and honourable behaviour of
competitors, in accordance with their formal declaration that they are
competing in order to obtain the traditional "kotinos" or branch of wild
olive and that they harbour no concealed intentions for obtaining any
material benefit out of their victory.
Before entering into the development of the difficult problem of
amateurism—which could more competently be presented by other
speakers, particularly to such a distinguished audience as this one—I
think it useful to make the following declaration which, I hope, will
help in avoiding misunderstandings.
I wish, that is, to make it quite clear that what I shall have to
state in the following, constitutes my own personal ideas and opinions
and should in no way be taken as binding for such organizations with
which I am connected in the field of Amateurism. Actually for the last
10 odd yeras I am granted the honour of being a member of the «Eligibility Committee» of the Hellenic Olympic Committee and since 1961,
I have heen a member of the Eligibility Committee of the International Ski Federation (F.I.S.). Thus what I am going to say is not
binding for these organizations.
The question of observing of the rules of Amateurism, i.e. of observing of the principle first expressed in this country and developed on
this very spot, namely that the contest for the honour of athletic victory
and the effort for this purpose are made exclusively for moral benefit
and for the obtention of the simple wreath of victory, began to attract
the attention of the Greek athletics leadership, especially during the first
postwar years. Actually, it was during those years that the first symptoms of amoral athletic behaviour appeared in Greece, with some
definite examples of violation of the amateur spirit and bribery both
in the case of the sportsmen themselves and of their leaders, especially in
some team games.
The Government, in their wish to help the Hellenic Olympic
Committee (which as all Olympic Committees is by its nature and its
position entrusted with the protection of the sporting spirit) had a special clause included in a Law of the year 1955 whereby a special five
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- member Committee was formed with the H.O.C., under the title
of Eligibility Committee.
The aim of this committee is to follow up the behaviour of sportsmen in all sports and in the activities in Gymnastics and Athletic games
in general, in Greece as well as abroad, of natural and legal persons,
regarding the application of the healthy principles of the sporting spirit and the traditions of Athleticism as well as the disqualification of
these natural or legal persons who transgress these principles.
The Eligibility Committee's decisions are subject to appeal to the
plenum of the H.O.C., and the persons (natural or legal) disqualified
as to their sporting quality are barred from any participation as leaders
and managers, as competitors, or as simple trainees in all kinds of Sports,
athletics, gymnastics and their sporting bodies; they cannot be members
of Clubs, Unions, Federations or any similar sporting organizations,
and cannot be leaders, judges, referees or doctors in sport events or
leaders of Gymnastics, or any Sporting group in general. Moreover
it is clearly stated that all those deprived of their amateurism are considered as having been deprived of this quality in respect of all kinds
of sporting activities (Gymnastics and Athletics in general). All athletic
or Sports Federations, etc. are bound to keep and apply the rules and
regulations regarding the Eligibility of a person for sporting quality,
and if they do not abide by these regulations they cease to be recognized by the State as possessing the sporting quality and cannot participate in any sport event, either in Greece or abroad, and furthermore
they cannot represent any Greek sporting body or activity whatever
either in this country or abroad.
During the last 12 years this institution has been tried in our
country and has met both with success and failure as to the aims for
which it was founded. Many have praised it while many others
have abused it. However one thing is indisputable, namely, that this
institution needs some modifications and improvements, and towards
this direction are aimed the endeavours of those who judge it in good
faith. It was in this sense that the late and much regretted John Ketséas
had supported the view that the disqualification by the Eligibility
Committee should not be for life (even although the regulations provide for the appeal and rehabilitation of the punished person) but
should be graded, i.e. meted out according to a scale in accordance
with the gravity of the offence. The answer to this proposal was that
the jurisdiction of imposing lighter sentences lies with the Disciplinary
Committees of each particular organization (i.e. federation, etc.).
Those committees work parallel to the Eligibility Committee of the
H.O.C., and according to a policy followed to this day, the latter does
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not interfere in their particular range of action, so long as they deal
in due time with occuring offences.
However the problems which await for a solution in this country
during these last years as regards Amateurism are of a wider range,
and are similar to such problems existing in many other countries.
Thus we have come to ask ourselves whether there are serious reasons
for continuing to keep the old, and for some people, «antiquated», tradition of competing for the «wild olive branch» only. Should we
keep on distinguishing between amateur and professional sportsmen, or
shouldn't we perhaps allow to the members of both categories to compete together ? Are the rules relating to Amateurism perhaps too pedantically severe and shouldn't they be replaced by other more liberal ones ?
These are some of the questions one has to answer, questions which
are at the same time difficult problems. If the statement of a distinguished Greek sportsman, whose loss we have recently deplored, of George
Trypanis, namely that the separation of amateurs from professionals
does not aim at any distinction of class or fortune, but constitutes a
means of protecting pure sportsmen from the unbearable situation that
prevails in the professional world and that it constitutes the only way
of keeping undesirable persons out of the precincts of pure contest, we
must then exclude the mixing of amateurs and professionals and we
should give a negative answer to the above questions. We believe
therefore that professionals should remain far from amateur sportsmen,
as the former belong to so called "stables" and naturally obey to orders given by those who finance them.
On the other hand those who advocate the mixing of amateurs
and professionals, will in any case return to the attack with renewed
vigour to remind us of a fact, the existence of which all of us confess,
to wit, that many participants in amateur contests do not comply with
either the letter or the spirit of amateur sport.
At this point we see ourselves compelled, together with all those
who discuss the matter in good faith, to admit that today's somewhat
hybrid sport situation is a result of the behaviour and way of thinking
of a great part of our young people, whose ideals have ceased to be
those of the older generations, in whose times sportsmen, trained and
took part in the contests for the simple conquest of the «kotinos»
branch of the olive tree. We do believe, nevertheless, that the pure,
beautiful and high ideals of Amateurism should be preserved, and
that the younger generations, so long as they become imbued with the
non profit ideals of true sport, will eventually form the basis of a society with healthy ideals which will bring forth — as in the past — the
ideal human type of the «good and handsome» man !
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With such convictions for our starting point, we should now try
to find out the best way for readapting today's sport to our own deeply
modified environment, always however keeping in mind the present
realities, i.e. that the times have changed and that it is no longer possible
for a sportsman to become a champion without some form of financial
aid, because even rich people in our time face serious problems. We are
trying, in this country, to find a solution to this problem, a solution
that seems difficult to find.
Perhaps, in the end, we must settle on some sort of compromise,
but then, with such a solution we would be complying with the ancient
principle of «pan métron ariston», i.e., «moderation in all things». We
are, therefore, indicating and proposing modifications of the existing
system for the qualification of a "sportsman" as such, because if we insisted in the application of rules which are out of context with today's
reality, we should easily subject ourselves to unecessary humiliations
and loss of prestige which eventually result to the detriment of Sport
in general.
In order to obtain the modifications of the rules about Amateurism
for which we are asking, we shall address ourselves to the Greek government and ask them to achieve with them the completion and perfecting of the regulations on amateurism and professionalism now in
force in our country, as well as to the International Olympic Committee.
These new regulations should once more and most categorically
prohibit all money or other material prizes, under any form - either
given directly or indirectly - and generally speaking, all prizes having
even a remote relation to the participation in sport events should be
prohibited. Such prohibition however will not apply — as it is already
the custom in several sports — in cases of loss of working hours, travel
expenses and related everyday small expenses. The reimbursment of
the relevant amounts must in such cases always be the business of the
respective Federations, and must be duly checked by the respective
team leaders, and must never be paid directly to the competitors by
the organizers of sport events or by any other third persons.
There still remains, however, the question of what I may call the
indirect profits, which are mainly offered to champions, and which
it should be good to clarify once and for all whether they should be
accepted when they are offered by governments, cultural institutes
or big public utility enterprises. I do believe that such gifts, often in
the form of scholarships and generally as an aid towards the progress
of a young person's career, should be considered acceptable, under
condition that they be examined by the national Olympic Committees
and the Federations of each respective sport, and that such gifts will
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tend towards aiding the sportsman to continue his or her particular
studies or to acquire a profession useful for his or her future.
For us Greeks such provisions will be in accordance with our old
national traditions. During the end of the nineteenth and the beginning
of this century, when we were beginning to apply ourselves systematically to athletics,''it was the custom with those first athletic organizations to encourage — by all means at their disposal — not only the
sporting efficiency of their young members but their education as well
in order to prepare them to face life and its problems. Such principles
were particularly applied by the sport organizations then existing under
the Ottoman dominion.
In this sense, I believe, gifts could be accepted.
On the contrary, the offer of rich gifts to sportsmen as a reward
for victories and titles obtained by them, or for records achieved, as
well as sinecures and compensations by them, or for records achieved,
as well as sinecures and compensations for the use of their names in the
advertising of products, should be excluded and should entail real and
severe punishment. Moreover the value of prizes and trophies should
never exceed such reasonable limits as will make of them just souvenirs
of a victory and not a material reward for it.
These are a few thoughts around a problem about which many
more things could be said. They were not exclusively mine; they are
also being expressed by many others who are interested in the subject
of Amateurism.
I have had the privilege to state to you these views, which, I suggest,
should form the basis of future discussions of the subject, with the participation of some more personalities than those present today in this
place of serene glory.
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THE INTERNATIONAL
OLYMPIC COMMITTEE
By J. W. WESTERHOFF
Secretary General of the International Olympic Committee

My experience of last year's session of the International Olympic
Academy taught me that many countries and many people have a
somewhat confused idea about the International Olympic Committee
and its activity. The misunderstanding and misinterpretation of the
organization of the IOC has caused much criticism which has not
always been to the advantage of the Olympic Movement.
As you may know, it was Baron Pierre de Coubertin, who was
first sent to a military school, later studied politics and finaly pedagogy,
who, after visiting America and England became aware and convinced
of the conservative and outdated principles on which the education
for the youth of France was based. It was Pierre de Coubertin again
who emphasized that sport, through its psychological and physiological effects, can influence the development of the body, mind, character and conscience equally and therefore has to be used as a tool for
moral and social education. His background, experience and education
brought him back to the ancient Olympic philosophy in which he
found the same principles, and it was only natural for a man of his
character to try to influence the people and the world around him.
As he himself stated at the beginning, there was much misunderstanding with regard to his ideas and it is therefore logical that he tried
to gather around him men of high standing and with the same ideas,
to develop and further his own ideas through an international movement
based on Olympic principles; and so the International Olympic Committee was born.
Since then the principle of choosing specially qualified men to
form the IOC has been maintained and continues today. At present
the IOC is composed of seventy members, living in some fifty different
countries, all picked and chosen by the IOC members themselves in
order to ensure that the Olympic principles are fully preserved and followed. These members therefore are not representatives of their countries in the IOC but are the ambassadors of the Olympic Movement
in their respective countries.
There is yet another situation which has changed very little since
the beginning. Baron de Coubertin himself stated that as well as the
misunderstanding of his ideas, which made his way lonely and difficult,
he had no money and funds with which to further the Olympic Move148

ment. He once said, «Had I been a multi-millionaire, I could have
found easier means and ways to promote the idea».
It must be made clear that during its whole lifetime, the IOC
has never had any personal money or funds. Since 1892 the whole work
has been done by volunteers, men with high ideals and goodwill, using
their own financial resources in order to promote the idea. Up to now,
all members have paid their own expenses and, in addition, pay an
annual subscription which brings in an amount not worth mentioning
if we consider this as being the only annual revenue of a world-wide
movement which, as our President, Mr. Avery Brundage, often states,
might be called the biggest social force in the modern world.
Up till last year, thanks to their private means, the five IOC Presidents, Messrs. Demetrius Vikelas (Greece), Baron Pierre de Coubertin (France), Count de Baillet-Latour (Belgium), J. Sigfrid Edström
(Sweden) and Avery Brundage (U.S.A.) have directed the International
Olympic Movement more or less as a one-man show. You can all
readily understand that it was quite a burden to undertake this task
in addition to their own private lives and work, and that it is incredible
that, under such circumstances, the Olympic Movement has been
able to develop as it has. On the other hand, it is quite understandable
that, compared with modern international organizations which have
unlimited funds at their disposal and which employ enough people to
cope with the daily work, the IOC could be criticized unpleasantly.
Much to our regret, this has happened often enough during the last
years and has not only come from people who do not understand or are
not aware of the true facts of the situation.
After World War II, through the influence of the Olympic Movement, sport in general developed enormously, a fact shown and proved by the development of the Olympic Games. It therefore became
obvious that the official headquarters of the IOC, which in name has
always been located in Lausanne and where some part time collaborators did their utmost to keep things going, had to be reorganized
and modernized. Since, through the sales of television rights, an acceptable way of financing was found for the near future, the IOC decided to solve the problems of administration. During the IOC session
in Rome, in 1966, a Secretary General was appointed, and, recently,
during the IOC session in Teheran, in May 1967, the plans for the reorganization of the IOC office in Lausanne were accepted.
As of next October, the IOC will have its headquarters in a country house, placed at its disposal by the generosity of the Municipality
of Lausanne, to which we cannot be grateful enough since it has officially
been the IOC's host since the year 1915. This house, situated in a beau149

tiful park, near the edge of the Lake of Geneva, will become the future
Olympic centre where a staff of about sixteen, all already appointed
will work, as of 1st October of this year, to deal with all problems.
First of all, the contacts with the members and with the Executive
Board, a group of nine members elected as such by the IOC and
consisting of the President, three Vice-presidents and five members at
large, must be intensified. The Executive Board prepares the agenda
for the annual meetings of the IOC where the principle courses of action
and policies are decided. The Executive Board, in its annual or bi-annual
meetings, works out more detailed programmes as a guide for the
Secretary General and the commissions of which the following have
been set up : for South Africa, for press and public relations, for
amateur problems, for medical problems, for finance, for contacts
with the National Olympic Committees, for the International Olympic
Academy—of which the President is of course a member—and for the
protection of Olympic emblems. All these commissions will hold their
sessions in Lausanne, or, from time to time, outside Switzerland.
This is only part of the whole task. If we really want to promote
and further the Olympic Movement throughout the world, the work
of its ambassadors alone is not sufficient and they must be assisted by
local organizations in the different countries. The IOC has therefore
strongly recommended and furthered the idea of creating local Olympic
committees, the so-called National Olympic Committees of which,
at the present moment, there are 123 recognized, and affiliated to the
IOC. These National Olympic Committees, of which the IOC members
in the different countries are members, are in regular contact with the
IOC headquarters, and have as their duty the furthering of the Olympic
Movement in their respective countries, the guidance and supervision
of local Olympic sport organizations and the choosing and sending
of athletes to the Olympic Games. In fact, in many countries, the NOCs
are the most important sports bodies in their country.
It goes without saying that in purely technical sports matters the
NOCs cannot fulfil their task without the lelp and technical knowledge
and assistance of specialized sports organizations which control the
twenty-seven Olympic sports. The national sports federations, therefore, especially those whose sports are incorporated into the Olympic
programme, have the right to have a representative on the board of
their local NOC. These national sports federations must be recognized
and affiliated to the International Sports Federation for their particular sport. As I have already said, there are now twenty-six International Sports Federations (twenty-one for summer sports and six
for winter sports) which are on the programme of the Olympic Games.
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Besides these twenty-six Federations, the IOC has recognized fifteen
other International Federations which operate according to Olympic
principles but which do not figure on the Olympic programme.
The IOC is in regular contact with all these International Federations
and especially the twenty-six first mentioned as they are the IOC's
technical experts as far as the Olympic Games are concerned. As
such, they work in close collaboration with the Organizing Committees of the Olympic Games and the Olympic Winter Games, check
and approve the programme, the technical preparations and organization of the Games. It goes without saying that all this takes place
under the supervision of the IOC, for which reason the IOC headquarters must always be in close contact with the Organizing Committees
of which there are always four. At the present moment these are in
Mexico and Grenoble for 1968 and in Munich and Sapporo for 1972.
The above-mentioned duties and activities are more or less internal affairs. Besides this the IOC, and its office, has more and more
external duties to deal with. Amongst them are the contacts with the
international press, radio and television. As I have already said, there
has been much misunderstanding and misinterpretation in the past
due to a lack of contact and organization. Since the press, radio and
television are media with unlimited possibilities for contact with the
public, it is most necessary to strengthen our ties with them.
Through the commission for press and public relations, we have
started to reinforce our contacts, especially as delicate problems, such
as South Africa and the question of amateurs, have to be solved. Amateur status in the Olympic Movement is becoming increasingly misunderstood. Pierre de Coubertin started his movement with the philosophy of amateurism in contrast to the materialism of his time, a materialism which may be said to be even stronger today. His idea was,
therefore, to bring to the attention of the world the fact that a national
programme of physical training and competitive sport will not only
develop stronger and healthier boys and girls but also, and perhaps
even more important, will make better and happier citizens through
the character building which follows participation in properly administrated amateur sport. Participation in sport as avocation undertaken
in addition to one's basic occupation as a citizen. This idea has nothing
whatsoever to do with some of today's professional sports competitions,
which, through materialism and financial interference, have become
a sort of circus where spectators are enterntained in return for payment.
As time goes on, more and more contacts with governments are
coming into the picture. Although the IOC states that, for the benefit
and welfare of their citizens, all governments should initiate and carry
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out programmes of physical culture, recreation and health, completely
indépendant control of competitive amateur sport, both in national
and international spheres, must however be left to the national fedederations and the National Olympic Committees. The IOC therefore
notes with great satisfaction that its efforts are universally approved,
it rejoices in the enthusiasm which the Olympic Movement has encouraged among different nations and it congratulates those who,
with a view to encouraging popular sports, have adopted vast programmes of physical education. It considers, however, as being dangerous
to the Olympic ideals, the fact that, besides the proper development
of sports in accordance with the principles of amateurism, certain tendencies exist which are primarily aimed at improving national prestige
through results gained, forgetting that the essential aim of the Olympic
Games is the sharing of friendly effort and rivalry. The exaltation
of national pride should be a matter for our deep concern since it may,
as in the not so distant past, lead to great dangers.
Last but not least, one of the external contacts is that with the International Olympic Academy. Through the President of the Academy,
His Royal Highness Prince George of Hanover, who is a member of
the IOC, and through the commission for the Academy, we have a
close contact with the International Olympic Academy and the Hellenic Olympic Committee. It is through close co-operation with them
both that we hope to be able to develop this institution more and more.
You can see what has already been achieved but you can also see that
it is still far from completion. An ambitious programme has been drawn
up for which much money is needed and it may be that the National
Olympic Committees will be able to help fulfil and finalize the projects
as yet not realized.
Through this marvellous institution we hope, amongst other things,
to be able to further the Olympic Movement and its aims which are :
the promotion of the development of those fine physical and moral
qualities that come from contests on the friendly fields of amateur sport,
and the bringing together of the youth of the world in a great quadrennial sports festival, thereby creating international respect and goodwill, and helping to construct a better and more peaceful world in
which there is no discrimination against any country or person on
grounds of race, religion or political affiliation.
If we could convince you of the high ideals of the Olympic Movement and if you, when you are back in your home countries would
act not only as real consuls and defenders, but also as knights of the Olympic Movement, we can conclude that the International Olympic
Academy has succeeded in the goal set for this year's session.
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THE 1968 GAMES OF THE CITY
OF MEXICO
By JOSE MANUEL PUIG CARDENAS
Advantage was taken of the fact that among the participants was Mr.
José Manuel Puig Cardenas, member of the Organising Committee of the Mexico 1968 Games, who was asked to give an exposition of the preparations.
Below is a short extract of his talk, highlighting those aspects which are of particular interest or original to the XIX Olympiad :
A. One of the many reasons which influenced the International
Olympic Committee in designating Mexico as the site of the Games of
the XIX Olympiad was the fact that, in addition to offering all the con
veniences of a great city so indispensable to such a large international
gathering, more than 80 % of the special installations required for
holding the sports competitions of the Olympic program had already
been built and were in operation. For this reason, the cost of prepa
ration for such an important event will not impose a burden on the
country. Most of the constructions which are to be built, will be selfliquidating and other expenses connected with the organisation of the
games will be for the most part offset by increased income. Most impor
tant of all the installations to be built will become permanent acquisi
tions of Mexico's sports program.
B. The Olympic Village, located in the southern part of Mexico
City, in the district known as the «Pedregal de San Angel», will be a
gathering place where young people from all over the world, will
meet without regard to race, colour, religion or politics, young people
who seek in sports and cultural events a better understanding between
human beings which is in itself the chief aim of the Olympic Games.
The housing unit stands on land where the first culture of the Mexican
plateau settled, long before the first Olympiads were held in ancient
Greece. It is relevant to point out that within the housing project's
area there are various open spaces and plazas where some of the acti
vities in the cultural program, planned for October 1968, will take
place.
C. Every country will be asked to send groups representing its
most authentic folklore to be performed on stages that will be built
for this purpose. Many of the sites where the sports competitions are
to be held are not only beautiful, but the scene of great historical events
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of the Mexican nation. Thus, the Rowing and Canoeing competitions
will take place in Xochimilco, one of the Aztec Empire's kingdoms;
the Olympic Village and the University City's Olympic Stadium are
located in the Pedregal de San Angel which —as I already mentioned— was the seat of one of the most ancient cultures in America.
Some oithe equestrian events will be held in Oaxtepec, once the summer residence of the Aztec emperors ; the Gymnastics exhibitions will
be staged at the National Auditorium, a modern building located in
Chapultepee Park, a site that has witnessed many significant events
throughout the history of my country and which has served as presidential mansion to various Mexican rulers. Thus, one could name
many places where today's Mexico stands on solid foundations built
by Mexicans of yesteryear.
D. When Mexico requested to be the site of the Games of the
XIX Olympiad it proposed a cultural program to the International
Olympic Committee which would take place simultaneously with the
sports competitions, thus reviving this almost forgotten aspect of the
Olympic movement and presenting in Mexico a true exhibit of our
world's art and culture where each one of the participating countries
will have the opportunity of displaying their most authentic artistic
values and where the most outstanding scientific advances of our age
will also be exhibited. The cultural program of the Games of the XIX
Olympiad was approved and it includes twenty activities as follows :
(Below are the headings under which the speaker dealt with the various subjects).
E.

RECEPTION OFFERED BY MEXICO'S YOUTH TO THE YOUTH OF THE
WORLD.

F.

ARRIVAL OF THE OLYMPIC FLAME AT TEOTIHUACAN.

G.

SELECT WORKS OF WORLD ART.

H.

WORLD FOLKLORE FESTIVAL.

I.

A REVIEW OF CINEMA SHORT SUBJECTS ON THE MISSION OF YOUTH.

J.

EXHIBITION

ON

THE

APPLICATION

OF NUCLEAR

ENERGY

FOR THE

WELFARE OF MANKIND.
K.

EXHIBIT ON SPATIAL RESEARCH.

L.

EXHIBIT ON «SPACES FOR SPORTS AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES».

M.

INTERNATIONAL OLYMPIC PHILATELIC EXHIBITION.

N.

INTERNATIONAL EXPOSITION OF POPULAR ART.

O.

EXPOSITION OF HISTORY AND ART OF THE OLYMPIC GAMES.

P.

PUBLICITY AT THE SERVICE OF PEACE.

Q.

INTERNATIONAL MEETING OF SCULPTORS.

R.

FESTIVAL OF MURAL PAINTING FOR CHILDREN.
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S.

BALLET OF THE FIVE CONTINENTS.

T.

PROGRAM OF GENETICS AND HUMAN BIOLOGY.

U.

MEXICAN OLYMPIC CAMP FOR WORLD YOUTH.

v. INTERNATIONAL FINE ARTS FESTIVAL . - During the «Olympic Year»
of 1968, the greatest possible number of select groups and performers of the theater : symphonic and chamber music; opera; classic, modern and folkloric dance, etc., will be presented. Performers of outstanding ability and international stature will be sought.
This program will be complemented by various national art
exhibits in many of the country's museums.
W.

INTERNATIONAL SEMINAR OF POETS.

X.

PROJECTIONS OF THE GAMES OF THE XIX OLYMPIAD.

Y.

In order to receive the «Olympic» tourist contingent that will visit
Mexico City in the month of October, 1968, the Organizing Committee for the Games of the XIX Olympiad, through its Accommodations Control Office, has prepared a system that will guarantee
the visitor lodging and tickets to the events that are of greatest
interest to him.
z. Mexico's objective is that the Games of the XIX Olympiad bear
the message of peace and brotherhood of the Olympic movement to all parts of the world. Youth will gain a greater understanding of man through direct contact with other peoples, and
their customs, folklore, beliefs, etc. By means of this greater comprehension young people, who hold the key to the future, will be
encouraged to live in a truly universal community.

In conclusion may I say that the reputation for hospitality enjoyed
by my country will be enhanced in October, 1968, when we will try to
make all visitors feel at home.
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DISCUSSION BY LANGUAGE GROUPS
QUESTION I

Do you think that VICTORY is everything or that participation
is an important element?
If you think that only Victory, is important, explain why.
If you think that participation should be stressed more what can
be done to achieve it?

REPORT OF THE ENGLISH SPEAKING GROUP
It was obvious from the variety of views expressed that the participants were unable to agree that the question could be resolved by
coming to a decision : Participation versus Victory.
The group returned an answer in the following form :
«The aim or purpose of an athlete should be participation for
victory».
Again, after considerable discussion, the group decided by a small
majority that Victory should be interpreted as meaning first place in a
final event, as opposed to 1st, and and 3rd place, or gaining points in
positions of 1st to 6th.

GROUPE DE LANGUE FRANÇAISE
Sans aucun doute, en ce qui concerne les Jeux Olympiques, l'important doit être, comme nous l'annonce la phrase olympique, la
participation.
Cette participation de l'athlète aux Jeux, constitue en elle-même
une victoire; car pour participer ils doivent subir les nombreuses épreuves de classification dans leur pays respectif, ce qui les consacre comme
les meilleurs ou parmi les meilleurs athlètes de leur pays.
Cependant la participation aux Jeux n'empêche pas l'athlète de
rechercher la victoire. Cette dernière peut être considérée sur deux points
différents : ou bien l'athlète remporte une médaille olympique en étant
supérieur, ou bien il améliore ses performances antérieurs, sans pour
autant se classer parmi les premiers, ce qui constitue en soi aussi une
grande victoire.
«Un vaincu qui surpasse est un vainqueur secret»
Pour cette raison, la presse ne doit pas négliger les athlètes de cette
deuxième catégorie, et jeter à l'oubli les hommes qui ont consacré
de nombreuses années de leur vie a un rude entraînement, simplement
parce qu'ils n'ont pas remporté une médaille.
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En résumé : on pourrait dire que le plus important est la participation conditionnée vers la victoire normalement anticipée.

GERMAN LANGUAGE GROUP
1) Is victory at the Olympic Games important only or participation also ? If
yes, why?
2) If participation also is important and worthy of being more stressed, what
can be done for the purpose of promoting this throught?
The discussion resulted in the following opinions :
First of all it seemed necessary to give a definition of the term «Winner». Winner in the narrower sense is only the winner of the gold medal.
To the winners in a wider sense the winners of the silver and bronze
medals should be included.
1) To win While competing with the champions of all nations is
undoubteldy the primary aim of the Olympic Games, though not the
only one, since apart from the motto of Coubertin «Citius, altius, fortius» there is also another one : «Not victory, but participation is important», These are the two poles of the Olympic Idea, at which the centre
of gravity, including all attempts for a synthesis must remain as «achievement and victory».
It is indeed obvious that at present attraction is directed too one sidely towards the Winner. The reasons for that are as follows :
a) A national prestige outlook
b) Pressure by the Associations and their officials for success
c) The demand by the masses for sensations, encouraged by Press,
Radio and Television.
Our opinion is that there is considerable value also in participation
without victory. For example :
a) To represent one's nation is in itself already a distinction
b) By participating in the Olympic Games, each participant gets
the chance of assessing his performances and of attaining his individual
optimum perfomance. This, and to achieve favourable placing, means
already moral victory to many sportsmen.
c) Each participant has the experience of living together with a
thletes from all countries at the Olympic Village, both during the peiod
of training and contest.
d) The athletes participate in the Olympic ceremonies (Opening
and Closing ceremonies and cultural activities).
From the above an idea can be obtained as to the great personal
benefit of participating in the Olympic Games.
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II) If one wishes to avoid an exaggerated adulation of the winners, one might consider :
a) To allow those who are placed 4th to 6th to be included in the
honours offered to the medal winners (The reason for this is that the
performances of those at the top is very close).
b) To eliminate the national symbols during the honours extended
to the winners (Flag and Hymn).
c) To endeavour to influence the Press, Radio, Television, Asso
ciations and officials, not to concentrate their attentions on only the
winners.
(It seems questionable, however, as to whether, and to what extent any influence of this kind might be possible).

GREEK LANGUAGE GROUP
1. The Greeks, faithful to the Hellenic tradition, know that the main
goal is the participation in the Games and that Victory is the means
to attract the big crowd to the stadiums.
2. The modern Olympic Games slowly tend to get trasformed to
a fair, with the main emphasis laid on the idea of show. But this is done
at the expense of the games.
We think that the games must imperatively maintain their main
and fundemental interest of combativity ; otherwise they will be ousted
by the show. If these remarks are considered as timely, efforts should be
made to cultivate physical education as a compulsory institution for
peoples since young age in order to enable a common consciousness of
the pedagogic, social and psycho-corporal repercussions of the games.
The work would have been completely realizable if the Olympic
Games were confined solely to athletics and swimming.

CONCLUSION
At a meeting of the language group leaders with H.R.H. Prince
George of Hanover, President of the I.O.A. in the Chair. After full discussion, the following conlusion was reached :
«There is a trend to exaggerate the importance of Olympic Victory.
Victory, however, is not all. What is more important is to participate and struggle to win».
It should be the policy of all countries to provide for sport for all
on a nation or country-wide basis. They should give to sport a predominant place in the educational system of the country.
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It is hoped that the countries with the greater sport facilities and
experience should help the others.
We should be grateful for the support of the press and all other mass
media, so that public opinion can be accordingly formed.
QUESTION 2

DEFINE THE IDEALS OF THE OLYMPIC MOVEMENT
REPORT OF ENGLISH SPEAKING GROUP
1. To bring out in man, through sports participation, his best cha
racteristics : physical, moral, social and spiritual.
2. To create a festival in which the best sports representatives from
all nations can meet for friendly competition in an atmosphere condu
cive to better international understanding.
3. To help physical exercise and sports to gain adequate stature
in the educational and cultural systems of all nations.
4. To recognise the best performers in each country and in the world
in various sports competitions.
5. To foster cooperation and to cultivate understanding among all
nations of their aspects of culture, e.g. art, music, literature, and sports.
GROUP DE LANGUE GRANCAISE
Donnez la définition l'Idéal Olympique
«Il nous a semblé utile et nécessaire de diviser le problème en trois
niveax : le niveau individuel, national, et international
INDIVIDUEL :
A ce plan, les idéaux olympiques sont les suivants :
1) Développer par la pratique des sports «L'espirit sportif» de
l'individu.
2) A ce niveau les idéaux olympiques rejoignent les buts de l'édu
cation physique, pour un développement harmonieux des aspects phy
siques, intellectuels, moraux et sociaux de l'individu
3) Donc il s'agit du développement intégral de l'homme.

NATIONAL:
1) Développer dans le sens olympique les systèmes éducatifs en
favorisant l'intégration de la «chose sportive» dans les programmes sco
laires.
2) Sert a améliorer et a élever la compréhension du sens sportif
du pays.
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3) Constituer un facteur d'unité au sein de toutes les différentes
fédérations sportives nationales. -

INTERNATIONAL :
1 ) Sert a faire disparaitre la méfiance internationale en développant
une connaissance mutuelle des peuples.
2) Sert a faire disparaître les barrières d'un nationalisme étroit,
de langue, de race, religion, idéologie politique etc.
3) Favorise la stabilité d'une paix internationale.
En résumé, on peut dire que les idéaux du mouvement olympique
servent a l'amélioration de le jeunesse internationale, orientée vers une
plus grande perfection humaine. Donc, a la limite du mouvement olympique on retrouve l'Homme.

GERMAN - SPEAKING GROUP I
The Ideals of the Olympic Movement
During the discussion of the theme it seemed to us more appropriate not to talk about «Ideals» and Olympic Movement» but about the
establishing of an aim, and about the Olympic Idea.
The key point upon which the discussion started was Coubertin's
statement : «Olympianism is not a system, but an attitude of mind»
(Letter of 22nd Nov. 1918).

A. The following aims of the Olympic Idea were suggested :
1) Contact
a) Foregathering of the youth of the world.
b) Uniting all nations of the world.
c) The inclusion in the Olympic Idea both of all those who have
participated as well as those who have not done so in the
Olympic Games. (Understanding among peoples). Entering into
friendly relationships. Bridging of racial, political, religious,
and world outlook differences.
2) Comparison of achievements of the best amateur athletes in
the world. (compare : Coubertin, Philosophical basis of Modern
Olympianism, in : The Olympic Thought. P. 151).
3) Quietening of the agonistic impulse.
4) Contribution to the formation of physical, intellectual and
character (compare: Coubertin, to the torch relay runners, OlympiaBerlin P. 151).
5) Promotion of Physical Exercises (compare : Coubertin, the
Philosophical basis of Modern Olympianism. P. 151).
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5) Promotion of Physical Exercises (compare : Coubertin, the
Philosophical basis of Modern Olympianism. P. 151).
B. The realisation of these five aims is particularly achieved through
the festive and games character of the Olympic Games. (homo ludens,
pleasure, beauty).

GERMAN LANGUAGE GROUP II
Coubertin's concept of the «Olympic Movement» was the basis
of the discussion. According to Coubertin it had the following aims
and tasks :
1. To overcome national limitations
2. To overcome the discrepancies among the Associations and to
smooth out their internal controversies.
3. To strive for a great sports centre in which all the best compe
titors would be represented.
4. These to influence physical education and sports in each coun
try (sports pedagogics).
5. Formation of character though striving for achievements in
sports.
6. Far reaching unselfisness of the athletes and the conformation
to the amateur status.

GREEK LANGUAGE GROUP
The Olympic Movement constitutes a connecting link of the world
wide Olympic family, which must find itself in the centre of the universal intellectual movement in order to connect the whole world.
The peaceful initiatives can be joined together throughout the
world by the Olympic Movement and thus the genuine amelioration
of the human race can be achieved and the realisation of a happier life,
since the study and application of the educational and social aims of
the Games constitute a contemporary true philosophy.
The communities, the nations and the individuals, the whole of
mankind in accordance with the philosophy of the Olympic Movement will regulate their relationships and will revive their civilisations.
Noble competitive rivalry and contact between the peoples and
the acknowledgement of the value of that which is better will create the
desire for imitation through the use of the knowledge and experience
of those who preceded and they will seek sincere friendship among all
peoples.
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AMERICAN GROUP
The very openning of the international games should develop the
feelings of fellowship Comradeship and personal well-being through
fine arts and Athletic participation.
The Olympic idea should be reported to the world in such a way
so as to develop the feeling of total participation for all people without
the feeling of pressure of competition between national powers.
The whole of the world should be well informed of the Olympic
ideal and its movement.
It should never be forgotten that all mankind should be interested
in sportsmanship for all regardless of the outcome of their participation.
QUESTION 3

WHAT IS YOUR IDEA OF THE TASK
OF THE ACADEMY?
ENGLISH LANGUAGE GROUP
The group sees four main tasks for the International Olympic
Academy :
1. The propagation of the Olympic Ideals by reassessing and revaluating the different views through lectures and discussions, and bringing back those ideals to the participants' respective countries.
The participants should be ambassadors of those ideals by making
a report (verbal or written) to their National Olympic Committee, by
making public reports to their communities (schools, universities, clubs,
etc.), and by any other means.
2) To make a contribution to the Olympic Movement by formulating specific proposals to be put before the Int. Olym. Committee for
evaluation and decision.
3. To stimulate the personal and professional growth of the individual participant of the Academy.
4) To encourage all the member countries of the I.O.C. to send
participants (students and lecturers) to the Academy in order to gather as
many different views as possible.

REPORT OF THE AMERICAN GROUP
Recognizing the limitations of our brief participation in the proceedings of this Academy and our unofficial relationship to our national
Olympic committee, we respectfully submit the following ideas :
The greatest single task of the Academy is to promote the ideals
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of the Olympic games among people of all countries. In order to achieve
this task the Academy should :
Develop an international definition of amateurism and strive for
acceptance of this by all countries in determining Olympic participants.
Acquire foundation funds for financial strength with which to
promote the ideals of the Academy.
Create a film about the Academy which can be distributed to all
countries for publicity purposes
Increase publicity via radio. TV and educational institutions
Continue efforts to seek official and direct representation from the
United States Olympic Committee to the Academy proceedings.

The English Language Group offers the following suggestions to
be considered for future Academy Sessions, though these are not intended
to indicate dissatisfaction or disappointment with this year's Academy.
But, we feel that to maintain continual progress these suggestions should
be studied. :
1) The age limit of 28 should be raised so that older experienced
teachers may always be included,
2) Following each lecture, questions should be submitted to the lec
turer in writing to allow him to study and evaluate them. Answer ses
sions should follow at a later hour.
3) The participants need to be given a better understanding of the
tasks of the Academy, the first day.
4) More organized sports and social activities.
5. Fewer lectures, but of a continued high quality, more relevant
to teaching, followed by more thorough discussions.
6) Less emphasis on history and more on the sociology and psycho
logy of sports and physical education.
7) Limit the number of participants from a given country to pro
vide better balanced international discussions.
8) Better scheduled use of time, including evenings.
9) More Seminars, biginning earlier in the session
10) Encourage (require?) each participant to make a small study
relative to the Olympic Movement while at the Academy, utilizing the
library.
11) Enforce lights out and quiet, except on special evenings.
12) Encourage lecturers to remain full - session, if at all possible
to provide greater stimulation.
13) Construct set of showers next to pool so bathers can rinse before
entering pool.
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GROUPE DE LANGUE FRANÇAISE
Quelles sont les tâches de l'Académie ?
La tâche première de l'Académie doit être : de
garder, par une bibliothèque spécialisée d'étudier,
par l'intermédiaire de sessions d'améliorer, par la
recherche systématique
de propager, par l'intermédiaire des stagiaires venus de tout les continents les idéaux olympiques et les adapter à notre monde moderne en
constante transformation.
Le but des sessions doit être de former l'esprit des participants sur le
sens du mouvement olympique; et ceci par une meilleure connaissance
de ce que furent les Jeux de l'Antiquité, et une meilleure compréhension de ce qu'est le phénomène olympique moderne, afin d'en garder
la pureté d'application et de pouvoir prévoir ses développements futures,
L'Académie doit servir d'organe de consultation internationale pour
tout ce qui se rapporte à la «chose olympique». On retrouve déjà sur
place le site archéologique de l'Altis et les deux musées, mais à ceci doit
s'ajouter une vaste bibliothèque multilinquistiques et permanante.
A plus ou moins longue échéance, l'Académie doit devenir la véritable âme pensante du mouvement olympique par rapport au caractère actif, agissant, aplicatif du C.I.O.

GERMAN LANGUAGE GROUP
The tasks of the International Olympic Academy
We reckoned that there were 5 tasks of the I.O.A.
I. Fostering of the Olympic Idea.
1) Through historical research and consideration of the Olympic
Idea.
2) Through clarification of the concept
3) Through its taking root and spreading in and by means of the
the participants of the Olympic Academy.
II. Getting to know the Greek sphere of culture at Olympia and at other
important places in Greece.
1) By means of excursions with expert guides
2) By means of lectures
3) By means of reports from qualified participants
III. Preoccupation with the problems of Sports and Physical Education
under the guidance of leading representatives in the fields of Science and Sport.
1) By means of the elaboration of specified themes under the guidance of outstanding personalities after prior preparation of these by
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the participants and provided advance notification of the themes is
given in ample time.
2) By means of informative lectures
3) By means of study groups
4) By means of discussions under proper guidance.
IV. Carrying out Exercises in Sport in working groups under proper
guidance (e.g. for Track and Field, Swimming, Games) having as
themes.
1. from training instruction
2. from the techniques of exercises
3. from the methodology of disciplines
Encouraging the mixing of lectures and participants from the various nations.

1. By means of communual life in the Academy.
2. By means of preoccupation with sports
3. By means of events in which all participate in common
4. By means of discussions during free time
The prerequisites for these tasks can be partially created.The capability of work and the consequent success of the Academy's sessions
depends on many factors. The choice of another period of the year
(e.g. beginning of September) seems to us absolutely necessary; the
intense heat dumbs the readiness and capability for intellectual work
and for indulging in sports activities during the most important hours of
the day (about 10.30 - 17.30 hrs.)

GREEK LANGUAGE GROUP
The objectives and aims of the function of an Olympic Academy had
been set by the Baron de Coubertin more or less as follows : «The dissemination of the Olympic ideals, the study and application of the educational and objectives of the Games and the scientific establishment of
the principles of the Olympic Movement».
The principle aim it can therefore be said is the training of cadres
and their education so that they can take up the work of spreading the
knowledge of the principles of the Olympic ideology.
The cadres must be taken from all the countries which are attached
to the International Olympic Committee and from all categories of
people, that is to say :
Educationalists, Doctors, Journalists, Teachers of Physical Education, Social Workers, University Students, and for the most part young
people and not from those of somewhat advanced age.
It is also fitting that distinguished champions and Olympic victors
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be invited, who will be in a position to transmit their special emotions
from victory and from the endeavours for achievement.
The speakers should originate from all countries and cover in their
talks subjects of history of the ancient and contemporary Olympiads,
and matters of education, philosophy, sociology, medicine and even
technical which are connected with the Games and with Sport.
For the full success of the great work of the International Olympic
Academy the Greek language group proposes that apart from the annual
Session of the I.O.A. other specialised sessions are held during the course
of the year with a limited number of speakers and with invitation extended to a specialised audience of individuals or groups e.g. Primary school
teachers, Professors, Journalists, radio and television announcers, authors, students etc. The Greek Language Group suggests that a proposal is made to the I.O.C. that it should use its influence so that at the
ensuing Sessions there should participate representatives of countries
which have not yet attended the I.O.A.
Finally the Greek Language Group believes that the participants
of each Session should be specially orientated as to the ways and means
that they might use in returning to their countries to propagate the
aims and the high objectives of the International Olympic Academy.

SUMMARY OF DISCUSSIONS
THE PURPOSES OF THE I.O.A.
H.R.H. GEORGE W. PRINCE OF HANOVER LL.D
IN THE CHAIR
The Discussion first centred around the sphere of studies and the
curriculum. The scientific work of the Academy was examined and the
need for the distribution of the work between such matters as the archaeological and the paedagogic. The criticism was advanced and supported
that «history should be more interpretive and that the lectures were not
all along the special line of the special theme of the session. It was explained, however, that during the present session this was somewhat due
to lecturers who had been expected not turning up or informing that
they would not do so at short notice.
The view was put forward that since each session could not include
all subjects, some lectures should be repeated in principle, at each session, so that all participants could benefit, but that there should also
be the material of former sessions at hand so that the new work would be
built up on the experience of former ones.
The discussants considered that the Sessions should examine : «How
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to promote the Olympic Ideals, and how the goal could be obtained».
It was considered that proposals or suggestions should be made to the
International Olympic Committee when the conlusion of the discussions
gave the Academy the impression that it was worth while and that it
would interest the I.O.C.
The matter of holding several sessions in each year was discussed,
particularly now that accommodation was available. It was agreed that
for a specialised session priority should be given to the representatives
of mass media, but that there should also be sessions for doctors, representatives of the fine arts etc..
The desirability of representatives of as many nations as possible
was stressed, but it was considered that this might entail the limitation
in numbers of representatives from each nation.
The group leaders reported, and were supported by the students,
who listened in to the discussions, and later participated, that there was
a desire for still more seminars and discussions at the expense of lectures.
This was not contradicted but there was a general feeling, firmly supported by some, that discussions should also take place during the first days,
which should be devoted, for the most part, to matters of ideology, to the
aims of the Academy and to the theme of the Session.
The meeting then discussed the question of the theoretical and practical work, and there was some opposition to the idea of methods of
training or techniques in events being part of the curriculum, and that
sports during the session should be organised and not be voluntary.
The question of closer contact between lecturers and students was
strongly supported and the President urged as a prerequisite that the lecturers should stay for the whole session, though the difficulty of their
being able to do so was recognised and appreciated. The importance
of a social evening early in the session was also stressed.
Other natters discussed included that of the formation of the library,
which required more support from the N.O.Cs, and the hope that in future
participants would come with the intention of spending several hours
during the session in the library.
A suggestion was put forward, and approved, that a film of the Academy in operation should be produced.
Finally the President stressed the importance of the Academy's
responsability in education, and that sport should be given more importance in education at school age. «We also should influence» He said,
«education while young people are at school as otherwise we will deal
only with people who have become athletes by chance».
It was also considered that participants should be prepared in
advance with essential knowledge for the plenary session.
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CLOSING CEREMONY
OF THE 7th SESSION OF THE I.O.A.
AUGUST 11 - 1967
ADDRESS
By H.R.H. GEORGE W. PRINCE OF HANOVER, LL.D.
President of the International Olympic Academy

For the Olympic Academy that has been granted so kind hospitality in the environment of Olympia it is always a great pleasure to invite our Greek neighbours of this district to join us for our last evening.
Looking back at the days of our stay we feel gratitude for having
had the privilege to be here to carry out our work in the serene and impressive atmosphere and to profit of the inheritance of this sacred place.
I welcome all Greek authorities present, especially our town mayor.
Last but not least we thank You, Your Majesty, for Your interest and
presence that has encouraged us in our endeavours. We appreciate that
You should have sacrificed some of the few valuable days that You can
rest with your family in order to be with us. Following your example
part of the Hellenic Committee served the Academy during their holidays strictly on amateur rules. I think I have to mention Mr Goumas
specially to whose never resting activity we owe our food that helped
to overcome weaknesses of our body and inspired our brain work.
The lecturers I thank for their cordial cooperation in giving to this
Session the basis for our thinking, discussing and planning. We know
how difficult it is for the great capacities of all faculties to devote their
time and thinking to institutions that are outside their own responsibilities. That is why most of them had to go back to their own work before
our Sessions ended.
Fellow - participants, friends, we have come to the end of our
Session. You remember the general theme «The Athlete». We intended
to find out as much as possible about the various problems with which
a human being who becomes an athlete will be confronted. You have
heard lectures about the athletes in ancient Hellas and in modern times
about social, medical and educational questions. What is more important
still you cooperated very actively by bringing forward your own ideas
and experience and should like to tell you that we were impressed by
your knowledge and interesting suggestions. The discussions and seminars were most constructive. I, for my part, have learnt considerably and
I am grateful for your frankness and friendship. I hope that you will feel
that it was worth while to come here and that you will help us to distribute what we have heard and talked about to the younger generation.
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Early morning exercises before the heat of the day

Early morning exercises (looking north)

General Th. Papa

the closing ceremony

Mr. Avery Brundage (right), President of the I.O.C. with the Curator, during a recent visit to
the Academy's museum at Olympia

H. M. The King and the President of the Academy in the philatelic section of the Museum

ADDRESS BY THE FIRST VICE-PRESIDENT OF THE H.O.C.
LT. GENERAL PAPATHANASSIADIS
On behalf of the Hellenic Olympic Committee, I express the
warmest thanks to all lecturers and participants of the 7th Session of
the International Olympic Academy, for the warm interest they have
shown, as well as for the careful and fruitful adaptation of the programme.
The Hellenic Olympic Committee feels great satisfaction in realising that its efforts during the past seven continuous years, as well
as the expenses from its poor resources for the function of the Inernational Olympic Academy are now crowned with success and the
improvement from year to year can be very clearly seen.
Besides, you have all noticed the indivisible interest and warm
assistance of the Olympic Victor His Majesty our King, member
of the International Olympic Committee and Honorary President of
our Committee and of the Eforia of the International Olympic Academy as well.
You have noticed too the vigilant attendance on the whole organization and functioning of the present Session of the President of
the Eforia of the International Olympic Academy, H.R.H. George W.
Prince of Hanover, as well as of the members of the Eforia.
It is useless to point out to you their ambition that the International Olympic Academy reaches its high aims very soon.
I can assure you that our Committee will continue its effors and
with the help of the International Olympic Committee and with that
of all the other National Olympic Committees as well, hopes that this
Spiritual Center of the Olympic Ideal will really become the Mecca
of the International Olympism as was clearly stated by Mr Brundage,
President of the International Olympic Committee.
To conclude, I beg of you, on behalf of my colleagues of the Hellenic Olympic Committee, to be lenient in judging us for the unavoidable deficiencies in the present Session, as our installations were
not fully completed and I wish you all the best on your return back
home, where I am sure you will be the impressive heralds of the
International Olympic Academy and its high objectives.
Thank you.

ADDRESS By Mr. SHRI S. M. MOINUL HAQ,
ON BEHALF OF THE LECTURERS
We have come for the Seventh Session of the International Olympic Academy and for those who like me, have visited the Academy
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for the first time, the Session has provided a rare experience. For the
participants and speakers from near and far and representing more
than twenty countries the gathering has been truly international. Lectures and discussions have been on matters relating to the Olympic
Movement, while the discussions have had an Academic air, befitting
a session" of an international Olympic Academy. The discussions were
serious and intelligent and those who did not speak but listened were
no less interested and keen. The seminars drew the best out of the
participants who will be the better for this experience. His Royal Highness who conducted the discussions and seminars kept the participants
busy so that while there was time for sport and fun there was none for frivolity. The International Olympic Academy serves a noble purpose. By
its annual sessions and discussions it reminds the nations of the usefulness
of the Olympic Movemet to the World. In a world in which materialistic pursuits count for so much there is need for a strong and vigorous institution which can save the moral and the spiritual along with
the physical soul of the world from extinction. Such an institution
is the I.O.A. With the patronage of His Majesty the King of Greece,
the guidance of H.R.H. Prince George and the devotion and zeal
of the committee and associates of the Academy its future is in safe
hands. More power to their elbow. May the shadow of the Academy
never grow less.
Partings are usually painful and this occasion is no exception.
This however is a good augury for and promise of fellowship and
brotherhood in a world torn with strife. Those who have lived worked and played together in friendship in an atmosphere of peace and
calm are not likely to forget their new-found friends in a hurry.
The participants and others who attended the present session of
the Academy are grateful to Your Majesty for your kindness in coming down to attend the closing ceremony of the Session. They will cherish
the memory of this day during their lives. On their behalf and on bahalf
of the lecturers I offer to Your Majesty our grateful thanks. I have
also to record our debt of gratitude to H.R.H. the President of the
Academy, the Committee of the Academy and all others, who contributed to the success of the Session.
ADDRESS BY MR. WIL WESTPHAL - (NETHERLANDS)
Between the start and the end of the 7th Olympic Session we find that
many important things have happened for which we would like to thank
you very much. We don't only think of the Academy's leaders and of the
lectures but also of the staff who made it possible for us to enjoy the Ses170

sion in this warm climate to live in comfortable rooms, to have excellent food and to be able to enjoy sport and work.
We also think of the surrounding population who has accepted the
participants of the Olympic Academy in a very friendy way.
If we compare our Session to those of the previous years we find
that we are extremely lucky to have these very modern facilities.
We appreciate it very much that the leaders of the Olympic Academy have taken interest in these suggestions and opinions of the participants. In this way we are involved in the process of the Olympic Academy and feel responsible for the future Sessions.
We also want to thank you very much for making it possible for
us to live together in Ancient Olympia. Returning to our home communities, we will stay representatives of the 7th Olympic Academy of
1967.
ADDRESS BY MISS THELGA HOFFMAN (GERMANY)
ON BEHALF OF THE GIRL PARTICIPANTS
On behalf of the girl participants from Canada, Cyprus, Germany,
France, Greece, Israel, Yugoslavia, Austria and from the United
States, I wish to thank you cordially for all you have done to ensure
the smooth course of this Session of the I.O.A.
Our thanks are addressed in particular to the H.O.C. and to the
Committee of the I.O.A. but also to the ladies and gentlemen who
have so selflessly taken care of us.
The Academy has set itself the goal to promote and to spread
the Olympic idea and its very development shows distinct similarities
to the Olympic Games themselves. I am thinking especially of the
solemn opening ceremony at the Pnyx in Athens and of the common
accommodation of the participants in the newly built facilities. Life
here in the Academy is similar to that of the athletes in the Olympic village. Living together leads to valuable exchange of thoughts
also outside the official programme. The lectures and discussions incited us to concern ourselves with several problems more intensively
than before; we also used every opportunity to visit ancient sites
and museums. As a sportswoman I had the occasion to visit many
countries in all continents but this was the first time I have had the
privilege to become acquainted with the country of the ancient Olympic Games. I can assure you (and that's not only my personal opinion)
that Greece is simply overwhelming. I also tried to obtain an idea
of the country and its people by bicycling a whole day long around places that lie outside the paths of the tourists as recommended in guide
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books. I am a little ashamed to admit that I hardly expected so
much courtesy, so much cordiality and so much friendliness from the
population towards foreigners as I really met with.
The 7th Session of the I.O.A. is now drawing towards its end.
It will be an unforgettable experience for us all. We will always think
with pleasure of our stay in Olympia, of our stay in Greece
We sincerely thank the H.O.C. and the Committee of the I.O.A.

HIS MAJESTY'S FAREWELL AT THE CLOSING CEREMONY
In a few days you will all be leaving My country and I hope that
you are happy here. I equally hope that when you have left Olympia
and the Olympic Academy you will be able to take something away with
you that will help you in your lives. I can assure you that we are very
happy to have had you here and I am sad that I could not stay with
you the whole Session but I want you to know that I gained personally
in being amongst you and having met you. Until we meet again...
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